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USA PATRIOT ACT: DISPELLING THE MYTHS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 2011

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, TERRORISM,
AND HOMELAND SECURITY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2141, Rayburn Office Building, the Honorable F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr. (Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Sensenbrenner, Gohmert, Goodlatte, Lungren, Chaffetz, Marino, Gowdy, Adams, Quayle, Conyers, Scott, Johnson, Chu, Jackson Lee, and Quigley.

Staff present: (Majority) Caroline Lynch, Subcommittee Chief Counsel; Lindsay Hamilton, Clerk; (Minority) Bobby Vassar, Subcommittee Chief Counsel; Sam Sokol, Counsel; Joe Graupensberger, Counsel; and Veronica Eligan, Professional Staff Member.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The Subcommittee will come to order, and the Chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes.

Today’s hearing is the third the Subcommittee has held in the last 2 months on the USA PATRIOT Act. The first two hearings examined what the expiring provisions and the permanent provisions of the Act authorized the government to do and why they are critical to our national security.

Today’s hearing will examine what the government is not authorized to do under these provisions, dispelling the myths and misinformation that has swirled around this law for 10 years.

Let’s begin with the “Lone-Wolf” provision. First proposed by Senator Schumer and Kyle in 2002, the provision was added to the FISA definition of agent of a foreign power in the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004.

Let’s be clear. “Lone-Wolf” is simply a definition intended to close a gap in our intelligent laws that allows rogue terrorists to slip through the cracks. It is not a free-standing provision. It does not create a set of surveillance tools different from FISA. It does not allow the government to engage in warrantless surveillance or gather any intelligence without the approval of a FISA court. Only those tools currently laid out in FISA—business records, roving wire taps, and the like—can be used to target a “Lone-Wolf”. And the “Lone-Wolf” definition can only be applied to non-U.S. persons, meaning it cannot be applied to citizens or permanent resident aliens.
Similar to the “Lone-Wolf” provision, the roving wire tape authority is not a free-standing provision. It does not authorize warrantless surveillance, nor can roving authority be used to target an entire neighborhood or city block of people. Since 1978, FISA has authorized court-approved surveillance for intelligence gathering purposes.

But gone are the days of landlines and rotary phones. Today’s terrorists and spies use disposable cell phones and free e-mail accounts to hide their tracks and to thwart detection. So, in 2001, Congress amended FISA to allow the FISA court to approve roving authority in certain circumstances similar to criminal roving authority that has been in place since 1986.

In order to use a roving wiretap, intelligence agents must first establish, and a FISA court must approve, all of the criteria for a traditional wiretap. These include probable cause that the target of the surveillance is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power, and probable cause that the devices being used are about to be used by a foreign power or an agent of foreign power. Then the agents must make an additional showing, which the FISA court must also approve, that the actions of the target may have the effect of thwarting their identification. With this authority, agents can monitor modern day terrorists and spies. Without it, agents would have to obtain a new surveillance order from the FISA court every time a target switches cell phones or e-mail accounts and risk losing track of him.

Despite claims to the contrary, roving authority does not create a John Doe warrant. We know that drug dealers and gang members often use nicknames or aliases. It should come as no surprise that terrorists and spies do as well. It should not surprise anyone that it may be difficult or impossible to provide the true identity of those who engage in clandestine underground activities in circumstances in which the identity of a target is unknown and the government may provide a description of the specific target. But it must provide it description specific enough to establish probable cause that the target of the surveillance is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power.

That leaves us with the business records provision. To begin with, business records orders are not—and I repeat—are not national security letters. PATRIOT Act critics often join the two together in an effort to transfer NSL concerns to business records. National security records are administrative subpoenas; business records are FISA court orders. These orders cannot be used to search a person’s home or obtain their personal records. They can only be used to obtain third party records, such as hotel or car rental records.

Perhaps the biggest myth that we just dispel here today is with the death of Osama bin Laden, we no longer need the PATRIOT Act. Nothing could be further from the truth. Just last week, Al-Qaeda released a statement saying it will continue to plan and plot “without any fatigue, boredom, despair, surrender, or indifference.” It is clear that Al-Qaeda has not backed down, and neither should we as the United States of America. That’s why last week I introduced legislation to permanently reauthorize the “Lone-Wolf” defi-
nition and extend for 6 years the sunsets for roving and business records authority.

It is now my pleasure to recognize for his opening statement the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee, the distinguished gentleman from Virginia, Bobby Scott?

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Today's Subcommittee meets again to discuss the provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, and I believe it is appropriate that we thoroughly examine these controversial provisions. And I thank you for holding a series of hearings that you have been holding so that we can fully understand exactly what these provisions are.

Each time we allow law enforcement greater power to access private communications or look at records regarding private activities, we give up something important. Piece by piece we may not notice it, but we may wake up one day and ask, where did our freedoms go?

There is no doubt that we entrust our law enforcement officers at all levels with awesome responsibility to protect us from harm. We respect them and thank them for that, and we work on a bipartisan basis to give them the resources and authorities they need. However in protecting us, we must also protect our freedoms and civil liberties, the basic principles of our Bill of Rights underlying what it means to live in a free country, and to define that relationship between citizens and government.

And when we talk about government, it is not government in the abstract. In Northern Virginia, we are talking about people who may be our neighborhoods, lots of other people who may be involved in these activities. So, when we say government, we may be talking about dozens of people, or hundreds of people, who may have access to our private conversations.

For years we've discussed roving wire taps, the “Lone-Wolf” provision, and the relaxed standards for access to business records. These provisions have expanded the government's power to listen to personal conversations, read confidential records, and track private movements. We may establish procedures on how these authorities may be executed and require a secret court to authorize some of these actions, but those subject to the surveillance or those whose records have been examined may never get a chance to know just how much the government, their neighbors, and friends, or other people who may be government employees have intruded into their lives. It is difficult for us to conduct meaningful oversight over provisions which are implemented in such secret conditions.

So, I welcome our witnesses, including one of our former colleagues, a Member of the Subcommittee, the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Barr, and the other witnesses. I look forward to their testimony.

Mr. SENSENBERNBRNER. I thank the gentleman from Virginia.

I now recognize the junior Chairman emeritus of the Committee, the distinguished gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Conyers?

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Chairman Sensenbrenner. It is a pleasure to be here today and to join Bobby Scott in welcoming Bob Barr, our former colleague from Georgia, for many years here to the Committee room. He also served on the Judiciary Committee, and we know we are all pleased to see him again.
Now, instead of this hearing, which is another oversight hearing, I begin by making the point that we have not had a legislative bill on the PATRIOT Act before the Committee for hearing. We have had a number of oversight hearings, and what we want to do is try to get ready with 16 days left to determine what we are going to do on this bill.

Now, we have been having a hearing on “The USA PATRIOT Act: Dispelling the Myths.” Well, that is great, but I think that it shortchanges the real problems with a bill that we have so little time to work on. We ought to be, in my judgment, be working on what compromises we have to make to the PATRIOT Act to get it through the Committee and the House and the conference that is sure to follow. And it is in that spirit that I make this opening statement.

We have got some work to do here. Now, there are a lot of people that are troubled about these expiring provisions. So, to introduce a bill that makes some of them permanent is exactly the wrong way to go. Now, this is the Committee that unanimously passed the first PATRIOT Act because we worked it out on both sides. And I do not think we are following that procedure again the way that we are going now.

And so, I have introduced a compromise measure—H.R. 18-5—that is intended to cover this. And that compromise is a bill to extend the sunset of certain provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, and that is what I would like all of my colleagues, especially the Chairman of our Judiciary Committee and the Members of this Subcommittee, to examine critically so that we can work out some position that we can reach some accord on.

So, what we are dealing with now is legislation that makes “Lone-Wolf” authority permanent. Well, no hearings, but let us just make it permanent because it is not that bad, all you critics of the PATRIOT Act. If you understood it and listened and read it, you would not feel so bad about it.

It extends the business records and roving wiretaps for 6 years. The majority’s bill would make no further improvements to the PATRIOT Act period. It includes no new protections for privacy. It requires no reporting to Congress to the inspector general audits or to any other oversight. And so, I do not feel very supportive of that kind of approach.

And so, thank goodness we will be hearing from some of our witnesses today about the serious issues raised by the 21st century government surveillance plan.

Mr. SENSENBERNER. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. CONYERS. Of course I will yield.

Mr. SENSENBERNER. First of all, I ask that the gentleman be given two additional minutes.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.

Mr. SENSENBERNER. I look back at what happened in 2009, and there was only one oversight hearing that was conducted then. And there was a bill that was introduced, and following that there was a classified hearing that was closed to the public, and the Committee marked it up and sent the bill, you know, off to the floor. I have had a very open process, both when I was the full Committee Chairman in 2001 and 2005, and I believe this year as well...
You know, we have heard testimony on the three expiring provisions and what they do, and this was a request for a third open hearing on what the PATRIOT Act does not do. So, I think we certainly have been able to hear all viewpoints on this. And, you know, I will continue to hear all viewpoints on this, but the time for a decision is at hand.

And if the gentleman wants to respond to that, I will be happy, and then we can go on to the witnesses’ testimony.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. What I would like to do is finish my opening statement, and I do not choose to respond to it.

So, what I hope—and I am sorry I did not see my Subcommittee Chairman or my Judiciary Committee Chairman—on the floor yesterday. I was not able to get there because I wanted to alert you to what this discussion was going to be like from my chair today.

So, it is unfortunate, from my point of view, that we have not had more negotiations or discussions that may more quickly lead to a bipartisan compromise. Many Members on both sides of the aisle have serious concerns about the PATRIOT Act, including these three provisions that are about to expire.

While some Members will judge that they cannot support any reauthorization, others may be open to compromise. Indeed, two inform these negotiations, I have introduced, by the bipartisan compromise measure that has been reported out by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and which has the full support of the intelligence community.

Now, at an earlier hearing of this Subcommittee, the Assistant Attorney for National Security and the General Counsel for the Director of National Intelligence, both stated their support for this compromise. Both. General Counsel Bob Lipp said that this was the kind of measure that, “...would provide enhanced protection for civil liberties without affecting operational utility.”

Can I have some additional time, Mr. Chairman? I yielded to you.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. But I did not use the whole 2 minutes. How much additional time does the——

Mr. CONYERS. Well, if you do not want to grant it——

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. How much do you want?

Mr. CONYERS. I want to finish my opening statement.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I ask unanimous consent the gentleman be given two additional minutes.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, thank you for your generosity.

What we are doing is trying to make meaningful improvements in important legislation, and what I am proposing in the bill, Chairman Sensenbrenner, is to remove the over broad “presumption of relevance” in Section 215 cases. Instead, require a detailed written statement of the facts and circumstances supporting the request for a Section 215 order in every case.

We also have a provision to offer greater protection to library and book seller records. In addition, we tighten up the use of NSLs and reform the gag orders that were struck down as unconstitutional by the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals. And finally, it puts in new reporting and audit requirements.
For many, or for some, this bill will not go far enough, but for others it may go too far. For me, the bill represents a reasonable compromise. And with the short time that we all know that we have, and with the need to find a measure that can win the support of the other body and the Administration, I think this bipartisan compromise measure is the proper vehicle for moving this issue forward.

In any event, I appreciate that we are not here today for a legislative hearing. Instead, we are holding another general oversight hearing, this one called “Dispelling the Myths” about the PATRIOT Act. This title, of course, raises a question. If the majority has already concluded the concerns about the PATRIOT Act are myths, then why is the hearing necessary? It seems like they have already made up their mind.

And I will submit the rest of my statement, and thank you, Chairman Sensenbrenner.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Conyers follows:]
Statement of the Honorable John Conyers, Jr, at a hearing on
“The USA PATRIOT Act: Dispelling the Myths”
before the
House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security
Room 2141 Rayburn House Office Building
May 11, 2011
10:00 am

In sixteen days, three provisions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act expire. Under the majority leader’s current schedule, the House will be open for legislative business on only six of those days.

The majority has now introduced legislation that would make the Lone Wolf authority permanent, and that extends the business records and roving wiretaps for six years. The majority’s bill would make no further improvements to the Patriot Act. It includes no new protections for privacy. It requires no reporting to Congress, Inspector General audits, or any other oversight. I do not support that approach.

We will hear from our witnesses today about the serious issues raised by 21st century government surveillance. Conservative civil libertarians like Bruce Fein and Bob Barr will remind us of the vision of our founders – a free and brave nation that elevates the individual over government.

So I hope that when we consider Chairman Sensenbrenner’s bill at markup tomorrow, there will be bipartisan openness to improvements and changes.

Indeed, it is unfortunate in my opinion that we have not had more negotiations or discussions that might have led to a bipartisan compromise. Many members on both sides of the aisle have serious concerns about the Patriot Act, including these three provisions that are set to expire. While some members will judge that they cannot support any re-authorization, others may be open to compromise.
Indeed, to inform these negotiations I have introduced the bipartisan compromise measure that has been reported out by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and which has the full support of the intelligence community.

At an earlier hearing of this Subcommittee, the Assistant Attorney General for National Security and the General Counsel for the Director of National Intelligence both stated their support for this compromise.

ODNI General Counsel Bob Litt said this was the kind of measure that “would provide enhanced protection for civil liberties without affecting operational utility.”

The bill is not perfect, but it makes meaningful improvements to the law. For example:

- It removes the overbroad “presumption of relevance” in Section 215 cases. Instead, it requires a detailed written statement of the facts and circumstances supporting the request for a Section 215 order in every case.
- It offers greater protection to library and bookseller records.
- It tightens up the use of NSLs, and reforms the NSL gag orders that were struck down as unconstitutional by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
- It puts in new reporting and audit requirements.

For many this bill will not go far enough; for others it may go too far. For me, the bill represents a reasonable compromise. With the short time we have — and with the need to find a measure that can win the support of the Senate and the Administration — I think this bipartisan compromise measure is the proper vehicle for moving this issue forward.

In any event, I appreciate that we are not here today for a legislative hearing. Instead we are holding another general oversight hearing, this one titled “Dispelling the Myths” about the PATRIOT Act. This title of course raises a question — if the majority has already concluded that concerns about the PATRIOT Act are — quote — “myths,” then why is the hearing necessary? It seems like they have already made up their mind.

In any event, I for one do not think that concerns about the PATRIOT Act are fanciful. For one thing, these powers are used in secret and the people whose
phones are tapped or records are seized often never find out. And if they do find out they are often barred by court order from telling anyone. So I question whether it will ever be possible to fully document the impact of these powers on our privacy and civil liberties.

Furthermore, what does it mean to say that these powers have not been abused? The 215 power, for example, is so broad that the issue is not whether it has been misused - the question is whether the permitted uses of it are too broad. The critical question is not whether the rules are being broken, but whether we have the right rules in the first place. As a witness at one of our earlier hearings put it:

“It would be more worrying, after all, if standards were lowered and safeguards weakened so far that nothing counted as a "misuse." The real danger is that the formally lawful collection of records is giving rise to a set of ever-growing databases - the FBI's comprising billions of records at last count overflowing with potentially sensitive information about innocent Americans and their constitutionally protected activities.”

Now, I expect we will hear today many reasons why these powers are useful to the government.

And no doubt they are. But that is not the question. The Judiciary Committee does not exist to simply rubber stamp the executive's demands for more and more power.

Of course more and more government surveillance can be helpful in fighting terrorism. But as a nation we have chosen a different course. We value freedom and privacy, as well as our physical safety.

So the question is not whether these authorities are helpful. The question is whether they are worth it. Is a nation that gives its government this type of power truly free? That is the question I hope our witnesses will address today.

And with that I thank the Chairman and yield back.
It is now my pleasure to introduce today’s witnesses.

Patrick Rowan is a partner in McGuire Woods in Washington, D.C., where he practices in the Government, Regulatory, and Criminal Investigations group. Before joining McGuire Woods, he spent 18 years in the Department of Justice serving as an assistant U.S. attorney in Washington, then as acting deputy general counsel for the FBI’s national security law branch. And in 2004, he became senior counsel to the assistant attorney general in charge of the criminal division, where he assisted in the management of all counterterrorism investigations.

Excuse me. In 2006, DoJ established the national security division, which consolidated its law enforcement and intelligence activities on counterterrorism and counterintelligence matters. Mr. Rowan served first as the division’s principal deputy assistant attorney general, and then as its assistant attorney general.

He received his law degree from the University of Virginia in 1989 and his undergraduate degree from Dartmouth College in 1986.

The Honorable Bob Barr represented the 7th District of Georgia in the U.S. House of Representatives from 1995 to 2003, and was the 2008 Libertarian Party nominee for President of the United States.

He practices law in Atlanta, Georgia, and he is of counsel with the Law Offices of Edwin Marger. He runs a consulting firm, Liberty Strategies, Inc., which is also headquartered in Atlanta, and is a registered mediator and arbitrator.

Mr. Barr was appointed by President Reagan as the United States attorney for the Northern District of Georgia in 1986, and served as president of the Southeastern Legal Foundation from 1990 to 1991. He was an official with the CIA from 1971 to ’78, and additionally, he served as an official member of the U.S. delegation at several major United Nations conferences.

He received his law degree from Georgetown University, his master’s degree from the George Washington University, and his bachelor’s degree from the University of Southern California.

Mr. Bruce Fein is a constitutional lawyer, scholar, and writer. He has served as a visiting scholar for constitutional studies at the Heritage Foundation and adjunct scholar at the American Enterprise Institution, a guest lecturer at the Brookings Institution, and an adjunct professor at the George Washington University in Washington.

He was appointed as research director for the House Republicans on the Joint Congressional Committee on Covert Arms Sales to Iran from 1986 to 1987, and was general counsel of the Federal Communications Commission from 1983 to 1984. From 1981 to 1982, he served as the associate deputy attorney general in the Department of Justice and supervised the Department’s litigation and vetting of candidates for the Federal judiciary. From 1975 to ’76, he served as the assistant director in the Office of Legal Policy at DoJ, where his primary duties concerned legislative initiatives, aimed at upgrading the administration of Federal justice. Prior to his work in the Office of Legal Policy, he served as special assistant to the assistant attorney general for the Office of Legal Counsel
from 1973 to 1975, then he graduated with honors from Harvard Law School in 1972.

Sergeant Edward D. Mullins has been a member of the New York City Police Department since January 1982. On July 1, 2002, he was elected president of the Sergeant’s Benevolent Association of New York City, one of the largest police unions in the Nation with more than 11,000 members.

Early in his career, he was assigned to the 13th Precinct on Manhattan’s East Side. After nearly 10 years, he was promoted to detective and assigned to the 10th precinct in Manhattan’s Chelsea area. Promoted to sergeant in 1993, he was assigned to the 19th precinct on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, and subsequently transferred to the detective bureau in Brooklyn South, where he served as the violent crime supervisor in the 67th Precinct Detective Squad, Special Victim’s Squad, and the King’s County District Attorney’s Office.

He has a bachelor’s degree from Concordia College and a master’s degree in organizational leadership from Mercy College.

Each witness will be recognized for 5 minutes to summarize their written statement.

And the Chair now recognizes Mr. Rowan for 5 minutes.

Could you turn the PA on and bring the mic a little bit closer to you, and we will reset the clock?

TESTIMONY OF J. PATRICK ROWAN, PARTNER, McGuire Woods LLP

Mr. Rowan. Thank you. Chairman Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member Scott, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify today.

My name is Patrick Rowan, and I am currently a partner in the law firm of McGuire Woods, but prior to joining the firm in 2009 I worked at the Department of Justice for 18 years, including at the FBI’s office of General Counsel, the Criminal Division, and the National Security Division.

During this period I had the opportunity to work with FBI agents and DoJ lawyers who dedicated their days and nights to countering the national security threats that face our country. In this work, the investigative tools drawn from the PATRIOT Act were regularly deployed in the service of our national security.

Even though the provisions of the PATRIOT Act have been repeatedly and successfully used in national security investigations over the last nine and a half years, the Act remains somewhat controversial. While there is great value in the ongoing national dialogue about the balance between national security and liberty, I believe that at least some of the continuing concern about the PATRIOT Act stems from misconceptions that have grown up around the Act. Accordingly, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee to address some of those misconceptions.

I want to talk specifically about the three provisions that are scheduled to sunset this month—the roving surveillance provision, the business records provision, and the “Lone-Wolf” definition. Each requires the government to make a showing to an independent court—the FISA court. Each provision comes with rule governing how the government handles information regarding
United States persons, and each is subject to extensive executive branch oversight, as well as congressional reporting requirements, all of which is to suggest that they are not particularly susceptible to misuse in any way.

The government’s most recent statements indicate that the “Lone-Wolf” definition has never been used, let alone abused. The two other tools which have been used hardly represent radical incursions on civil liberties as these tools were recognized as available for ordinary criminal investigations long before 9/11.

Some apparently believe that the government uses these national security tools to make an end run around the judiciary and the protections that surround our criminal justice system. I think that notion overstates the protections on the criminal side and understate the protections on the national security intelligence gathering side. For example, a FISA business records order is used to obtain the same records that can be acquired with a grand jury subpoena. As a Federal prosecutor, I issued grand jury subpoenas to specific individuals and organizations with virtually no oversight and no meaningful judicial review. Because those records were acquired in the course of a grand jury investigation, the person to whom those records pertained was ordinarily not aware that the government had obtained them. Those records did not necessarily relate directly to the target of the investigation. For example, in a fraud or bribery investigation, it would certainly not be unusual to seek records relating to the target’s girlfriend to determine if her activities had some relation to the target’s crimes. If the grand jury did not return an indictment or the charged offenses were not connected to the girlfriend’s activities, the girlfriend would likely never learn that her records had been subpoenaed.

To employ the FISA business records provision, the government must apply to an independent court and demonstrate relevance in order to obtain a court order under the provision. There are heightened protections when investigators seek materials that are considered especially sensitive, such as medical records and records from libraries.

If the target of the investigation is a U.S. person, the government must show that the investigation is not based solely on activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the government must adhere to minimization procedures that limit the retention and dissemination of the information that is obtained concerning U.S. persons. And the government must also report to Congress on the use of this tool.

To the extent that one assumes that criminal investigative tools are used with greater care because investigators understand that they will eventually have to defend their actions in court, one must keep in mind that national security investigations, intelligence investigations, often result in prosecutions as well. Agents know that even the most sensitive national security investigation may ultimately end up in a U.S. court where the investigative techniques will be scrutinized. This is particularly true when the investigations target a U.S. person. Agents understand that the most obvious and effective tools for neutralizing a U.S. person who threatens our security is a Federal criminal prosecution, and they make deci-
sions about the use of investigative tools with that principle in mind.

Let me talk for a minute about the “Lone-Wolf” definition. The government recently indicated that it has never had occasion to use the “Lone-Wolf” definition, which was contained in the Intelligence Perform Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004. And there are some that argue that the non-use of the definition demonstrates this provision is unnecessary and that it should be allowed to expire. I do not subscribe to this logic. The mere fact that I have never had occasion to use my spare tire does not mean that I would prefer not to have one in my car. The availability of radicalizing material on the Internet seems to be producing more and more individuals who form the intention to carry out violence on their own without the aid and support of a terrorist organization.

These are circumstances for which the “Lone-Wolf” definition was created. If and when the need for the “Lone-Wolf” definition arises, it should be available to the FBI and their partners at NSD. Valuable time and resources might be wasted in trying to engineer our work around for the lapsed definition.

Many of those who are concerned about the PATRIOT Act seems to think that the judges of the FISA court are rubber stamps from the government, that these judges approve everything that there is to approve and impose no meaningful check on the government. From personal experience, I can tell you that simply is not true. And I will be happy to answer further questions about the court and the other provisions that we are here to discuss today later on in the hearing.

Thank you, Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rowan follows:]
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Chairman Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member Scott, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify today. My name is Patrick Rowan, and I am currently a partner in the law firm of McGuireWoods LLP. Prior to joining the firm in 2009, I worked at the Department of Justice (DOJ) for eighteen years. Many of those years were spent as a federal prosecutor, but the last portion of my time at DOJ was spent in positions with national security responsibilities, including at the FBI Office of General Counsel, the Criminal Division and then the National Security Division (NSD).

During this period, I had the opportunity to work with FBI agents and DOJ lawyers who dedicated their days and nights to countering the national security threats that face our country. In this work, the investigative tools drawn from the USA PATRIOT Act (PATRIOT Act) were regularly and responsibly deployed in the service of our national security. Even though the provisions of the PATRIOT Act have been repeatedly and successfully used in national security investigations over the last nine and a half years, the Act remains somewhat controversial. While there is great value in the ongoing national dialogue about the balance between liberty and security, I believe that at least some of the continuing concern about the PATRIOT Act stems from misconceptions that have grown up around the Act.

Accordingly, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee to address some of these misconceptions. In my remarks I will try to focus most specifically on misconceptions relating to the three provisions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act ("FISA") that are scheduled to sunset this month: the "roving" surveillance provision, the "business records" provision and the "lone wolf" definition.

There is nothing about these three provisions, Sections 206 (roving) and 215 (business records) of the PATRIOT Act and Section 6001(a) (lone wolf) of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act, to suggest that they are particularly susceptible to misuse. On the contrary, each of the provisions is subject to substantial protections against civil rights abuses. Each requires the Government to make a showing to an independent court, the FISA court. Each provision comes with rules governing how the Government handles information regarding United States persons. And each is subject to extensive executive branch oversight, as well as congressional reporting requirements.

The Government’s most recent statements indicate that the lone wolf definition has never been used, let alone abused. The two other tools, which have been used, hardly represent radical incursions on civil liberties. These tools were recognized as available for ordinary criminal investigations long before 9/11. Law enforcement agencies have had similar roving authority for Title III wiretaps since 1986, and the authority has repeatedly been upheld in the courts. See, e.g., United States v. Gaytan, 74 F.3d 545, 553 (5th Cir. 1996), United States v. Bianco, 998 F. 2d 1112, 1121-1123 (2d Cir. 1993). The business records that the government seeks to obtain through a Section 215 order can be
obtained with a garden variety grand jury subpoena in a conventional criminal investigation.

Criminal Investigations Compared With National Security Investigations

Some apparently believe that the Government uses these national security tools to make an end-run around the judiciary and other forms of oversight that exist on the criminal law enforcement side. I think that notion overstates the protections on the criminal side and understates the protections on the national security side.

For example, as I already noted, a FISA business records order is used to obtain the same records that can be acquired with a grand jury subpoena. As a federal prosecutor, I issued grand jury subpoenas to specific individuals and organizations with virtually no oversight and no meaningful judicial review. The recipient of such a subpoena was required to comply with its demands whenever there was a “reasonable possibility that the category of materials the Government seeks will produce information relevant to the general subject of the grand jury’s investigation.” United States v. R. Enterprises, Inc., 498 U.S. 292, 301 (1991).

Because those records were acquired in the course of a grand jury investigation, the person to whom those records pertained was ordinarily not aware that the government had obtained them. Those records did not necessarily relate directly to the target of the investigation. For example, in a fraud or bribery investigation, it would certainly not be unusual to seek records relating to the target’s girlfriend to determine if her activities had some relation to the target’s crimes. If the grand jury did not return an indictment or the charged offenses were not connected to the girlfriend’s activities, the girlfriend would likely never learn that her records had been subpoenaed.

To employ the FISA business records provision, the Government must apply to an independent court and demonstrate relevance in order to obtain a court order under the provision. There are heightened protections when investigators seek materials that are considered especially sensitive, such as medical records and records from libraries or bookstores. If the target of the investigation is a U.S. person, the Government must show that the investigation is not based solely on activities protected by the First Amendment. See 50 U.S.C. § 1861(a)(1), (a)(2)(B). Moreover, the Government must adhere to minimization procedures that limit the retention and dissemination of the information that is obtained concerning U.S. persons. See 50 U.S.C. § 1861(b)(2)(B) and (g). The Government must also report to Congress on the use of this tool.

To the extent that one assumes that criminal investigative tools are used with greater care because investigators understand that they will eventually have to defend their actions in a court, one must keep in mind that national security investigations often result in prosecutions as well. Agents know that even the most sensitive national security investigation may ultimately end up in court, where the investigative techniques will be scrutinized. This is particularly true when the investigation targets a U.S. person. Agents understand that the most obvious and effective tool for neutralizing a U.S. person who
threatens our security is a federal criminal prosecution, and they make decisions about the use of investigative tools with that principle in mind.

While there are thousands and thousands of grand jury subpoenas issued every year, the National Security Division recently disclosed that the business records provision is used about forty times per year on average. There is nothing about these numbers that suggests the business records provision is being abused.

The business records provision is not as fast or convenient as a grand jury subpoena. As a result, agents do not ordinarily elect to seek them except in those circumstances in which the secrecy of the investigation is paramount. The business records provision bars the recipient from disclosing it, although the recipient may challenge the non-disclosure requirement in court (as well as the validity of the order).

The secrecy provisions surrounding these authorities are a critical element of their utility. Given the high stakes in national security investigations, it is essential that the investigations be conducted in secret, so that the targets do not adopt countermeasures to avoid detection.

In this regard, the criminal law analogues to our FISA tools – Title III wiretaps, grand jury subpoenas and criminal search warrants – are simply not an acceptable substitute. The procedural requirements imposed by the criminal law, which for Title III wiretaps include mandatory disclosure to the target at the conclusion of the wiretap, make it impossible to conduct long-running intelligence-gathering investigations and increase the likelihood that an investigation will be compromised in the short term.

The Lone Wolf Definition Remains Necessary

The Government recently indicated that it has never had occasion to use the “lone wolf” definition, contained in Section 1801(b)(1)(C) of Title 50 and added in 2004. This provision, which applies only to non-U.S. persons, allows the Government to conduct surveillance and physical search of individuals engaged in international terrorism without demonstrating that they are affiliated with a particular international terrorist group.

There are some who argue that the non-use of the lone wolf definition demonstrates that this provision is unnecessary and that it should be allowed to expire. I don’t subscribe to this logic. The mere fact that I have never had occasion to use my spare tire does not mean that I would prefer not to have one in my car. The availability of radicalizing material on the Internet seems to be producing more and more individuals who form the intention to carry out violence on their own, without the aid and support of a terrorist organization. These are the circumstances for which the lone wolf definition was created. If and when the need for the lone wolf definition arises, it should be available to the FBI and their partners at NSA, valuable time and resources might be wasted in trying to engineer a work-around for the lapsed definition.
The FISA Judges Conduct Meaningful Review

Many of those who are concerned about the PATRIOT Act seem to think that the judges of the FISA Court are rubber-stamps for the government, that these judges approve everything that they are asked to approve and impose no meaningful check on the government. From personal experience, I can tell you that this simply is not true.

The judges who sit on the FISA Court are well aware that they only hear the government’s side of the story. This is not an unfamiliar posture for any federal judge, because they are regularly called upon to review ex parte requests for search warrants, arrest warrants, and Title III electronic surveillance. They understand that a one-sided recitation of allegations requires extra scrutiny, and the FISA judges bring that understanding with them to the Court.

The judges of the FISA Court conduct a meaningful review of each application that is submitted to them. The judges often require additional information and changes and modifications to the proposed orders. Moreover, the judges regularly require reporting as to whether their orders are being followed. The Government’s lawyers and agents understand that the FISA Court expects to hear if its orders have been violated, even if the violation was inadvertent.

The Value of Oversight

Over and above the requirements of the FISA Court, the Executive Branch conducts its own oversight of FISA-related intelligence-gathering activities. Each FISA application is subject to close scrutiny by the FBI and the NSD and must be approved by one of a small number of officials before it is submitted to the FISA Court. The FBI’s use of FISA authorities is also subject to oversight by the NSD, the DOJ’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. In addition, Congress receives regular reports and copies of significant FISA Court opinions. Thus, there are a number of entities that seek to ensure that these authorities are used in compliance with the law and in a manner that protects privacy and civil liberties.

These oversight mechanisms have real value, as was demonstrated in connection with the FBI’s use of National Security Letters (NSLs). As you know, the PATRIOT Act changed the standard of proof required to use NSLs, permitting their use when the material sought by the NSL is relevant to a national security investigation. This change and others, combined with the changing threat environment, resulted in dramatically expanded use of NSLs by the FBI.

In reauthorizing the PATRIOT Act in 2006, the Congress revised the NSL provisions to permit recipients to challenge the NSLs and their nondisclosure provisions and to require the DOJ’s OIG to review the FBI’s use of NSLs for potential misuse.
Thereafter, the DOJ’s OIG issued a report that was critical of the FBI’s use of NSL authorities. A 2007 report exposed a number of problems, including that NSLs were issued out of “control files,” rather than from “investigative files,” in violation of FBI policy. In his report, the Inspector General explained that “in most – but not all of the cases we examined in this review, the FBI was seeking information that it could have obtained properly through national security letters if it had followed applicable statutes, guidelines, and internal policies. See Statement of Glenn A. Fine, Inspector General, U.S. Department of Justice, before the House Judiciary Committee concerning the FBI’s Use of National Security Letters and Section 215 Requests for Business Records,” (March 20, 2007) at 4. The Inspector General also found that FBI agents had not intentionally sought to misuse NSLs but that the misuses were the product of mistakes, carelessness, confusion, sloppiness, lack of training, lack of guidance, and lack of adequate oversight.” *Id.*

In response to this report, the FBI developed an automated process for the issuance of NSLs, to ensure that all applicable legal and administrative requirements are met before the NSL goes out. One of these requirements is review and approval by an FBI attorney. The processing system has also improved the FBI’s ability to accurately report NSL use to Congress.

The FBI also tightened its policies regarding the use of NSLs and published comprehensive guidance for agents on their use. Extensive training on the use of NSLs has been conducted at FBI Headquarters and in field offices. The FBI’s Inspections Division began conducting NSL audits, and the Bureau established an Office of Integrity and Compliance that aids in assessing compliance with NSL policies and procedures. Finally, lawyers from NSD and the FBI conduct oversight of FBI field offices each year through National Security Reviews (“NSRs”). The NSR teams ordinarily visit 15-20 field offices each year and perform comprehensive reviews of the field office’s use of NSLs, among other things.

In a follow-on report before all these improvements were in place, the Inspector General found that the FBI and DOJ had made “significant progress” in implementing recommendations from the 2007 report. Department of Justice Office of Inspector General Report, “A Review of the FBI’s Use of National Security Letters: Assessment of NSL Usage in 2006” (March 2008). With the full implementation of the mechanisms outlined above, I have little doubt that compliance has further improved.

I cite this history of NSL flaws and fixes to demonstrate that oversight is meaningful, and problems do get identified and fixed, even when they arise in a secret environment. The Congress, the DOJ and the FBI recognize the value of our national security investigative tools and they take care to police their use of the tools.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to discuss the USA PATRIOT Act. The three provisions that are set to expire constitute
important tools for use in a narrow class of national security investigations. I appreciate your desire to identify and strip away any misconceptions that serve to complicate the important task of reviewing their utility. I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you very much. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Barr?

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE BOB BARR, A FORMER REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Mr. BARR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member Scott, Chairman Conyers, and Members of the Subcommittee and the Judiciary Committee. It is an honor to be here to discuss an Act that was passed with my vote back in 2001, but, as with many Members on both sides of the aisle who voted for it, not without very serious reservations, which is one of the reasons why we placed in the USA PATRIOT Act at the time a number of sunset provisions. Those were placed in there not simply to provide an opportunity to re-up the provisions regardless of whether they were ever used, whether they were necessary, whether they had been abused, but in order to provide a meaningful mechanism for the Congress of the United States to properly and regularly re-evaluate whether or not these provisions, like any provisions of law, are necessary, need to be limited, need to be expanded perhaps, or are no longer necessary because they have been abused by the executive branch. This is both a very conservative view of government as well as a very liberal view. It does not apply to one side of the aisle as opposed to the other. In other words, Members on both sides of the aisle should never be afraid to go back and re-evaluate a law that was voted for that they might have voted for in earlier times based on exigent circumstances, so to speak, and the needs of the time, but which, with the passage of time and with evidence that the provisions either have been abused or require additional limitations and restrictions, need to be amended. And if that is indeed the purpose of this hearing, then I commend the Chairman for that and hope that all Members will approach it in that light.

It is very difficult, as this Committee knows, to really get at the issues contained in the PATRIOT Act. There is a feeling or a presumption on the part of the American people that whatever is necessary to protect the national security is okay with them and should be done. Of course, we on the—you on the Judiciary Committee and we as officers of the court and the private arena or sworn law enforcement officers—know that the job of the President is not to do whatever is necessary to protect national security. The job of the President is in his oath, is to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States of America. And that includes what Justice Brandeis said many years ago, and which is as true today as it was back in the 1920's when he penned the words that the right to privacy, which is essentially embodied in the Fourth Amendment, as the basic privacy protection for the people of this country, those who are here lawfully as well as citizens, of this country, is the most basic of right. It is the most important thing to be protected in our Nation. It is, as Ayn Rand said a number of years later in The Fountainhead, the right to privacy is what defines civilization. It defines freedom. And where we have provisions, such as some of these provisions in the PATRIOT Act, as well intended as they are, infringe those rights with no necessary
countervailing requirement in the government that the right to privacy be so suspended.

It is important to go back and place limitations. For example, simply require in these provisions that you all are looking at—Section 215, for example, the business records—provision simply require what the Constitution requires, and that is a reasonable link between the person, be it citizen or other person, lawfully in this country against who the government is seeking information, whether it is tangible things, tangible items, or business records, whatever it is, at least give that person the benefit of requiring the government to show a reasonable connection—some connection to illegal activity, to terrorist activity, to a known or suspected terrorist, or even a known or suspected associate of a terrorist—something that gives that person, whether they ever know about it or not. That is a red herring. It does not matter whether a person knows that their rights have been violated that is the gauge by which we determine whether a provision should be continued in law is constitutional. And it ignores it, a requirement that the citizenry of this country come before the courts or the Congress or the President and document abuses, nor is that the criteria for determining the constitutionality of a particular law. It is whether or not it comports with the intent and the spirit of the Constitution and provision of the law, such as those you are looking at here today and tomorrow and on which the House will shortly vote, violate those basic provisions because they have broken the link between a citizen of this country or a person in this country’s right to privacy, and a reasonable suspicion that they may have done something wrong.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman’s time has expired.

Mr. BARR. That needs to be restored. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Barr follows:]
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Chairman Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member Scott and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify on the USA PATRIOT Act, and in particular those provisions set to expire later this month.

From 1995 to 2003, I had the honor to represent Georgia’s Seventh District in the United States House of Representatives, serving that entire, eight-year period with many of you on the House Judiciary Committee.

From 1986 to 1990, I served as the United States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia after being nominated by President Ronald Reagan. Following my tenure as U.S. Attorney, I served as president of the Southeastern Legal Foundation. Earlier, and for much of the 1970s, I served with the Central Intelligence Agency.

I currently serve as CEO and President of Liberty Strategies, Inc. and practice law in Atlanta, Georgia. I am also a member of The Constitution Project’s Initiative on Liberty and Security, and an adjunct professor at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School.

I understand the Chairman introduced legislation last week that would make the so-called “lone-wolf” authority in the USA PATRIOT Act permanent; and would extend the Section 215 and roving “John Doe” wiretap authorities in the Act for another six years, until 2017. I urge
this committee to reject this approach tomorrow during its markup, and either amend these sections in order to bring them into full compliance with the letter and the intent of our Constitution, or else allow them to expire.

In the aftermath of 9/11, the government itself has become one of the major threats to the very thing it was designed to protect — our liberty. We have sacrificed our liberty for, at best, perceived security. We have allowed the government to largely render the Fourth Amendment a nullity by way of the PATRIOT Act and warrantless wiretapping programs that empower the government to snoop on its own citizens.

There is a reason why the Founding Fathers — men well-studied in the history of governments — set up our Republic with a system of checks and balances, due process, and federalism. These procedural safeguards are absolutely crucial to securing and defending our rights. Without them, we have a government unaccountable to the people; and one which perceives itself as being above the law. As Michael German, Senior Policy Counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union and himself a former FBI Special Agent, pointed out, "under the PATRIOT Act the government now has the right to know what you're doing, but you have no right to know what it is doing."

Supporting repeal, or at the very least reform, of those provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act set to expire at the end of this month — provisions far too broad and not essential to investigating and thwarting terrorist plots or acts — would be an important signal to this President, that those civil liberties put on hold the past 9 1/2 years, must not be considered permanently frozen. Such a move by this committee will help him hold true to his promises of an open and transparent government.

This reform is absolutely crucial if we do not want to live in a society in which there are essentially no limits on the powers of the government. In a January 2011 report, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) details possible 40,000 violations of law, Executive Order, or other regulations governing intelligence investigations by the FBI from 2001 to 2008. Though nobody knows the full extent of the abuse, due to the shroud of secrecy surrounding intelligence investigations, this estimate is based on review of nearly 2,500 pages of documents released by the FBI as a result of a Freedom of Information Act suit. I have attached a copy of this EFF report to my written statement.
Many urge that the provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act under consideration for sunset be continued in law unless repeated and serious abuses of these provisions can be conclusively established. With all due respect, this is a red herring. In our system of government, and as clearly reflected in both the body of our Constitution and with even greater clarity in our Bill of Rights, a law is not to be presumed constitutional so long as the government does not abuse it (or does not abuse it too seriously). It is not up to the citizenry to prove government is abusing a law before that law might be determined to be improper. This is, of course, true a fortiori where a law empowers the government to retain a veil of secrecy over its exercise of that law. If a law is contrary to the Fourth Amendment, for example, the law itself is the abuse; and the Congress in its oversight role, should not be loath to step in and correct it, regardless of whether citizens can chronicle abuses of it.

However, as detailed, for example, in the EFF report, there have been abuses of this law.

Today I would like to draw your attention to two sections of the PATRIOT Act in particular. The first is Section 215, also known as the “business records” provision, which is scheduled to expire at the end of this month. This very powerful tool permits the government to obtain any tangible thing, to collect information, on persons not suspected of any wrongdoing.

Section 215 amended what was special authority under FISA (the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act) to seize rental car, self-storage and airline records for national security investigations. Prior to the USA PATRIOT Act, the underlying statutes -- 50 U.S.C. §§ 1861, 1862 -- applied only to a limited subset of businesses, and it required a showing of “specific and articulable facts” that the individual target was in fact an agent of a foreign power.

Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act removed both of these limitations, thereby greatly expanding the power of the government to reach all "tangible things." This includes books, records, papers, documents and other items; even membership lists of political organizations, gun purchase records, medical records, and genetic information -- basically any document, item or record that the government contends is a "tangible thing." It lowers the evidentiary standard below even that of
standard grand jury subpoenas, which are pegged to at least some showing of relevance to criminal activities. Under Section 215, the government is not even required to show that items sought relate to a person under suspicion or investigation. The link between the government invading a person’s privacy and a reasonable suspicion of wrongdoing by that person – the foundation of the Fourth Amendment to our Constitution – has been completely severed by this provision.

Congress should amend this section to require a showing to a judge of specific and articulable facts demonstrating that the material sought pertains to a suspected agent of foreign powers. The provision also should include minimization procedures to ensure that the scope of the order is no greater than necessary to accomplish the investigative purpose.

Another section of the PATRIOT Act this sub-committee should address is that relating to National Security Letters (NSLs). NSLs are administrative subpoenas requiring businesses to produce personal communication, financial and credit records, but with no prior judicial approval and with no required nexus to a suspected terrorist. Before the PATRIOT Act, NSLs could only obtain information on suspected agents of foreign powers such as terrorists or spies; but now can be issued to collect information on anyone and to obtain any records the executive branch on its own determines to be “relevant” to an investigation.

Audits conducted by the Justice Department’s Inspector General released in 2007 and 2008 have confirmed fears of critics of these provisions: unchecked powers are being used to collect information on innocent U.S. persons, which ultimately is stockpiled in government databases indefinitely, and is accessible by virtually unlimited numbers of law enforcement and intelligence personnel. More than 143,000 NSL requests were issued between 2003 and 2005, and the latest numbers plumbed by the Inspector General (IG) confirm that a majority of NSLs are now being issued about U.S. persons. That data is being stored in government databases, including one containing over 560 million separate records, and another having over 30,000 authorized users.

The reports also document that FBI agents are issuing NSLs for people two or three times removed from a suspected terrorist, even when there is no indication that those people are anything other than innocent links
or share some common element with a known or suspected terrorist or a known associate of a known or suspected terrorist.

The IG also found over 700 instances in which Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents issued so-called "exigent letters," claiming emergency circumstances and the immediate need for records. According to the reports, agents often lied about the existence of an "emergency," and never followed up with an actual legal request as promised. The NSLs or grand jury subpoenas that could have legally obtained the information never materialized. These exigent letters and sham processes continued even in the face of legal advice from the FBI General Counsel's office to cease.

While the FBI has taken important steps to create more accountability for, and internal checks and balances on NSLs, those changes do not address the fundamental question of whether the FBI should have access to information about people who are not suspected of any criminal wrongdoing or who are not or cannot be linked to terrorists or terrorist organizations. The FBI should not have easy or unfettered access to such information; and only an amendment to the statute can create that meaningful limitation. In fact, the Justice Department and the FBI have testified before this very committee that collecting innocent information is their goal. They claim that they must collect the information first, and sift through it looking for evidence of wrongdoing later; a process that in essence turns the Fourth Amendment on its head.

Congress should exercise its oversight responsibility by requiring that NSLs be used only to obtain information pertaining to suspected terrorists or spics, and by re-establishing the previous, probable cause requirement.

I have concerns also about the other two sections of the PATRIOT Act that you will be voting on tomorrow. The first is the so-called "roving John Doe wiretap," that permits the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court to issue wiretap orders to monitor multiple phones or email addresses that specify neither the person to be monitored nor the place to be tapped. This violates the Fourth Amendment's requirement that a warrant state with particularity the things to be searched or seized. This provision should be corrected to require that if the wiretap order does not specify the location of the surveillance, then it must identify the
target, or vice versa, in order to meet constitutional muster. Otherwise, the power should be allowed to sunset.

The other section is the so-called “lone wolf authority” that permits Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) surveillance of non-US persons even if they are not suspected to be connected to a foreign organization, terrorist group or government. This provision eliminated the FISA requirement that surveillance properly be conducted against persons actually suspected of being agents of foreign powers or terrorist organizations. As the Constitution Project has pointed out, “Under FISA, the government can obtain a warrant without a showing of probable cause that a crime is being committed or is about to be committed. FISA’s authorization of secret wiretaps and secret home searches in the United States is an exception to traditional Fourth Amendment standards, which has been justified on the basis that these extraordinary surveillance powers are limited to investigations of foreign powers and their agents. By eliminating the requirement to show a connection to any foreign group, the ‘lone wolf’ provision undermines this justification for the lower FISA standards and raises serious constitutional concerns under the Fourth Amendment.”

Considering that the Justice Department told Congress in March that the government has never once relied upon this authority in conjunction with the constitutional issues this provision raises, reauthorization is impossible to justify with a straight face. Persons suspected of terrorist activities would still be reachable and subject to traditional and established criminal law and foreign intelligence gathering standards.

In sum, I urge this subcommittee and the full Judiciary Committee as well, to allow the provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act that are set to sunset at the end of this month to expire; or, at the very least, to reform these provisions and bring them in line with the Constitution lest we allow the exigencies of the day to undermine our liberties.

Though our Constitution and Bill of Rights have taken some hits in the years since 9/11, it is not too late to reset the constitutional clock and roll back excessive, post-9/11 powers. History has shown, as recently as the Waco tragedy in 1993, for example, that government agents and agencies do fall prey to abusing government powers. Another subcommittee of this Judiciary Committee took the lead in 1995 to conduct extensive hearings on those abuses; and the full House refused
in 1996 to grant federal law enforcement many of the expanded powers it asked for, partially in recognition of such abuses.

In many other countries, it is neither acceptable nor lawful to reflect openly on and refine past action. In America, however, it is not only allowable, it is our obligation to regularly reexamine decisions made by the federal government; especially perhaps, those enacted during the panic of an event like the terrorist attacks of September 11th 2001. It is an essential responsibility of the Congress to review and reconsider powers previously granted to the Executive branch; to determine whether such authorities remain essential and necessary or whether they have been abused and should be reined in.

Certainly, our (or any) country suffering through the immediate fallout from the worst terrorist attack on American soil ever is liable to make some mistakes in responding legislatively thereto. To err isn’t just human; it’s a direct result of representative democracy. But also human, is the ability to learn from and correct our mistakes.

Case in point: myself. I voted for the USA PATRIOT Act. I did so only after I and a broad coalition of other Members and outside organizations had secured a number of limiting amendments, and only after receiving assurances the Justice Department would use the Act’s extensive powers as a limited, if extraordinary measure to meet a specific, extraordinary threat. Little did I or many of my colleagues, know it would shortly be used in contexts other than terrorism, and in conjunction with a wide array of other, privacy-invasive programs and activities.

That I can stand before you and urge the Act’s correction should serve as a lesson to other lawmakers who might have voted for the USA PATRIOT Act, and supported similar initiatives. We all should be unafraid to revisit past decisions. Indeed, it is an obligation – not only as members of Congress with delegated oversight responsibilities, but as American citizens with a duty to ourselves and our children to preserve our liberties as the generations before us fought and died to do.

Thank you again for allowing me to testify today.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In a review of nearly 2,500 pages of documents released by the Federal Bureau of Investigation as a result of litigation under the Freedom of Information Act, EFF uncovered alarming trends in the Bureau’s intelligence investigation practices. The documents consist of reports made by the FBI to the Intelligence Oversight Board of violations committed during intelligence investigations from 2001 to 2008. The documents suggest that FBI intelligence investigations have compromised the civil liberties of American citizens far more frequently, and to a greater extent, than was previously assumed. In particular, EFF’s analysis provides new insight into:

Number of Violations Committed by the FBI

- From 2001 to 2008, the FBI reported to the IOB approximately 800 violations of laws, Executive Orders, or other regulations governing intelligence investigations, although this number likely significantly under-represents the number of violations that actually occurred.

- From 2001 to 2008, the FBI investigated, at minimum, 7,000 potential violations of laws, Executive Orders, or other regulations governing intelligence investigations.

- Based on the proportion of violations reported to the IOB and the FBI’s own statements regarding the number of NSL violations that occurred, the actual number of possible violations that may have occurred in the nine years since 9/11 could approach 40,000 violations of law, Executive Order, or other regulations governing intelligence investigations.1

---

1 This figure is an estimate based, first, on the fact that a significant number of FBI violations were unreported, both internally and to the IOB; second, this estimate assumes the sample of violations reported to the IOB and released to EFF is representative of all violations that occurred, including those that were unreported; third, the estimate assumes violations occurred at the same rate over time. In the reports released to EFF, roughly 5% were violations of the NSL, 33% were NSL violations, and 20% were other violations (the remaining violations were not heavily related to categories. The estimate is based on an extrapolation from the DNI’s estimate that 6,400 NSL violations occurred from 2001-2006. In the absence...
Substantial Delays in the Intelligence Oversight Process

- From 2001 to 2008, both FBI and IOB oversight of intelligence activities was delayed and likely ineffectual, on average, 2.5 years elapsed between a violation's occurrence and its eventual reporting to the IOB.

Type and Frequency of FBI Intelligence Violations

- From 2001 to 2008, of the nearly 800 violations reported to the IOB:
  - over one-third involved FBI violation of rules governing internal oversight of intelligence investigations.
  - nearly one-third involved FBI abuse, misuse, or careless use of the Bureau's National Security Letter authority.
  - almost one-fifth involved an FBI violation of the Constitution, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, or other laws governing criminal investigations or intelligence gathering activities.

- From 2001 to 2008, in nearly half of all NSL violations, third-parties to whom NSLs were issued — phone companies, internet service providers, financial institutions, and credit agencies — contributed in some way to the FBI's unauthorized receipt of personal information.

- From 2001 to 2008, the FBI engaged in a number of flagrant legal violations, including:
  - submitting false or inaccurate declarations to courts.
  - using improper evidence to obtain federal grand jury subpoenas.
  - accessing password protected documents without a warrant.

For further information on this report, contact Mark Nunnly, mark@eff.org, or Jennifer Lynch, jen@eff.org.

For robust FBI auditing and thorough oversight, estimates such as these are the only reasonable method to approximate the scope of the FBI's investigatory misconduct.
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INTRODUCTION

EFF’s analysis of recently disclosed documents provides new insights into the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s unlawful surveillance of Americans during intelligence investigations conducted between 2001 and 2008.

In response to EFF FOIA requests issued in 2008 and 2009, the FBI released reports of violations made to the Intelligence Oversight Board (IOB) — an independent, civilian intelligence-monitoring board that reports to the President on the legality of foreign and domestic intelligence operations. The nearly 2,500 pages of documents EFF received include FBI reports to the IOB from 2001 to 2008. The reports catalog 768 specific violations arising from FBI monitoring of U.S. citizens, resident aliens, and non-residents.

Following a series of government investigations into FBI intelligence abuses, EFF submitted FOIA requests in an effort to obtain the FBI’s IOB reports. In 2007, the Department of Justice, Office of Inspector General released a report documenting the FBI’s abuse of its National Security Letter (NSL) authority; the report found, in an audit of only 10% of national security investigations, that the FBI may have committed as many as 1000 NSL violations and had failed to report many of those violations to the IOB. A 2008 OIG report confirmed and expanded the earlier report’s findings and critically assessed the steps taken by the FBI to address the abuse of NSLS.

Following the second OIG report in 2008, EFF submitted FOIA requests to eleven federal agencies and agency components requesting all reports of intelligence violations made to the IOB from 2001 to 2008. EFF submitted subsequent requests the following year for violations reported to the IOB from 2008 to 2009. In July 2009, after many agencies failed to respond to the request, EFF filed suit against eight defendants — including the CIA, NSA, Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security, Department of...
Justice, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Department of Energy, and Department of State — demanding the agencies comply with the law and produce the requested documents. In December 2009, the Court ordered the agencies to begin processing EFF’s request. In July 2010, two years after EFF’s initial FOIA request, the FBI began its release of documents. Over three separate installments in July, August, and October 2010, the FBI released nearly 2,500 pages of documents related to reports of intelligence violations to the IOB.

The documents released to EFF constitute the most complete picture of post-9/11 FBI intelligence abuses available to the public. Among other findings, EFF’s analysis of the documents shows that, from 2001 to 2009, significant delays occurred in the reporting of FBI violations to the IOB. The analysis also provides new insights into the type and frequency of violations committed by the Bureau. Most violations fell into one of three broad categories: first, FBI failure to comply with oversight guidelines; second, abuse of the FBI’s authority to issue National Security Letters; and, third, the FBI’s failure to carry out investigations within the bounds of the Constitution or other federal statutes governing intelligence-gathering. Finally, EFF’s analysis concludes that the FBI may have committed as many as 40,000 violations in the 10 years since the attacks of 9/11.

THE INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD

The Intelligence Oversight Board “was created in 1976 by President Ford in response to recommendations made by the Rockefeller Commission calling for a Presidential-level body with specific oversight responsibilities for the legality and propriety of US intelligence activities.” The Commission’s recommendations came in the wake of a series of congressional reports that revealed illegal and abusive intelligence activities targeting American and foreign citizens. These reports found that intelligence agencies had intercepted and read Americans’ mail, performed surveillance on civil rights leaders and other dissidents, and had orchestrated assassination attempts on foreign leaders.

In light of the Commission’s recommendation, President Ford established the IOB to provide an independent review of intelligence activities to better safeguard citizens’ civil liberties against these types of abusive practices. The IOB consists of five civilian members, all with top-level security clearances, selected by the President to serve on the IOB from the larger intelligence-monitoring body, the President’s Intelligence Advisory

---

3 President’s Intelligence Advisory Board and Intelligence Oversight Board. [History](http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/opi/pubhistory)
The IOB’s mission is to “oversee the Intelligence Community’s compliance with the Constitution and all applicable laws, Executive Orders, and Presidential Directives.” The IOB must then report to the President those violations the Board believes “may be unlawful or contrary to an Executive Order or presidential directive.” Since its creation, the vast majority of the IOB’s reports and investigations have remained secret.

Slight modifications to the IOB’s authority and structure have occurred since its creation in 1976, but the IOB’s oversight capacity remained largely unchanged for nearly 30 years. In the years following the attacks of 9/11, however, the Board’s role within the intelligence community was diminished in several ways. First, from 2001 to 2003, President Bush failed to appoint advisors to serve on the IOB. Even when advisors were appointed, however, the IOB continued to provide little real oversight: the IOB did not forward a single instance of intelligence misconduct to the Attorney General until 2006, despite having received notice of several hundred violations. Further, in 2008, President Bush significantly weakened the IOB’s oversight capacity by removing its ability to refer violations to the Attorney General for criminal investigation. President Bush also removed the IOB’s authority to oversee intelligence agency general counsel and eliminated the requirement for quarterly agency reporting to the IOB.

EFF’s analysis of FBI reports to the IOB confirms the perceived ineffectiveness of the IOB’s oversight from 2001 to 2008. Significant delays between violations occurring and their eventual reporting rendered the IOB’s oversight capacity entirely impotent. On average, nearly two-and-a-half years passed between the occurrence of an FBI intelligence

---

6 President’s Intelligence Advisory Board and Intelligence Oversight Board, About the IAB, http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/pub/about
9 Id.
11 Id.
violation and its eventual reporting to the IOB. When a violation was reported within the FBI internally, an average of six months still passed before the Bureau reported the violation to the IOB, despite the Bureau’s requirement to report IOB violations on a quarterly basis. In light of these significant gaps between the occurrence of a violation and its eventual reporting to the IOB, it seems unlikely that the IOB diligently fulfilled its intelligence oversight responsibilities for most of the past decade.

After taking office, President Obama rolled back some of the Bush Administration’s changes to the IOB’s authority, but the function and effectiveness of the Board still remains in question. In an October 2009 executive order, President Obama largely reversed the changes made to the IOB’s oversight authority, and nine appointments have been made to the larger President’s Intelligence Advisory Board. Nevertheless, the White House has not disclosed the composition or membership, if any, of the IOB, which continues to call into question the legitimacy of current intelligence oversight efforts.

**FBI INTELLIGENCE VIOLATIONS REPORTED TO THE IOB**

As noted above, in EFF’s review of nearly 2,500 pages of documents released by the FBI, EFF uncovered alarming trends in the Bureau’s intelligence investigation practices from 2001 to 2008. The documents suggest the FBI’s intelligence investigations have compromised the civil liberties of American citizens far more frequently, and to a greater extent, than was previously assumed. Broadly, these documents show that the FBI most frequently committed three types of intelligence violations — violations of internal oversight guidelines for conducting investigations; violations stemming from the abuse of National Security Letters; and violations of the Fourth Amendment, Foreign Intelligence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four Categories of FBI Intelligence Violations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Violations of internal oversight guidelines — over 1/3 of all violations reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Violations of National Security Letter powers — almost 1/3 of all violations reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Violations of the Constitution, FISA and other laws — 1/5 of all violations reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Remainder — Unclear from redactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Surveillance Act (FISA), and other laws governing intelligence investigations. Also, based on statements made by government officials and the proportion of violations occurring in the released reports, EFF estimates the FBI may have committed as many as 40,000 intelligence investigation violations over the past ten years.

Violations of Internal Oversight Guidelines

The first category of violations occurring with the most frequency involved the FBI’s failure to comply with internal oversight guidelines for conducting investigations. This type of violation ultimately resulted in investigations occurring without any meaningful oversight from either FBI Headquarters or the IOB. Of the reports filed with the IOB, violations of oversight guidelines accounted for over a third of all FBI violations.

The Attorney General Guidelines for FBI National Security Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection (NSIG) set forth various reporting rules, investigative requirements, and classification regulations for FBI agents to follow when conducting intelligence investigations. Originally issued in 1976 in the wake of the Church Committee’s revelations of frequent and serious FBI violations of citizens’ rights, the Guidelines task the Attorney General with ensuring that all government intelligence operations occur with sufficient oversight and within the bounds of the Constitution and other federal laws. For example, the NSIG requires that, upon initiating a new intelligence investigation, an agent report the investigation to FBI Headquarters within a specified period. Other guidelines set requirements for annual reporting of investigations, for information sharing practices between agencies, and — depending on the stage of the investigation and the level of internal authorization — for the investigative techniques FBI agents may use. Broadly, the Guidelines are intended to protect American citizens’ constitutional rights from intrusive and overreaching intelligence investigations.

In 2006, Department of Justice Inspector General Glenn Fine reported to Congress on FBI compliance with the Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic Investigations, a

---

14 A previous version of the NSIG, the Attorney General’s Guidelines for FBI Foreign Intelligence Collection and Foreign Counterintelligence Collection (FGCIC) is referenced in some of the earlier released documents. The NSIG replaced the FGCIC in October 2008.
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distinct set of guidelines from the NSIG governing FBI domestic investigations. The OIG investigation revealed “significant non-compliance with the Guidelines.” EFF’s analysis demonstrates that the FBI’s non-compliance extends to the NSIG, as well: the FBI frequently violated its own internal oversight protocols for national security and intelligence investigations. These violations ranged from a failure to submit notification of the investigation of a US person to FBI Headquarters for three years, to a failure to report a violation within 14 days of its discovery, to continuing to investigate a US person when the authority to do so had expired. In all cases involving violations of the NSIG, though, the FBI only reported to the IOB when it determined the agency’s ability to supervise the investigation had been “substantially impaired.”

In a 2005 *Washington Post* article, a senior FBI official dismissed the severity of this type of violation, noting that the “vast majority of the potential [violations] reported have to do with administrative timelines and time frames for renewing orders.” But these guidelines are much more than mere “administrative timelines;” the NSIG exists in order to prevent intelligence agencies from invoking “national security” to monitor citizens engaging in constitutionally protected activities — exactly the type of monitoring the FBI was engaging in at the time.

Taken together, the FBI’s disregard for its own internal oversight requirements and the Bureau’s failure to timely report violations to the IOB undermined the safeguards

---

established to protect civil liberties violations from occurring—the precise object of both the NSIG and the IIOB.

Abuse of National Security Letters

In the reports disclosed to EFF, the second type of violation occurring with the most frequency involved FBI abuse of National Security Letters. These violations accounted for almost one-third of all reported violations. National Security Letters, or NSLS, are secret administrative subpoenas used by the FBI to obtain records from third-parties without any judicial review.\(^5\) While NSLS have existed since the late-1970s, the USA PATRIOT Act greatly expanded the intelligence community’s authority to issue NSLS. During the course of a terrorism or counterintelligence investigation, NSLS can be used to obtain just three types of records: (1) subscriber and “toll billing information” from telephone companies and “electronic communications services,”\(^6\) (2) financial records from banks and other financial institutions,\(^7\) and (3) consumer identifying information and the identity of financial institutions from credit bureaus.\(^8\)

The FBI’s systemic abuse of NSLS has been well-documented—both by Justice Department investigations and through litigation and scrutiny of FBI practices by EFF. As noted above, in reports from 2007 and 2008, the Inspector General found that, between 2003 to 2006, the FBI may have committed as many as 6,800 violations of the FBI’s NSL authority.\(^9\) According to the 2008 Report, from 2003 to 2006, the FBI issued nearly 200,000 NSL requests; almost 60% of the 49,425 requests issued in 2006 were for investigations of U.S. citizens or legal aliens.\(^10\)

---

8. FBI has the authority to issue three different, but related, NSLS to credit agencies—an NSL pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3411(a) for the names of financial institutions with which the subject has an account, an NSL pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 1681(a)(8) for consumer identifying information, and an NSL pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1681(c) for a full credit report. The FBI may only request a full credit report while investigating international terrorism cases.
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Earlier scrutiny of FBI practices by EFF also revealed abuses of the Bureau’s NSL authority. Documents obtained in a response to a 2007 EFF FOIA request showed that the FBI issued an NSL to North Carolina State University to obtain educational records, in clear violation of the FBI’s statutory authority. EFF also filed a lawsuit challenging the legality of an NSL issued by the FBI to the Internet Archive. The government formally withdrew the NSL request in 2008.31

Analysis of the FBI’s IIOB reports released to EFF show that the Bureau committed violations involving NSLS for telephone and electronic communications records twice as often as it did for financial and credit records. While the FBI has publicly disclosed the total number of NSLs issued annually,32 the Bureau has refused to release the frequency with which the three individual types of NSLs issued. However, if the rate at which the FBI’s NSL violations occurred is an indicator of the frequency with which the three types of requests were issued, then, on average, the FBI likely issued approximately 25,000 NSL requests for telephone and electronic communications records, 12,500 requests for financial records, and 12,500 requests for credit information annually from 2003 to 2006.

Perhaps most startling, however, was the frequency with which companies receiving NSLS — phone companies, Internet providers, banks, or credit bureaus — contributed to the FBI’s NSL abuse. In over half of all NSL violations reviewed by EFF, the private entity receiving the NSL either provided more information than requested or turned over information without receiving a valid legal justification from the FBI. Companies were all too willing to comply with the FBI’s requests, and — in many cases — the Bureau readily incorporated the over-produced information into its investigatory databases.

For example, in a violation reported in 2006, the FBI requested email header information for two email addresses used by a U.S. person.33 In response, the email service provider

---

returned two CDs containing the full content of all emails in the accounts. The FBI eventually (and properly) sequestered the CDs, notified the email provider of the overproduction, and re-issued an NSL for the originally requested header information, but, in response to the second NSL, the email provider again provided the FBI with the full content of all emails in the accounts.

Compounding the service providers’ problematic over-disclosure, the scope of the FBI’s authority to issue NSLs for electronic transactional records rests on unsettled and unclear legal grounds. The FBI’s NSL authority under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) allows the government to issue NSLs to traditional telephone service providers for non-content subscriber information and toll billing records — essentially, the name, address, length of service, and local and long distance call records. ECPA also provides the authority to issue NSLs for “electronic communications transactional records.” However, the exact scope of this remains unclear: according to the DOJ, “electronic communications transactional records” include “those categories of information parallel to... toll billing records for ordinary telephone service.”

What exactly, “those categories of information” constitute — possibly including, for example, email “header” information, IP addresses, URLs, or other information — remains unclear.

Third parties not only willingly cooperated with FBI NSLs when the legal justification was unclear, however: they responded to NSLs without any legal justification at all. In one instance, when requesting financial records from a bank under the Right to Financial Privacy Act, the FBI used language and statutory citations from ECPA — a statute entirely unrelated to financial records — for its legal authority: nonetheless, the financial institution complied with the FBI’s legally deficient request. In another series of violations, the FBI improperly requested and received full credit reports on subjects of counterintelligence investigations. The Fair Credit Reporting Act, the statute providing FBI authority to request credit information using an NSL, however, only provides that authority in terrorism investigations. To other violations, the FBI failed to certify, as

---

57 Id.
required by statute, that the NSL was relevant to a terrorism investigation and not being used to investigate constitutionally protected activities. Again, despite the deficiency of the request, the third-party complied with the FBI’s NSL.

The FBI’s abuse of its NSL power has garnered much of the attention in the debate over the FBI’s abusive intelligence practices. What has not received as much attention, however, is the unwillingness of companies and organizations to guard their clients’ and users’ sensitive, personal information in the face of these NSL requests — whether the request was legally justifiable or not. Undeniably, if the FBI had complied with the law, the vast majority of NSL violations would never have occurred. Nevertheless, many of the businesses and organizations with which Americans trust their most private information are not applying any scrutiny to unjustifiable requests from the FBI and are not responding to valid requests in a responsible manner.

Violations of the Constitution, FISA, and Other Legal Authorities

The third category of FBI intelligence violations reported to the IOB, accounting for almost 20% of all reports, are violations of the Constitution, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), and other federal laws governing criminal investigations and intelligence-gathering activities. The first two types of intelligence violations committed by the FBI — violations of the NSIG and NSL abuse — were readily susceptible to categorization: these violations occurred with great frequency, and the violations were often repetitive and largely similar. On the other hand, violations falling into the third category were, in general, unique, and often flagrant, violations of a variety of legal authorities.

Violations falling into this third category were consistently the most brazen and egregious violations. For example, in two separate incidents, the FBI reported to the IOB that its agents had made false statements in written declarations to courts. Another reported violation involved the FBI’s use of improper evidence to...
obtain grand jury subpoenas. Other violations involved FBI’s use of a target’s username and password to access and download account information and a warrantless search of password-protected files.

Of the reports reviewed by EFF, however, this type of violation was also generally the most redacted. One four-page report (on average, most reports are only one or two paragraphs) is almost entirely redacted, with the exception of one paragraph that notes the “scope of [the FBI agent’s] alleged offenses” warranted reporting to the IOB: the three pages detailing the offenses, however, are almost entirely redacted. Moreover, solely from the documents provided to EFF, it is evident that the FBI is withholding information on an inconsistent and arbitrary basis. For example, one IOB report, which details the issuance of NSLs without proper authority in the wake of the attacks on September 11th, was inadvertently included twice in the FBI’s document release: one is nearly entirely redacted, the other, almost entirely free from redactions. Numerous documents throughout the FBI’s release provide similar evidence of the agency’s inconsistent and arbitrary practice of redacting and withholding documents.

While the reports documenting the FBI’s abuse of the Constitution, FISA, and other intelligence laws are troubling, EFF’s analysis is necessarily incomplete: it is impossible to know the severity of the FBI’s legal violations until the Bureau stops concealing its most serious violations behind a wall of arbitrary secrecy.

TOTAL NUMBER OF VIOLATIONS FROM 2001 TO 2008

Both the frequency and type of violations revealed in the FBI’s release to EFF are staggering. At a minimum, these documents already demonstrate the need for greater accountability and improved oversight mechanisms for American intelligence agencies. Yet, at the same time, the FBI continues to withhold critical information on the circumstances, rate of occurrence, and severity of these violations. And, if past experience is any guide, it is likely that the FBI is either withholding or failing to report many violations altogether.

---

In the absence of robust auditing and full disclosure from the Bureau, the only method for approximating the scope of the FBI’s abusive intelligence practices is to extrapolate from information contained within these releases and public statements made by government officials. The IOB reports, themselves, provide some insight into the sheer number of FBI intelligence violations. In previous litigation, EFF fought the FBI to release the IOB matter numbers that accompany every IOB report. While not every IOB “matter” is ultimately reported to the IOB, the numbers provide some indication of the number of violations investigated by the FBI. Based on IOB matter numbers on the reports released to EFF, it is clear that, at minimum, the FBI investigated approximately 7,000 instances of alleged misconduct from 2001 to 2008.

The actual number of violations that occurred from 2001 to 2008, however, is likely much higher. The Inspector General has acknowledged that as many as 6,400 potential NSL violations may have occurred between 2000-2006, if the proportion of violations released to EFF is representative of all FBI intelligence violations during that time period, then the number of total violations during that four year time-period may have topped 17,000 — or an average of 4,250 serious intelligence violations per year. In the nine years since 2001, EFF estimates that total could approach 40,000 possible violations.

CONCLUSION

From 2001 to 2008, the FBI frequently and flagrantly violated laws intended to check abusive intelligence investigations of American citizens. While many believed the era of abusive FBI practices would end with the Bush Administration, there is little evidence that President Obama has taken significant measures to change past FBI practices. Two years into his term, the President has not publicly disclosed any appointments to the IOB.

---


49 This figure is an estimate based, first, on the fact that a significant number of FBI violations went unreported, both internally and to the IOB; second, this estimate assumes the sample of violations reported to the IOB and released to EFF is representative of all violations that occurred, including those that were unreported; third, the estimate assumes violations occurred at the same rate over time. In the reports released to EFF, roughly 33% were violations of the FISA, 33% were NSL violations, and 29% were other violations (the remaining violations were not heavily related to category). The estimate is based on an extrapolation from the CIA’s estimate that 6,400 NSL violations occurred from 2000-2006. In the absence of robust FBI auditing and thorough oversight, however, estimates are the only reasonable method to approximate the scope of the FBI’s investigatory misconduct.
and his campaign promise of unprecedented transparency within the executive branch has
gone largely unfulfilled — especially within the intelligence community.

Congress, however, has an opportunity to remedy these abuses: portions of the USA
PATRIOT Act expire in late February, and a bill has already been introduced in the
House of Representatives to reauthorize it. Instead of simply rubber-stamping the
intelligence community’s continuing abuse of American’s civil liberties, Congress should
seize this opportunity to investigate the practices of the FBI and other intelligence
agencies, and to demand greater accountability, disclosure, and reporting from these
agencies. Until then, the FBI’s pattern of misconduct will continue.

For further information on this Report, contact Mark Rainold, mark@eff.org, or Jennifer
Lynch, jen@eff.org.
Appendix:
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Appendix 1—IOC Report 2007-1402

U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Office of the General Counsel

June 3, 2008
VIA SECURE FACSIMILE
AND U.S. MAIL

Homer J. Pointer, Counsel
Intelligence Oversight Board
Room 5021
New Executive Office Building
725 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20531

Secure Facsimile:

Dear Mr. Pointer:

(1) This letter is in response to your request that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Office of the General Counsel
(OGC), provide you with files of the Intelligence Oversight Board
and the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence. The three matters to which you seek classification
are: 2001-1401, 2007-1731, and 2007-2140.

(2) In 2007-1401, the

Field Office requested

FOI was extended until


(3) In 2007-1401, the

Allropolitan General Investigative

Made to a United States District Court

HC

Notification of this investigation was served to the

headquarters (FOIC) until

(4) In

the

General Intelligence Unit, the

Foreign Intelligence Collection and Foreign Counterintelligence Investigations (GOCI)

effective March 8, 1998. However, once the investigation was

Derived from: FBI 2006-2008

Declassification No: 06/15/2018

CLASSIFIED
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Appendix 3—IOB Report 2003-25

In IOB matter 2003-04, the FOI Issued...

In IOB matter 2003-25, the FOI Issued...

UPL FRONT SO NOT HEARTEST TO OTHERS.

3. Deputy General Counsel
   National Security Law Division

Carden IOB 16
Appendix 4—IOB Report 2006–246

(2) The Defense requested this potential IOB matter involving counterterrorism

(3) The IOB was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting information

(4) The person responded to the two NSLs by transmitting

(5) The IOB was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(6) The request was made by the IOB

(7) The person responded to the two NSLs by transmitting

(8) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(9) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(10) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(11) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(12) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(13) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(14) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(15) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(16) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(17) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(18) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(19) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(20) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(21) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(22) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(23) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(24) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(25) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(26) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(27) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(28) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(29) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(30) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(31) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(32) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(33) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(34) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(35) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(36) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(37) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(38) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(39) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(40) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(41) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(42) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(43) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(44) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(45) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(46) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(47) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(48) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(49) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(50) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(51) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(52) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(53) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(54) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(55) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(56) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(57) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(58) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(59) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(60) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(61) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(62) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(63) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(64) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(65) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(66) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(67) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(68) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(69) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(70) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(71) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(72) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(73) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(74) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(75) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(76) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(77) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(78) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(79) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(80) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(81) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(82) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(83) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(84) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(85) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(86) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(87) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(88) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(89) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting

(90) The person was subjected to the two NSLs by transmitting
Appendix 6—IOB Report 2004–80

INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD (IOB) MATTER
IOB 2004–01 (0)

(1) The investigation of this IOB matter determined that the Intelligence Community Office (IOB) obtained consumer credit reports from non-credit reporting companies in connection with an authorized counterintelligence investigation using a National Security Letter (NSL) that refers in Title 15, United States Code, Section 1681t, when in fact that section only permits the use of NSLs to request credit reports for authorized counterintelligence cases. Title 15, United States Code, Section 1681t, allows the FBI to use an NSL to obtain certain information from credit reporting agencies in connection with counterintelligence cases, specifically, the name and addresses of financial institutions at which the subject of the investigation maintains an account. In order for the FBI to obtain a credit report on a counterintelligence case, it must apply for an ex parte order under the terms of Title 15, United States Code, Section 1681t(a).

(2) The credit reports that were procured from credit reporting agencies by using 15 U.S.C. 1681t were not properly obtained. Although the error in soliciting credit reports appears to have been inadvertent, and the FBI Office immediately reviewed and erased the credit reports when the error was discovered, the matter has been referred to the FBI's Office of Professional Responsibility for further action as appropriate.
Appendix 7—IQB Report 2007-1209

(U)

At a general level, the NSA's activities include the following:...
Appendix 9—IOB Report 2002-74

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY BOARD (IOB) MATTER

CONGRESSIONAL DIVISION

2002-74 (O)

Investigation of this IOB matter has determined that:

The

involvement obtained an order.

Who was

a "United States person" as that term is used to personal

surveillance, surveillance act at LTE (PTPA)? The declaration

provided by the end of the target provided incorrect

information: the declaration referred to a previously installed

auditor who was not specifically described how the surveillance is being

condoned. However, the technology to implement this

surveillance was never installed. The inaccurate

representations in the declaration submitted

potential placements of that, contrary to the Executive Order

13333 and thus requiring an IOB reporting. The

This matter has been referred to the FBI's Office of

Professional Responsibility for action deemed appropriate. (O)

Deemed true and final. 05-23-74

Confidential on MAR 3

APPROVED

[Signature]

[Date]

[Office of Intelligence Policy and Review was closely notified of this error.

Hofmann 05-23-74]
Appendix 10—IOB Report 2005–03

[Text not legible due to image quality]
Appendix 13—IOB Report 2008-255

This adjudication relates to a series of alleged actions by FBI Special Agents which were the subject of a Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (OIG) and FBI internal investigation. The alleged facts of this case have already been brought to the attention of the DOJ. On or about April 10, 2009, OGC finally notified the Council for the Intelligence Oversight Board of the details of this incident, and provided that report in the form of a letter dated April 15, 2009. This memorandum provides greater details about the matter.
Further, OGC concludes that those matters may constitute a violation of the Attorney General's Definition for FBI National Security Surveillance and Foreign Intelligence Collection (NSIS).

OGC does not believe any other provisions of the NSIS are implicated by the alleged misconduct.

Accordingly, OGC concludes that the alleged misconduct is reportable to the FBI pursuant to Executive Order 12333, the July 11, 2008 Intelligence Board reporting criteria, and the April 17, 2001 Memorandum authored by Stephen J. Hadley, Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs.

4 Cankio-025-78
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Fein?

TESTIMONY OF BRUCE FEIN, CAMPAIGN FOR LIBERTY

Mr. FEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee.

I would like to amplify on my prior colleague's statement about liberty and go back to first principles, because I think we have turned them on their head in discussing the PATRIOT Act, national security, and otherwise.
Now, as Thomas Paine who wrote, “It’s the duty of the patriot to protect his country from his government,” and it is in that spirit I wish to address the PATRIOT Act, because it seems to me its fundamental principles are upside down.

This country’s bedrock birth certificate was placing the liberty of the individual above the powers of government. The Declaration of Independence, we are all born with unalienable rights. We are endowed with our Creator with a right to liberty. And the purpose of government is to secure those rights. The purpose of government is exhausted after it secures those rights.

And these were not marginal to the fight for our independence from Great Britain. James Otis in 1761 deplored the British general writs of assistance because they did not require probable cause or particularity in searching persons’ homes. And it was John Adams who said that was the bell that sounded the independence march of the United States of America. And it’s Patrick Henry who is noted for saying, what, “Give me liberty or give me death,” not give me liberty, but give me bigger government to protect my liberty.

And I underscore these things to emphasize that where you start in asking the question determines where you end nine times out of 10, why that is so important. And the Founding Fathers did not cherish the right to be left alone just as an intellectual abstraction. It was Justice Louis Brandeis who wrote in 1928, “The architects, the makers of the Constitution, venerated man’s spiritual nature, his moods, and his intellect. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their attitudes, seclusions, and challenges to conventional wisdom. They crown citizens with the right to be free from government encroachments, the hallmark of every civilized society.” And he concluded, “Every unjustifiable intrusion by the government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.”

Now, it is has been said by many, well, where are these court decisions, saying the PATRIOT Act is unconstitutional. There have been a few, but I can see there are few. But the Supreme Court and courts err. In the opinion I was quoting from Justice Brandeis, the court then held conversations were not even protected by the Fourth Amendment, that the government could wiretap and surveil free from any restraints because conversation was not in the text of the Fourth Amendment that addressed persons, houses, papers, and effects. Thirty-nine years later, the Supreme Court reversed.

And we all remember it was this body in 1988 told the Supreme Court during World War II, they got it wrong when they said, you could use race-based concentration camps for Japanese-Americans. Courts can get it wrong. The Supreme Court itself has reversed perhaps 200 times bedrock constitutional principles. So, we should not be complacent with the fact that, well, where are the courts out there?

Moreover, there are reasons why there would not be a plethora of suits challenging the PATRIOT Act. Number one, a former attorney general said, to criticize the Act was to aid and abet enemies in terrorism. There is a climate out there that if you challenge the government on the PATRIOT Act, you are then unpatriotic. You then deserve a opprobrium, and that has been true with many who
defended those who were detained at Guantanamo Bay. That is not the United States of America that was born in 1776. Remember John Adams? He defended the British soldiers accused in the Boston Massacre. He defended them. He did not say, well, this is time when we have to be angry at Great Britain. Due process is out the window. That explains why you do not have a mushrooming number of lawsuits, aside from the fact that in intelligence collection, the target of the investigation is never alerted as they are in a Title III case. How would they know that there is a violation? There is just a huge database, and the fact that the database exists is an abuse of itself.

Now, I want to address specifically the idea, the need to gather just intelligence on Americans because need to protect against international terrorist. Harlan Fiske Stone was appointed attorney general in 1924. He was later appointed Chief Justice of the United States, and he shut down all—all—of the FBI's intelligence collection methods. He said, we have to limit this to law enforcement only. There had been abuses. He styled what the Bureau is doing as tyrannical. So, that is a red herring, in my judgment.

The United States lived securely for over 100 years without just intelligence collection in databases, and I think we can do that today. Probable cause to suspect of crime or the discovery of evidence of crime? Of course the government can seek that kind of evidence. But this is a free country, and the fact that we have limited government, just as Robert Jackson said, does not mean we have weak government. And this is very important. Justice Jackson, of course, was a prosecutor at Nuremberg in addition to being on the United States Supreme Court. And if you would indulge me, let me read his opinion here, because I think—

Mr. SENSENIBRENNER. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. FEIN. All right. Well, thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fein follows:]}
STATEMENT OF BRUCE FEIN*
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RE: THE USA PATRIOT ACT: DISPPELLING THE MYTHS

BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
MAY 11, 2011

*Bruce Fein & Associates, Inc.
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: 703-963-4968
bruce@thelichfieldgroup.com
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am grateful for the opportunity to speak on behalf of the Campaign for Liberty about the USA Patriot Act. Provoked largely by the gruesome abominations of 9/11, the legislation was born of fear and uncertainty from abroad. Fear, however, is the fount of tyranny. James Madison, father of the Constitution, warned centuries ago in opposing the tyrannical Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798: “Perhaps it is a universal truth that the loss of liberty at home is to be charged to provisions against danger real or pretended from abroad.” At the constitutional convention of 1787, Madison similarly recognized the inclination of government to wave a banner of foreign danger to excuse the destruction of domestic liberties: “The means of defence agst. foreign danger, have been always the instruments of tyranny at home. Among the Romans it was a standing maxim to excite a war, whenever a revolt was apprehended. Throughout all Europe, the armies kept up under the pretext of defending, have enslaved the people.”

The 342-page USA Patriot Act passed without inquiry into whether arming the government with muscular investigatory tools justified the corresponding intrusions on the right to be left alone—the right most valued by civilized people. The Patriot Act was portrayed as a necessary defense against foreign agents and international terrorism. Citizen liberties were relegated to extras in a Cecil B. De Mille cinematic extravaganza.

Despite the good intentions of its architects, the Patriot Act betrays bedrock constitutional principles. The individual is the center of the Constitution’s universe. Aggrandizing government is the center of the Patriot Act. The Constitution salutes freedom and citizen sovereignty over absolute safety and citizen vassalage. The Patriot
Act turns that hierarchy on its head. Where experience and facts are inconclusive as regards the need for government authority, the Constitution’s default position is liberty. Under the Patriot Act, if a threat passes a microscopic threshold of danger, a Big Brother government is exalted, a descendant of the 1% doctrine. The authorization of “lone wolf” surveillance under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) is exemplary. It has never been employed, yet it is defended as a cornerstone of the nation’s defense against a second edition of 9/11.

The Alien Act of 1798 was similar. It answered political or popular fears of French immigrants. The President was empowered to deport unilaterally any immigrant thought “dangerous to the peace and safety of the United States.” During its two-year life, the President never once invoked the Act’s deportation authority. Congress sensibly declined to renew it.

The makers of the Constitution venerated man’s spiritual nature, his moods, and his intellect, to borrow from Justice Louis D. Brandeis. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their attitudes, their seclusions, and their challenges to conventional wisdom. They crowned citizens with the right to be left free from government encroachments, the hallmark of every civilized society. To protect that right, Justice Brandeis sermonized, “[E]very unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.” The Patriot Act, nevertheless, shrivels the right to be left alone from Government snooping and surveillance. It sneers at Benjamin Franklin’s
admonition: “Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety.”

Patriot Act champions boast that only a handful of judicial rulings have cast a cloud over its provisions, for instance, gag orders on National Security Letter recipients. But even the U.S. Supreme Court stumbles. In \textit{Olmstead v. United States} (1928), the Court held conversations were outside the ambit of the Fourth Amendment because its text protected only “persons, houses, papers, and effects.” In \textit{Katz v. United States} (1967), thirty-nine years later, the Court overruled \textit{Olmstead} and held the Amendment protected “reasonable expectations of privacy.” As Saint Paul preached, “the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life.” 2 Corinthians 3: 6. The Supreme Court sustained the constitutionality of race-based concentration camps for Japanese Americans during World War II. Congress repudiated the Court’s odious decisions in the Civil Liberties Act of 1988.

No federal court voided the Sedition Act of 1798, despite its flagrant trespass on free speech. Over 150 years later in \textit{New York Times v. Sullivan} (1964), the Supreme Court denounced the Act as unconstitutional. Many Patriot Act provisions hinge on the decision of the High Court in \textit{U.S. v. Miller} (1976), that bank records or other information “voluntarily” shared with third parties are outside a suspect’s zone of privacy protected by the Fourth Amendment. The \textit{Miller} precedent seems increasingly anachronistic in the Age of the Internet in which a virtual diary of individual activities is in the hands of third party Internet Service Providers.
Moreover, extra-constitutional reasons explain the dearth of court challenges. The lion’s share of information sought under the Patriot Act is aimed at third parties, not the target of surveillance or investigation. The former have little or no incentive to incur the legal costs and public opprobrium inherent in fighting the government. In addition, many recipients of Patriot Act demands, like telecommunications companies or banks, are motivated to cultivate government goodwill to preserve contracts or friendly regulatory relations. The government has also sought to stigmatize any opponent of the USA Patriot Act as semi-traitorous or un-American through its title or otherwise. Then Attorney General John Ashcroft decried its critics as “aiding and abetting terrorists.” But in the true Republic created by our Founding Fathers, the people censure the government; the government does not censure the people. Finally, the vast majority of victims of illegal or unconstitutional surveillance under FISA are never informed of the spying. They do not know the government has compiled a dossier against them.

In light of the hostility toward Patriot Act dissenters generated by the Government and general concealment of violations, the diminutive number of federal court cases is readily understandable. Why bring a lawsuit and risk losing your neighbor, your friends, your job, and your public standing? It might equally be said in defense of Jim Crow that “separate but equal” must have been benign because so few blacks initiated lawsuits seeking its reversal (at the risk of their homes, families, ostracisms, and lives).

At least one Member of Congress has insinuated that a constitutional violation is harmless as long as the Government conceals the violation from the victim, for example, an unconstitutionally seized and retained email or phone call. That assertion seems first
cousin to the nonsense that government assassinations are innocuous if the victims are never acknowledged and their bodies are never found.

Every Founding Father—every Member of the Constitutional Convention of 1787—would have been appalled at the Patriot Act. They were electrified by patriot James Otis’ denunciation in 1761 of villainous Writs of Assistance—general search warrants which empowered petty officers to invade privacy and liberty on bare suspicion without oath. Otis elaborated: “It appears to me the worst instrument of arbitrary power, the most destructive of English liberty and the fundamental principles of law that ever was found in an English law book... Every one with this writ may be a tyrant; if this commission be legal, a tyrant in a legal manner, also, may control, imprison, and murder any one within the realm.” Patriot John Adams was awed, and remarked, “[T]hen and there was the first scene of the first act of opposition to the arbitrary claims of Great Britain. Then and there the child Independence was born.”

The spirit of the Fourth Amendment was similarly captured in William Pitt’s forceful address to the British Parliament which reverberated throughout the American colonies: “The poorest man in his cottage may bid defiance to all the force of the crown. It may be frail—its roof may shake—the wind may blow through it—the storm may enter—but the King of England cannot enter. All his force dares not cross the threshold of the ruined tenement.”

The Patriot Act was misnamed. Thomas Paine lectured: “It is the duty of the patriot to protect his country from its government.” Accordingly, the true patriots of the Constitution and the Republic are the “band of brothers” who stood or are standing in
opposition. They understand that the secret of happiness is freedom. And the secret of freedom is the courage to accept risk as inherent to an enlightened and civilized existence. Proponents of the Patriot Act acted from weakness, not strength. I do not, however, question their motives. They are all honorable men and women. But as Justice Brandeis presciently observed: “Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the Government’s purposes are beneficent... The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well meaning but without understanding.”

President John F. Kennedy taught, “Two thousand years ago, the proudest boast was “civis Romanus sum.” Today, among the disciples of liberty, the proudest boast should be, “I am an American.” On Gettysburg battlefield, seven score and eight years ago, President Lincoln noted that our forefathers “brought forth upon this continent a new nation, conceived in Liberty....” Repealing the Patriot Act would honor what they so nobly begot.

Persons are born with unalienable rights to liberty. Liberty for its own sake is the definition of America. Lectures that only citizens with something to hide would balk at invasions of liberty are counter-constitutional and un-American. The whole purpose of the Fourth Amendment is to saddle government with a heavy burden of demonstrating by indisputable evidence a compelling need to disturb the domain of any citizen before crossing his threshold. Non-particularized roving wiretaps justified to prevent surveillance targets from outfoxing the government miss the point. Making the
The convenience of law enforcement or intelligence collection subservient to liberty is the 
Amendment’s whole purpose.

The Government has been endowed with Patriot Act authorities for a decade—ample time to prove their indispensability to national security. Every provision should be 
repealed forthwith absent proof by the executive that but for the authority conferred an 
act of international terrorism would have succeeded. If the evidence is vague or 
inconclusive, the Constitution’s default position favoring liberty dictates repeal.

Authorizing government to collect intelligence on citizens for non-law 
enforcement purposes offends the spirit if not the letter of the Fourth Amendment. 
Spying for domestic security predictably mushroomed during World War I and its 
aftermath fueled by the “Red Scare.” President Calvin Coolidge appointed Harlan Fiske 
Stone as Attorney General in 1924. Stone was later appointed Chief Justice of the United 
States. His signature achievement was to terminate investigations or intelligence 
collection by the Bureau of Investigation, except for law enforcement. Stone observed, 
“The organization was lawless, maintaining many activities which were without any 
authority in federal statutes and engaging in many practices which were brutal and 
tyrannical in the extreme.” He asked for the resignation of the Bureau Director William 
J. Burns, former head of the Burns Detective Agency, and directed that the activities of 
the Bureau “be limited strictly to investigations of violations of law, under my direction 
or under the direction of an Assistant Attorney General regularly conducting the work of 
the Department of Justice.”
Citizen loyalty and love for the United States is the mainstay of national security. It is fostered by the Government’s scrupulous adherence to constitutional limitations and restraints, not by coercion or suspicion that every citizen could be a Benedict Arnold. As World War II raged, Justice Robert Jackson observed: “Government of limited power need not be anemic government. Assurance that rights are secure tends to diminish fear and jealousy of strong government, and by making us feel safe to live under it makes for its better support. Without promise of a limiting Bill of Rights it is doubtful if our Constitution could have mustered enough strength to enable its ratification. To enforce those rights today is not to choose weak government over strong government. It is only to adhere as a means of strength to individual freedom of mind in preference to officially disciplined uniformity for which history indicates a disappointing and disastrous end.”

Patriot Act defenders argue that the absence of “bodies on the sidewalk” proves its respect for the Constitution and civil liberties. The argument misconceives the fundamental premises of America. Every citizen is born with the unalienable right to be left alone. Government is instituted to secure that right, not to cripple it. Government in the United States, as opposed to the People’s Republic of China, has no business collecting or retaining information about citizens without “probable cause” to believe that a crime has been or will be committed by a target who is identified with “particularity; or, that a particularized search will unearth evidence of crime. Each and every Patriot Act investigation involving citizens triggered by less than probable cause or involving non-particularized targets or searches is an abuse of government power. At present, the
number of victims probably exceeds one million, including recipients of National Security Letters or targets of section 215 surveillances.

Section 206 of the Patriot Act authorizing roving wiretaps to collect foreign intelligence; section 215 authorizing orders to seize any “tangible thing” like books or computer hard drives to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities; section 505 authorizing National Security Letters to seize customer records of financial institutions, credit bureaus, and telecommunications providers by the government’s assertion of relevance to preventing international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities; and, section 6001 of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 authorizing surveillance against hypothetical “lone wolf” international terrorists are all abusive of citizen liberty because they encroach on the right to be left alone without probable cause to believe the target is implicated in crime.

Since 9/11, the nation has witnessed approximately 170,000 murders. But that ghastliness has not provoked the suspension of habeas corpus or civil liberties in a quest for absolute safety. The Supreme Court lectured in United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 314 (1972): “The price of lawful public dissent must not be a dread of subjection to an unchecked surveillance power. Nor must the fear of unauthorized official eavesdropping deter vigorous citizen dissent and discussion of Government action in private conversation. For private dissent, no less than open public discourse, is essential to our free society.”

The Patriot Act, in isolation, is no mortal blow to the Constitution. But James Madison instructed: “It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment upon our liberties.
We hold this prudent jealousy to be the first duty of citizens and one of the noblest characteristics of the late Revolution. The freemen of America did not wait till usurped power had strengthened itself by exercise and entangled the question in precedents. They saw all the consequences in the principle, and they avoided the consequences by denying the principle. We revere this lesson too much ... to forget it.”

Many argue that the Constitution is an unaffordable luxury in confronting the danger of Al Qaeda. The Supreme Court’s answer in *Ex Parte Milligan* (1866) is unanswerable: “The Constitution of the United States is a law for rulers and people, equally in war and in peace, and covers with the shield of its protection all classes of men, at all times, and under all circumstances. No doctrine, involving more pernicious consequences, was ever invented by the wit of man than that any of its provisions can be suspended during any of the great exigencies of government. Such a doctrine leads directly to anarchy or despotism, but the theory of necessity on which it is based is false; for the government, within the Constitution, has all the powers granted to it, which are necessary to preserve its existence....”

---

1 Violations of the Patriot Act compound the abuse inherent in investigations without probable cause to suspect crime. Estimating their frequency is problematic. Implementation of the Act is shrouded in secrecy; and, the involved parties have little incentive to disclose compounded abuses. The absence of public documentation of a single sanction against a government official despite thousands of violations publicly reported by the Inspector General of the Department of Justice is worrying.

The climate of antagonism towards liberty fostered by the Patriot Act has facilitated abusive application, as chronicled below.

A. Brandon Mayfield. Brandon Mayfield is an attorney, a veteran of the United States Army, a Muslim, and a United States citizen. The government aggressively investigated him under the Patriot Act for alleged complicity in the March 11, 2004 bombings of several commuter trains in Madrid, Spain,
despite definitive exculpatory evidence supplied by the Spanish National Police. He was detained for two weeks. He was subject to electronic surveillance with no showing of probable cause to believe he was complicit in crime. His home was repeatedly invaded and secured. He was consistently followed, and his "shared and intimate" rooms were "bugged." Personal information obtained as a result of the investigation was shared among several intelligence agencies and stored in government databases.

B. Sami Al-Hussayen. Sami Al-Hussayen was known to his Moscow, Idaho community as a family-oriented father of three who, shortly after the Sept. 11 attacks, organized a blood drive and a candlelight vigil that condemned the attacks as an affront to Islam. The government investigated and detained him for providing "expert advice or assistance" to international terrorists outlawed by a Patriot Act amendment to 18 U.S.C. 2339. His alleged crime was volunteering to use his computer skills to run Websites for a Muslim charity. While the charity generally promoted peaceful religious teachings, prosecutors alleged that buried deep within the Web sites were a handful of violent messages — written by others — encouraging attacks on the United States and donations to terrorist organizations. Al-Hussayen was eventually acquitted of all terrorism-related charges.

C. Tariq Ramadan. Tariq Ramadan is an Oxford University professor and a leading Muslim scholar who advocates the peaceful integration of Muslim values and western culture. His lectures include a discussion on "Why Islam Needs a Feminist Movement" and "Muslim Democrats in the West and Democratization in the Muslim World: Prospects for Engagement." In August 2005, at the invitation of Prime Minister Tony Blair, Professor Ramadan accepted an invitation to join a U.K. government taskforce to examine the roots of extremism in Britain.

Professor Ramadan has been a consistent critic of terrorism and those who use it. In October 2001, Professor Ramadan publicly deplored the September 11 attacks, saying to fellow Muslims, "Now more than ever we need to criticize some of our brothers... You are unjustified if you use the Koran to justify murder." Professor Ramadan publicly condemned the kidnapping of two French journalists in Iraq in August 2004; the attacks on Jewish synagogues in Istanbul in November 2003; and the terrorist bombing in London in July 2005.

In January 2004, Professor Ramadan was offered a tenured position as the Henry R. Luce Professor of Religion, Conflict and Peacebuilding at the University of Notre Dame's Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies. Professor Ramadan was granted a specialized nonimmigrant visa on May 5, 2004, but on July 28, just nine days before Professor Ramadan and his family were to move to Indiana, he was informed that his visa had been revoked. Professor Ramadan was not directly provided an explanation for the revocation and neither Professor Ramadan nor the University of Notre Dame has ever received a written explanation. At a press conference on August 25, 2004, however, Ross
Knocke, a spokesman for the Immigration and Customs Enforcement division of the Department of Homeland Security, cited the ideological exclusion provision of the Patriot Act as the basis for the revocation.

D. Wiretapping of Children. After FOIA requests and a review of FBI responses, the Electronic Frontier Foundation discovered that, in 2005, FBI Agents devoted five consecutive days to monitoring the telephone conversations of two “young children” under a roving wiretap mandate.

Mr. SENSENBERNNER. Mr. Mullins?

TESTIMONY OF ED MULLINS, PRESIDENT, SERGEANTS BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

Mr. MULLINS. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Scott, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for having me here today. I am here as the head of a police labor organization representing my
members and their family. I also speak with the perspective of a sworn law enforcement officer with 30 years of experience.

I responded to the scene of the terrorist attacks on September 11th, 2001. I also responded in 1993 to the terrorists’ first attempt to topple the Twin Towers.

I am a third generation New Yorker whose life was forever changed by the terrorist attacks of 9/11. These unprovoked attacks devastated New York City and the ranks of its fire and police departments. The 2,973 innocent men, women, and children killed on 9/11 surpassed the death toll America suffered in the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor that triggered our entry into World War II.

Sadly, the final casualty figures from 9/11 are not yet known. Those terrorist acts continue right up to the present day to claim the lives of more firefighters, police officers, construction workers, and ordinary citizens who were caught in the events of that fateful day. These are the people who, in the years after 9/11, have developed debilitating illnesses and died from their exposure to the toxins released when the World Trade Center Towers collapsed.

The James Zadroga 9/11 Health and Compensation Act, passed late last year to help discontinue victims, is a stark reminder that while justice has been served on bin Laden, innocent Americans continue to die and suffer as a result of his evil.

The USA PATRIOT Act was enacted in direct response to these terrorist attacks for the purpose of preventing any repetition. I appreciate the chance to help clear up some of the myths surrounding the deliberations over whether to reauthorized three specific expiring PATRIOT Act authorities. Let me begin by setting aside the false clarities and simplicity that seek to impose on these deliberations.

Reauthorizing these authorities is not a stark choice between whether we place a greater value on our civil liberties than our security. It is not a choice between freedom and a police state. Let us not lose sight of how much alike every one of us in this room today really is. We share the same values. We are all Americans who love our country and the liberties upon which it is founded. We all hate seeing our fellow citizens slaughtered by bin Laden’s demented disciples. None of us desire or intend to extinguish liberty in the pursuit of security. We only differ as to how, not if, our elected representatives should strike a balance between the universal value of protecting innocent lives from murderers and our uniquely American notion of individual liberty.

Reauthorizing the three provisions set to expire later this month strikes the right balance. By any historical yardstick, these authorities are a measured response to an unprecedented and undeniably real threat to our Nation. A generation learned from struggles, the heroes of our past encountered imbalance in liberty and security while reacting to the unprecedented threats. We did not respond by rounding up and committing to internment camps all members of the ethnic and religious minorities from which the perpetrators of 9/11 were descended. We did not grant law enforcement wholly unprecedented powers never before entrusted to police on our shores. What we did was to extend the Federal agents hunting terrorist powers analogous to those that state and local enforce-
ment have long used to investigate drug dealers, burglars, and other common criminals.

In closing, let me dispel one final myth. We can let our guard down and permit these authorities to sunset because bin Laden is dead. The Pakistani Taliban, which was behind last year’s attempt to bomb Time Square, has vowed revenge. They have bragged, “We already have our people in America and are sending more.” Do not allow our recent success to obscure the fact that 10 years ago in less than 2 hours we lost more Americans at the hands of bin Laden’s henchman than we did almost 70 years ago on the Island of Guadalcanal.

Our enemies are more desperate than ever to replicate this horror. A generation faces an unprecedented threat from a new kind of foe. Still, we are very fortunate. Responding to the great crisis of our age does not require drafting citizens to fight. It has not necessitated the conversion of our economy to wartime footing. There is no rationing of fuel, food, and other resources. Citizens are not even asked to buy war bonds. It is a testament to America’s strength that most citizens can go about their lives much as they did before 9/11 and delegate defeating the terrorists who declared war on us to a relatively small group of volunteers.

As cops, my members are among those volunteers. We pray that as you debate the tools available to our Federal counterparts that played a critical role in this mission, they will be pragmatic in balancing the defense of our Nation with the preservation of the freedoms we cherish. We hope that you will not be seduced by rigid ideologies that demand the sacrifice of one of the fundamental values of another.

As you know, this week is Police Week in our Nation’s capital. As we recognize all those officers who made the ultimate sacrifice, I beg that you do not disarm those sworn to protect you at a time when our enemies are bringing a renewed fervor and new tactics in their efforts to murder Americans.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mullins follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Scott, and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for having me here today to provide the perspective of local law enforcement concerning whether Congress should reauthorize the three Patriot Act authorities scheduled to sunset at the end of this month.

I am here as the head of a police labor organization representing my members and their families. I also speak with the perspective of a sworn law enforcement officer with almost 30 years of experience. I responded to the scene of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. I also responded in 1993 to the terrorists’ first attempt to topple the Twin Towers. I am a third generation New Yorker whose life was forever changed by the terrorists attacks of 9/11. These unprovoked attacks devastated New York City and the ranks of its Fire and Police Departments. To put these attacks in historical perspective, the 2,973 innocent men, women and children killed in less than two hours on 9/11 surpassed the death toll America suffered in the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor¹ that triggered our entry into World War II. It is almost equivalent to the total number of American troops killed in Iraq and Afghanistan over the last decade.²

Among the dead on 9/11 were 343 firefighters and seventy-two federal, state and local law enforcement officers, including, thirty-seven members of the Port Authority Police Department and twenty-three members of the NYPD. According to the 9/11 Commission the FDNY’s losses were “the largest loss of life of any emergency response agency in history.”³ The losses of the Port Authority Police and the NYPD on 9/11 constitute the first and second “largest loss of life of any police force in history.” ⁴

Let us also not forget that the final casualty figures from 9/11 are not yet known. Those terrorist acts continue right up to the present day to claim the lives of more firefighters, police officers, construction workers, and ordinary citizens who were caught in the events of that fateful day. These are the people who in the years after 9/11 have developed debilitating illnesses and died from their exposure to the toxins released when the World Trade Center Towers collapsed. The James Zadroga 9/11 Health and Compensation Act passed late last year to help this continuing tide of victims is a stark reminder that while Seal Team Six has visited justice upon bin-Laden, innocent Americans continue to die and suffer as a result of his evil. Let us also not forget the many parents, children, sisters and brothers who have struggled for the last decade to live their lives without a child, a parent or a sibling lost on that tragic day.

These heart-wrenching statistics are appropriate to dwell upon as we commemorate National Police Week. They remind us that our countrymen have died in large numbers and continue to die as a result of a very real war that terrorists declared upon America. They also

¹ According to the National Park Service 2,388 military personnel and civilians were killed in the attack on Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941. http://www.nps.gov/nwrwhp/www/pj/photoset/3Start.jsp?section1.htm
² According to the non-profit organization icasualties.org, to date a total of 3,663 U.S. troops have been killed in Iraq and “in and around” Afghanistan (1,572 in Iraq and 1,491 “in and around Afghanistan”). http://icasualties.org/OIF/index.htm
⁴ Id.
remind us that although the three expiring Patriot Act authorities are tools reserved for federal agents, it is state and local first responders and the citizens we are sworn to protect and serve who will suffer most of the consequences that may be realized if these authorities expire before the War on Terror is won.

The USA PATRIOT Act was enacted in direct response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks and to prevent their repetition. I have been dismayed to hear people avoid the serious and complex questions involved in the discussion of whether to reauthorize the expiring authorities by reverting to generalizations such as Benjamin Franklin’s statement that “[t]hose who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.” Reasonable minds can differ as to whether the expiring authorities, one of which cannot even be used against U.S. citizens, implicate what Ben Franklin and the Founding Fathers would have deemed “essential liberty.” No one, however, should trivialize the tragedy of 9/11 by describing efforts to prevent its repetition as a quest for “a little temporary safety.” To those content to revert to sound bites divorced from the context of experience I counter with Abraham Lincoln’s admonitions that “the dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present” and that:

*If there ever could be a proper time for catch arguments, that time surely is not now. In times like the present, men should utter nothing for which they would not willingly be responsible through time and eternity.*

Let us set aside the false clarity and simplicity that some seek to impose on these deliberations. My members and I are not timid souls begging some tyrant to take our liberties from us if only he would guarantee our physical safety from an imagined threat. Reauthorizing these expiring authorities is not a stark choice between whether some people place a greater value on our civil liberties than on our security. It is not a choice between freedom and a police state. Let us not lose sight of how much alike every one of us in this room today really is. We share the same values. We are all Americans who love our country and the liberties upon which it is founded. We all abhor seeing our fellow citizens slaughtered by bin-Laden’s demented disciples. None of us desire or intend to extinguish liberty in the pursuit of security. We differ as to how, not if, our elected representatives should strike a balance between the universal value of protecting innocent lives from murderers and our uniquely American notions of individual liberty.

As a citizen who values his liberty as much as any other, and as a police officer who has witnessed the awful cost of letting one pitch from the terrorists get past us, it is my opinion that reauthorizing the three provisions set to expire later this month strikes the right balance. By any historical yardstick, these authorities are a measured response to an unprecedented and undeniably real threat to our nation. Our generation learned from struggles the heroes of our past encountered in balancing liberty with security at home in the face of unprecedented threats. We did not respond by rounding up and committing to internment camps all members of the ethnic or religious minorities from which the perpetrators of 9/11 were descended. We did not grant law enforcement wholly unprecedented powers never before entrusted to police on our shores. What we did was to extend to federal agents hunting terrorists powers analogous to those that

---

2 Lincoln’s Second Annual Message to Congress December 1, 1862.
state and local law enforcement have long used to investigate drug dealers, burglars and other common criminals who pose far less of a threat to society than bin-Ladin’s followers.

You do not have to be a constitutional law scholar to make some observations about the expiring specific Patriot Act authorities that ordinary people find pretty compelling.

There is no record of a pattern of abuse by federal law enforcement of these three specific authorities.

The expiring authorities do not relate to National Security Letters, for which Congress did have to tighten procedures and controls.

If abuses materialize, Congress can always make adjustments after reauthorization.

All three of the expiring authorities require the prior approval of a federal judge experienced in criminal matters whose integrity, wisdom, and impartiality have been scrutinized by your Senate colleagues during the confirmation process.

Under the Patriot Act it is more difficult for federal agents to get authority to use the investigative tools the three expiring provisions extended to federal law enforcement involved in terrorist cases than it is for local police officers to use similar techniques when looking into drug dealers or mobsters.

Over the last decade none of the three authorities has been found unconstitutional. S

People like Mr. Barr and Mr. Fein play a valuable role in our society by ensuring that Congress does not pass laws that are on their face unconstitutional or that are used in a manner that violates constitutionally protected rights. For this I thank them. They keep us mindful of how these authorities may be abused to deprive people of their rights. But let’s be clear that concerns about systemic abuses of the three expiring Patriot Act authorities are a risk that has not yet been realized. I wish I could say the same about terrorism on American soil.

Since 9/11 the United States has foiled no less than 32 terrorist plots to murder innocent Americans. T While it’s been estimated that post-9/11 PATRIOT Act authorities were instrumental in about one-sixth of these efforts, S the nature of diligent police work makes that a hard thing to quantify. By its nature good police work is a mixture of the lucky-breaks that often accompany hard work combined with facts gathered in myriad ways that come into clear focus only with the application of experience and a seasoned intuition. It is tough to say just what ingredient in this recipe makes it work. It may differ in each case. But even if the expiring

---

*S In Meyfield v. U.S., a federal district court in Oregon did rule that the aspects of roving wiretaps under section 215 may infringe on 4th amendment rights, but this decision was vacated by the United States 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in Meyfield v. U.S. 599 F.3d 964, 970 (9th Cir. 2010) cert. denied, 131 S. Ct. 503, 178 L. Ed. 2d 369 (U.S. 2010).


*S Id.
Patriot Act authorities have been the key ingredient in stopping just one or two more 9/11s, or one or two more Pearl Harbors, that is significant.

The argument that since one of these authorities, the “Lone Wolf” provision, may never have been used and therefore should be repealed does not make sense to me. We arm police officers in this country because experience and common sense show it is necessary. We do not take away a cop’s gun if he has failed to fire it after ten years. We rejoice that he has never had to do so, but require him to remain proficient and able to use his weapon if he must.

With disclosure of plans for new plots and tactics found in bin Laden’s lair we are reminded that the terrorists are still intent on replicating the nightmare of 9/11. We are all relieved that bin Laden is dead, but many who subscribe to his hateful, anti-American ideology remain. The Pakistani Taliban, which was behind last year’s attempt to bomb Times Square, has vowed revenge. They’ve bragged “[w]e already have our people in America, and we are sending more there.”

We should not dismiss these threats. In my experience when a crime family or a street gang loses its leader, there is often a competition among its surviving followers to become the new boss. The hallmark of such contests often takes the form of novel displays of brutality and cruelty in an effort to maintain the obedience of the group. I do not see any reason to expect anything different from Al-Qaeda, except that instead of perpetuating their brutality on each other or a rival gang, they will direct it at us. As they seek to do so, I would argue that federal agents will need more and not less flexibility to adjust and respond. Do not allow our recent success to obscure the fact that ten years ago in less than two hours, we lost more Americans at the hands of bin Laden’s henchmen than we did almost seventy years ago at Guadalcanal. Our enemies are more desperate than ever to replicate this horror.

Our generation faces an unprecedented threat from a new kind of foe. We have tough fighting ahead. Still, we are very fortunate. Responding to the great crisis of our age has not required drafting citizens to fight. It has not necessitated the conversion of our economy to a war-time footing. There is no rationing of fuel, food, and other resources. Citizens are not even asked to buy war bonds. It is a testament to America’s strength that most citizens can go about their lives much as they did before 9-11 and delegate defeating the terrorists to a relatively small group of volunteers. But this strength poses a risk. This is the risk that the vast majority of Americans are so far removed from the exertions and exactions of this war that they do not fully appreciate the danger it presents or the commitment it requires.

As cops, my members are among those volunteers who understand the risk and what must be done. We ask that as you debate the tools available to our federal counterparts to play their critical role in this mission that you will be pragmatic in balancing the defense of our nation with the preservation of the freedoms we cherish. We hope you will not be seduced by rigid ideologies that demand the sacrifice of one of these fundamental values for the other. As you

---


Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you very much, Sergeant.

The Chair will now recognize Members alternatively by side for 5 minutes to ask questions of the members of the panel. And the Chair has made note of the approximate order in which Members have appeared, and will use that list in terms of recognizing folks. And the Chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes.
Mr. Barr, you voted in favor of the PATRIOT Act when it was considered in the Committee, and then you voted in favor of another version that was less favorable to civil liberties when it appeared on the floor in October of 2001. The Committee has done extensive oversight under both Republican and Democratic control. Why do you think we failed, and why are you opposing just a simple extension of what has been the law since 2005 in these three areas given your votes in favor of it?

Mr. BARR. I certainly, Mr. Chairman, would not deign to try and speculate on what Members have done or not done or why. I can certainly speak for myself.

Yes, I did vote both for the better version more protective of civil liberties that was reported out unanimously by the full Judiciary Committee. Subsequent to that, when a very different bill came to the floor, I had several conversations, including some personal ones, with the Attorney General and some other members of the Department of Justice with regard to certain promises or assurances that the provisions in the PATRIOT Act then to be voted on would be used in certain ways for certain investigations that were indeed important national security terrorism related investigations. There were promises made that the executive branch, the President and the Attorney General, would report regularly and openly and extensively on the use of the PATRIOT Act.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Oh, I think they did that after you left the Congress. As a matter of fact, there was one time I cancelled a hearing of Attorney General Ashcroft because he didn't submit his testimony on time. So, you know, maybe we were busy doing something else.

Let me ask you another question. There was an outstanding warrant against Osama bin Laden. You condemned the President for sending a U.S. military unit to strike and kill him when the civilian justice system was waiting to grind slowly away at him?

Mr. BARR. No, I think this was one of those instances in which the resolution the use of military force does provide and did provide proper authority for the presidential action of taking out Osama bin Laden.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Okay. But should not the President have used what you refer to as tried and true methods of capturing what you call a criminal-like bin Laden, like pursuant to an arrest warrant?

Mr. BARR. No, simply because an individual can be pursued either through the criminal justice system or militarily in certain circumstances does not make it improper to choose one over the other. And in this instance, I think the President chose wisely and properly, and it was properly authorized by the Congress, unlike some of the other actions by the current and former Administration using the resolution for the use of military force which does not provide proper authority.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The PATRIOT Act was passed after 9/11. Do you think the U.S. attorneys of New York, New England, and Washington, D.C. could have prevented the 9/11 attack by using traditional law enforcement methods?

Mr. BARR. Certainly not being privy to all of the information that they had or did not have or the circumstances under which certain
acts were authorized or not authorized, it does seem to me that there was more than sufficient authority to have given us—the U.S. government, that is—a much greater chance, likelihood of having prevented the attacks had those proper preexisting authorities been used. They were not used.

Mr. SENSENBERGER. Well, the PATRIOT Act repealed the wall that prevented the FBI and the CIA from exchanging information. So, if the CIA knew that there were Al-Qaeda terrorists loose in the United States and, specifically, in the New York City area, it would have been a violation of the pre-PATRIOT Act law for the CIA to walk that information across the hall and give it to the FBI.

Mr. BARR. Not necessarily.

Mr. SENSENBERGER. Oh, yes, it would have. Yes, it would have. Yes, it would have been.

Mr. BARR. And on circumstances under which it was required, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SENSENBERGER. Well, if the circumstances were, you know, that they acquired it overseas and then they found out that they appeared in New York, it was still giving them intelligence that they had found overseas. And the 9/11 Commission determined that the wall prevented that, and they studied it extensively for a couple of years.

Mr. BARR. Well, we also now know, and with hindsight, that the— is the 19th or 20th hijacker—I forget the number—that had the government gone before a court and sought a warrant to access that person’s computer, which a court, based on the circumstances we know now existed at the time, almost certainly would have granted a warrant. The fact of the matter is, the government chose not to do that. They made a policy error. It was not that the law did not allow it. They made a policy error.

Mr. SENSENBERGER. Well, you know, from what I have heard you say, I think that you are advocating that before 9/11, the FBI would have violated the law that that was put up by the Church Commission if they ended up exchanging intelligence information. And as a result of the PATRIOT Act, we do not have that any more.

The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Scott?

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

One of the problems with the PATRIOT Act is understanding exactly what it does. And so, Mr. Rowan, let me ask you a question. In declaring someone to be a “Lone-Wolf”, where you can begin surveilling them, what information and what standard is there that you would not be able to get a run of the mill criminal warrant?

Mr. ROWAN. Congressman, as you know, the FISA statute, with respect to the “Lone-Wolf” definition, talks about an individual engaged in activities relating to terrorism or preparation therefor. So, potentially you could think of circumstances where an individual was engaged in preparation for terrorist activities, and yet an Article III judge looking at it from a criminal law enforcement perspective might determine that there is not probable cause.

But I agree with the thrust of your question, which is that most of the circumstances one can conceive of would also describe a crime that you could obtain a Title III wiretap under.
Mr. SCOTT. Okay. Let me ask the same question about business records. You’ve suggested it is the kind of same as criminal. What kind of investigation could you get business records under PATRIOT Act that you cannot get them under a regular criminal warrant?

Mr. ROWAN. Well, when you say a warrant, I presume you mean a grand jury subpoena. Certainly, a——

Mr. SCOTT. Well, whatever the warrant, grand jury subpoena, or however else you want to get it.

Mr. ROWAN. Yeah. No, I think you are right, that you could get all those tangible things with a grand jury subpoena. The critical difference is obviously not what you can get, but the circumstances under which you can get it. If you get it under a business records under FISA, you have the opportunity to gather it covertly, to use it for an intelligence investigation with far less risk that your investigation is going to be exposed.

Mr. SCOTT. And if you get it with a criminal warrant, you cannot keep it secret?

Mr. ROWAN. You cannot. I mean, with a grand jury subpoena, you are in a position when it hand it to a third party custodian. That custodian has every right and opportunity to turn around and share it with whoever else he or she cares to include in the target.

Mr. SCOTT. And you cannot have an order prohibiting the dissemination of that information in the criminal court?

Mr. ROWAN. I think what conventionally occurs is an AUSA will write a letter. They will request the third party custodian not to share the information. The actual getting an order from a judge, there may be circumstances under which you can obtain that. I think there are some judges that would provide it, others that might not.

Mr. SCOTT. Roving wiretap—who gets to approve it, and after approval, what kind of oversight is there that is different under the PATRIOT Act that you cannot do in a normal criminal warrant?

Mr. ROWAN. Well, a roving wiretap is obviously a FISA wiretap, so the approval mechanism——

Mr. SCOTT. Well, no. Under FISA, you have to designate it to be roving rather than kind of a stationary wiretap, or all wiretaps under FISA roving wiretaps?

Mr. ROWAN. No, they are not all roving wiretaps. The way it kicks in is when you are asking the court—the FISA judge—what sort of orders you are going to need, and that is when the circumstances under which you described this as being an occasion where you need a roving wiretap. So, the approval mechanisms there, both within the Department of Justice, they are higher for a roving wiretap in a FISA context than you would have in an ordinary Title III wiretap. The approval with respect to the judiciary is going to be the same thing. It is going to be an Article III judge, and one of them happens to sit on the FISA court, the other does not.

Mr. SCOTT. Once you get personal information subject to surveillance, exactly how many people have access to that information?

Mr. ROWAN. When you say surveillance, you mean in the FISA world.
Mr. SCOTT. Yeah, in the FISA world, you got a FISA wiretap. In Northern Virginia, a lot of people work for the "government." How many people get access to the private information that you have listened into?

Mr. ROWAN. As you know, in the FISA statute there are a requirement for minimization procedures, which are procedures that are approved by the FISA court, which restrict the government’s dissemination of information. With the respect to——

Mr. SCOTT. Well, the whole point of this is for the FBI to talk to the CIA, to talk to everybody else. I mean, how many people get access to this information?

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman’s time has expired.

Gentleman from California, Mr. Lungren?

Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for these hearings.

Mr. Fein, you and I have been on the same side of arguments before, but we find ourselves on the opposite side of the argument this time. You make a statement that I hope is an overstatement, where in your written testimony you say that repealing the PATRIOT Act would honor what the Americans who fought in the Civil War begot. Do you really favor repealing the entire PATRIOT Act, even that section which dismantled the so-called wall between law enforcement intelligence that the 9/11 Commission indicated was one of the major vulnerabilities that we had, and one of the reasons why we could not connect the dots so that we might be able to prevent the kind of attacks that we saw on 9/11?

Mr. FEIN. I believe that the 9/11 Commission concluded that the 9/11 abominations would have been thwarted if the so-called wall of separation had been absent. And I believe Jamie Gorelick, who was on the 9/11 Commission, who was deputy attorney general, I believe, when the alleged wall of separation was erected, denied that there really was that wall. And I do not believe that in passing the USA PATRIOT Act, that this Congress made a finding that if the wall was not erected, 9/11 would not have occurred.

Mr. LUNGREN. My question, though, is do you really favor repealing the entire PATRIOT Act?

Mr. FEIN. What I stated in the testimony, Mr. Congressman, was that the burden is on the government in this country to demonstrate the need and urgency to compromise the customary probable cause to suspect crime to endow government with authority——

Mr. LUNGREN. So, you think the probable cause to suspect a crime is sufficient to give us the kind of information necessary to find out about the possibility of a terrorist act and thwart it before it is carried out. You think the criminal law intelligence, criminal law procedures that we have talked about are sufficient to do that?

Mr. FEIN. I believe the Constitution places the burden on government, when it wants to encroach on liberties to be justified.

Mr. LUNGREN. No, I understand that. But what I am saying——

Mr. FEIN. And so, the burden——

Mr. LUNGREN [continuing]. Are you telling us what we have are sufficient to thwart terrorist attacks as opposed to gathering the evidence after in fact is has occurred to be able to convict those who may be involved in it?
Mr. FEIN. Well, first of all, you can gather evidence before any attack has concurred under the conspiracy laws. As you well know, conspiracy can reach before you come close to even getting that attempt.

Secondly, I have stated that if this Committee can establish by empirical evidence, make a finding that these powers are indispensable to preventing a terrorist attack, then you have a justification for breaching the wall. But I do not have——

Mr. LUNGREN. Okay. So, do you have confidence in this Committee that we could make such a finding?

Mr. FEIN. Ordinarily findings should not be made out of trifles lai desaire, meaning you have got to define based upon evidence——

Mr. LUNGREN. Well, I guess your answer is no. I guess you do not trust us to be able to make that finding.

Mr. FEIN. No, I expect there to be empirical evidence with the experts who would state, yes, if we had this power, this particular investigation would have reached fruition and then blocked a terrorism act, and otherwise could not have happened.

Mr. LUNGREN. Well, the predicate——

Mr. FEIN. Those decisions are made all the time.

Mr. LUNGREN. The predicate for wiretaps is not that a crime is being committed, but that surveillance is necessary because the person to be surveilled is a foreign power or agent of a foreign power. It does not mean that they are involved in a crime at that point in time? Do you not think that is a sufficient basis for being able to have a wiretap?

Mr. FEIN. I think that Title III does require suspicion of implication in crime, and I think that ought to be the standard.

Mr. LUNGREN. So——

Mr. FEIN. That is the standard that Harlan Fiske Stone, Chief Justice——

Mr. LUNGREN. I understand.

Mr. FEIN [continuing]. And former attorney general adopted for the——

Mr. LUNGREN. So, you are saying that we do not have the right to spy on foreign powers in our own country unless we have evidence that they are about to ready to commit a criminal act.

Mr. FEIN. Now, if you are spying on citizens on the United States or people that are here lawfully, that is one thing. It is something else if you are spying on diplomats who are involved in embassies or otherwise. They are not loyal to the United States. They do not have the same protection.

Mr. LUNGREN. And the definition of a U.S. person in this Act is, someone who is a citizen or someone who is a permanent resident alien. Other people are allowed under this, but those are not.

Mr. Mullins, you have had more than a slight participation in the criminal justice system. Are you satisfied that the criminal tools that are available to law enforcement are sufficient that we do not the PATRIOT Act in our anti-terrorism efforts?

Mr. MULLINS. Not at all.

Mr. LUNGREN. Well, why is that? I mean, you use that every day. If I listen to Mr. Barr and Mr. Fein, you should be very satisfied. You guys are professional. You know what you are doing. You have
been able to do a great job in the city that you represent. Why do we need this?

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Conyers?

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. This is a quite interesting discussion because what we are exchanging views on is whether the failure of 9/11 was a failure of intelligence analysis or law enforcement. And I hear Members on the Committee claiming that law enforcement dropped the ball and that is how it happened. But I think that it was failure of intelligence, and I would like you two to comment on it, because since 9/11, of course, we have reorganized our whole Federal law enforcement, given the FBI, for example, the mission of preventing terrorism. And so, the failure of 9/11 was in one sense a failure to connect the dots. It was a failure to use the information that we had. And I would like you to expand on that.

Mr. FEIN. Representative Conyers, I do not know whether I would be all that critical of the intelligence people. They make errors make from time to time. 9/11 was unprecedented in many ways. People did not think that that kind of dastardly abomination would be plausible, but certainly think, and I think Mr. Barr mentioned, that Mr. Moussaoui, the 20th hijacker, there was clearly probable cause to search his computer that could have uncovered the plot, and simply was not exercised on that score.

And with regard, I think, to the general idea that anything that makes it easier to thwart terrorism is justified, then you might as well say, go into anybody's home and spy whenever you want. And if the question is, DoE sit make it more likely for us to thwart terrorism, the answer is yes, but it destroys the country that we know and we fought to maintain as a country give to freedom rather than national security.

Mr. BARR. I would say probably, not to coin a phrase, but what happened in the lead up to 9/11 was probably a perfect storm of failures. I do not think that it was, nor is it the case today, that these terrorists are all rocket scientists, and know exactly what they are doing, and never make mistakes.

They got very lucky on 9/11. There were numerous opportunities, from enforcing our immigration laws to enforcing the laws requiring and establishing security at airports, to laws allowing the government to access computers, that were simply not exercised by the government at all levels, state government as well as Federal Government. There were licenses that were obtained, driver's licenses based on false pretenses and false information that were never checked out. There were immigration statuses that were overstayed that the Federal Government did not enforce. There were not proper steps taken to search the baggage and so forth. And the 20th hijacker did not have his computer access, which the government could have. There was authority to do that. Yet, I do not recall, and maybe the Chairman does, but I do not recall that the post-9/11 hearings that we had leading up to the PATRIOT Act, any government witnesses coming in and saying they had made a mistake. They all paraded in here and said, oh, we did not have enough authority. We did not have enough money. Give us more authority, give us more money, rather than address the mistakes that had been made by failing to use existing powers.
Mr. CONYERS. I ask unanimous consent to put in a New York Times story that said that the leaders—"Bush Was Warned Bin Laden Wanted to Hijack Planes."

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Without objection.

[The information referred to follows:]

**The New York Times**

**BUSH WAS WARNED BIN LADEN WANTED TO HIJACK PLANES**

By David E. Sanger

Published: May 11, 2002

The White House said tonight that President Bush had been warned by American intelligence agencies in early August that Osama bin Laden was seeking to hijack American airliners. Mr. Bush, the president’s press secretary, said this evening. "The president was also provided information about bin Laden's desire to engage in hijacking in the traditional sense, not for the use of suicide bombing, but for the use of an airplane as a missile."

Nonetheless, the White House, in its response to a report about the intelligence warning this evening on CBS News, is said to have advised Congress that the warning is not "a deeper investigation into why American intelligence agencies are now so far behind the curve in the battle against terrorism and why the FBI and other agencies were not working together."

Several times he has told audiences that he is working on solving that problem, and there are signs that the United States is now more united and that the agencies are working more closely together.

It was not clear this evening why the White House waited eight months after the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington to reveal what Mr. Bush had been told.

But Mr. Fleischer noted that the daily flow of intelligence information to the president resulted, the warning of what appeared to be the threat of a conventional hijacking was not as serious as it appeared in retrospect. "We were a president’s society, and the F.B.I. had a different mission," he said.

Mr. Fleischer said that the intelligence given to the president in Texas had prompted the administration to put a lot of new enforcement agencies on alert, but there was no public announcement.

Nonetheless, a senior administration official said tonight that there was speculation within the government that heightened security -- if it truly existed in August and September -- might have prompted the hijackers to use less common and plastic knives to avoid detection.

The C.I.A. warning might also explain why Mr. Bush’s aides were so certain that Mr. bin Laden was behind the attack almost as soon as they happened. "We never had any real doubt," one senior official involved in the crucial decisions at the White House on Sept. 11 said several weeks ago.

Until recently, Mr. Bush has deferred demands for a lengthy and detailed investigation into the intelligence failures surrounding the Sept. 11 attacks. White House officials were concerned that the investigation would feed into demands by Senator Richard C. Shelby, the Alabama Republican who is the vice chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, for the replacement of George W. Tenet as director of central intelligence, and would further erode support for the war in Iraq.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thanks, sir. And another one from the Washington Post, the heading, "Two Months Before 9/11, an Urgent Warning To Rice."

Mr. SENSENBRINNER. Without objection.

[The information referred to follows:]
The Washington Post

Two Months Before 9/11, an Urgent Warning to Rice

Sunday, October 1, 2000

On July 10, 2001, two months before the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, then-CIA Director George J. Tenet met with his counterterrorism chief, J. Corder Black, at CIA headquarters to review the latest on Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda terrorist organizations. Black laid out the case, consisting of communications intercepts and other top-secret intelligence showing the increasing likelihood that al-Qaeda would soon attack the United States. It was a mass of fragments and facts that nonetheless made a compelling case, so compelling to Tenet that he decided he and Black should go to the White House immediately.

Tenet called Condoleezza Rice, then national security adviser, from the car and said he needed to see her right away. There was no practical way she could have such a request from the CIA director.

For months, Tenet had been pressing Rice to set a clear counterterrorism policy, including specific presidential orders called "findings" that would give the CIA stronger authority to conduct covert action against bin Laden. Perhaps a dramatic appearance -- Black called it an "out of cycle" session, beyond Tenet's regular weekly meeting with Rice -- would get her attention.

Tenet had been losing sleep over the recent intelligence he'd seen. There was no conclusive Washington intelligence, but there was such a huge volume of data that an intelligence officer's instinct strongly suggested that something was coming. He and Black hoped to convey the depth of their anxiety and get Rice to kick-start the government into immediate action.

He did not know when, where or how, but Tenet felt there was too much noise in the intelligence systems. Two weeks earlier, he had told Richard A. Clarke, the National Security Council's counterterrorism director: "It's my sixth sense, but I feel it coming. This is going to be the big one."

But Tenet had been having difficulty getting traction on an immediate bin Laden action plan, in part because Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld had questioned all the National Security Agency intercepts and other intelligence. Could all this be a grand deception? Rumsfeld had asked. Perhaps it was a plan to mislead U.S. reactions and defenses.

Tenet had the NSA review all the intercepts, and the agency concluded they were of genuine al-Qaeda communications. On June 30, a top-secret senior executive intelligence brief contained an article headlined "Bin Laden Threats Are Real."

Tenet hoped his abrupt request for an immediate meeting would shake Rice. He and Black, a veteran covert operator, laid two main points when they met with her. First, al-Qaeda was going to attack...
Americans interests, possibly in the United States itself, Black emphasized that this amounted to a
strategic warning, meaning the problem was so serious that it required an overall plan and strategy.
Second, this was a major foreign policy problem that needed to be addressed immediately. They
needed to take action now rather than later.

The United States had human and technical sources, and all the intelligence was consistent, the two
men told Rice. Black acknowledged that some of it was uncertain "voodoo" but said it was often this
voodoo that was the best indication.

Tenet and Black felt they were not getting through to Rice. She was polite, but they felt the brush-off.
President Bush had said he didn't want to meet at first.

As they all knew, a covert plan for covert action against bin Laden was in the pipeline, but it would
take some time. In recent closed-door meetings the elite National Security Council apparatus had
been considering action against bin Laden, including using a new secret weapon, the Predator
unmanned aerial vehicle, or drone, that could fly Hellsfire missiles to kill bin Laden or his lieutenants. It
looked like a possible solution, but there was a raging debate between the CIA and the Pentagon about
who would pay for it and who would have authority to shoot.

Besides, Rice seemed focused on other administration priorities, especially the ballistic missile defense
system that Bush had campaigned on. She was in a different place.

Tenet left the meeting feeling frustrated. Though Rice had given them a fair hearing, no immediate
action meant great risk. Black felt the decision to put keep planning was a missed policy opportunity.
Rice and the Bush team had been in hibernation too long. "Adults should not have a system like this," he
said later.

The July 10 meeting between Tenet, Black and Rice went unnoticed in the various reports of
investigations into the Sept. 11 attacks, but it stood out in the minds of Tenet and Black as the cruelest
warning they had given the White House on bin Laden and al-Qaeda. Though the investigators had
access to all the paperwork on the meeting, Black felt there were things the commissions wanted to
know about and things they didn't want to know about.

Philip D. Zelikow, the aggressive executive director of the Sept. 11 commission and a University of
Virginia professor who had counseled a book with Rice on Germany, knew something about the July
10 meeting, but it was not clear to him what immediate action really would have meant. In 2005 Rice
hired Zelikow as a top aide at the State Department.

Afterward, Tenet looked back on the meeting with Rice as a tremendous lost opportunity to prevent or
disrupt the Sept. 11 attacks. Rice could have gotten through to Bush on the threat, but she just didn't
get it in time, Tenet thought. He felt that he had done his job and had been very direct about the threat,
but that Rice had not moved quickly. He felt she was not organized and did not push people, as he
tried to do at the CIA.

Black later said, "The only thing we didn't do was pull the trigger in the gun we were holding to her
head."

Editor's Note: How much effort the Bush administration made in going after Osama bin Laden
before the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, became an issue last week after former President Bill Clinton
accused President Bush's "mccain" and other Republicans of ignoring bin Laden until the attacks.
Rice responded in an interview that "what we did in the eight months was at least as aggressive as
Mr. CONCERS. Thank you again.

Now, I want to dispel this misunderstanding that some Members seem to be articulating up here. This is not about a hearing of whether we have no PATRIOT Act or we continue the same PATRIOT Act. I want to make that clear. This is about how we improve the PATRIOT Act, and that is why I have a compromise bill that I strongly suggest that we try to have some hearings on. We are not having hearings on the bill itself. This a hearing called "Dispelling the Myths." That is not a hearing, and I insist that——
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman's time has expired. The gentleman from Michigan knows full well that the Committee Rules require advance notice of hearings so that everybody can be prepared, and he dropped his bill last night, which was well after the time deadline that was required for a hearing today. And the full committee Chair has scheduled a markup tomorrow. So, I think the gentleman is a little bit too late in meeting deadlines of rules that everybody knows.

The Chair now recognizes——

Mr. CONYERS. Would the Chairman allow me 30 seconds?

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Certainly, without objection?

Mr. CONYERS. You dropped your bill Friday.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mm-hmm.

Mr. CONYERS. I guess that makes your bill okay and my bill too late.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. My bill was dropped in time for the full Committee Chair to notice the bill for a markup tomorrow, so we complied with the rules on that. And everybody has now had 5 days to see what was in the legislation that I dropped. You dropped yours last night. You did not see me on the floor. You did not see the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Smith, the full Committee Chair, on the floor. So, we got here today to find out that you dropped your bill, and we found out a couple of hours before this hearing.

The gentleman from Florida, Ms. Adams?

Ms. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chair. I will yield my time to the gentleman from South Carolina.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Okay. The gentleman from South Carolina is next up on the Republican side. Without objection, the Chair will recognize the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Gowdy, for 10 minutes?

Mr. GOWDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank the gentle lady from Florida for yielding and also for her service as a distinguished law enforcement officer prior to coming to Congress.

Mr. Fein, I want to be very, very clear about this. I do not and have never challenged the patriotism of anyone who holds a contrary viewpoint on this Act. In fact, I applaud you for probing and questioning and challenging. And I would hope in that spirit that you would also help those of us who have a contrary view on the constitutionality of this Act to beat back the rhetoric, to instruct it with fact. And when I read that this hearing is about national security letters, or jackbooted thuggery, or sneak and peak search warrants when it demonstrably false, just as I would rise in defense of your patriotism, I would hope that you would rise in defense of the truth about what these hearings are about.

And as you mentioned, the spirit of the Fourth Amendment, that is the conversation I would like to have with you, one grounded in civility, but one about the depth and breadth and spirit of the Fourth Amendment. Fair enough?

Mr. FEIN. That is fair enough.

Mr. GOWDY. All right. You mentioned in your testimony, and I will quote, “Government in the United States has no business collecting or retaining information about citizens without probable cause to believe that crime has been or will be committed.” So, you
allow that there needs to be government involvement in the investigation of future crimes.

Mr. Fein. Yes, conspiracy is a perfect example, yes, sir.

Mr. Gowdy. Right, and there are other examples. I mean, you cannot wait until something happens to begin to investigate.

Mr. Fein. Well, that is what conspiracy law is about. Conspiracy means nothing has happened; you just have an agreement, and you can investigate the agreement to commit an unlawful act, and that is permissible.

Mr. Gowdy. Well, the difference is, in a conspiracy case, nothing ever has to happen. It is a crime just to conspire to commit an offense. You can have conspiracies all day long and not ever have a crime. Agreed?

Mr. Fein. Well——

Mr. Gowdy. I mean, there does not have to be——

Mr. Fein [continuing]. Some conspiracies you do not need any overt action.

Mr. Gowdy. You need no overt action Title XXI conspiracy.

Mr. Fein. You can go ahead and prosecute, but all I am saying is that you can begin an investigation before anything happens under the criminal law.

Mr. Gowdy. Agreed, but you used the word probable cause in that sentence. And then in another sentence you said the whole purpose of the Fourth Amendment is to saddle government with a heavy burden of demonstrating by indisputable evidence. Now, you would agree with me, Mr. Fein, that is not the standard. Indisputable evidence is not the standard by which the Fourth Amendment is judged.

Mr. Fein. Indisputable evidence that the inquiry would produce is focused on somebody who is probably implicated in crime or the evidence unearthed would shed light on a crime.

Mr. Gowdy. Well, the word "indisputable" and "probably" do not fit nicely in the same sentence. What is your definition of probable cause?

Mr. Fein. The one that the U.S. Supreme Court has said you have got some reasonable foundation and suspicion that ordinary people applying their intellect would conclude makes it substantially likely that the individual is engaged in crime.

Mr. Gowdy. It is a fair probability, right?

Mr. Fein. Fair probability, yes.

Mr. Gowdy. That is what the Supreme Court said, and that is very different from indisputable evidence.

Mr. Fein. Yes, but I believe my statement with regard to indisputable evidence is indisputable showing that this particular investigatory tool is necessary to investigate crime under those standards, not the standard for getting a warrant.

Mr. Gowdy. But you will agree with me that there are several areas of criminal law where the standard is not probable cause. You do not have to have probable cause for a terry-like encounter with law enforcement. You have a distinguished law enforcement officer right beside you. If there were to be a police citizen encounter on the street, he does not have to have probable cause to frisk me for weapons, right?
Mr. Fein. And that is not viewed as a search. It is a stop and frisk.

Mr. Gowdy. Well, you can remove weapons and contraband from their hand or from their pocket under another exception to the Fourth Amendment, which is the Plain Feel Doctrine. Do you agree or disagree with the Plain Feel Doctrine?

Mr. Fein. No. The Plain Feel is you have got plain evidence that a crime or contraband is in your vision.

Mr. Gowdy. But you do not have a warrant.

Mr. Fein [continuing]. Probable cause. No, I am not saying—probable cause does not mean you have to get a warrant in every circumstance. Sometimes you can act without a warrant, but you would have to establish probable cause if it were challenged after the fact.

Mr. Gowdy. And you will agree that there are areas of criminal law where well before the PATRIOT Act, all you had to have was a reasonable suspicion or an articulable suspicion, or, in some instances, just a hunch.

Mr. Fein. With regard to full scale searches and seizures, no, sir, I do not believe that is the law.

Mr. Gowdy. Well, but then we get into a discussion of what is a full scale search and seizure. Can I put a tracking device on an automobile?

Mr. Fein. I think that is in dispute now, depending upon whether the tracking device is there 24 hours a day. I believe that case is just in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Mr. Gowdy. But there are courts of appeals, including the 4th Circuit, which have said you can put electronic tracking devices on automobiles, right?

Mr. Fein. Yes, there are, and they may be wrong.

Mr. Gowdy. They may be, but what if they find out in 10 years we are all wrong?

Mr. Fein. You have an independent judgment to make as well. The Olmstead case in 1928 said wiretaps are free, that you do not have to have any cause whatsoever, and it was overruled 309 years later.

Mr. Gowdy. Right.

Mr. Fein. And this body has a tradition of looking at court decisions and maybe overruling them. They did that with regard to Korematsu and Haribiyashi when they enacted the Civil Liberties Act.

Mr. Gowdy. We are having a hard time getting the laws we have passed enforced right now with respect. This executive branch does not enforce the laws we do pass, so the notion that we are going to foresee——

Let me ask you this. Do you agree that law enforcement should be able to search the computer records of a suspected child pornographer who uses a taxpayer funded computer at a public library?

Mr. Fein. If it satisfies probable cause, they will come up with evidence of crime. Of course, yes.

Mr. Gowdy. They have no—well, it does not have to be probable cause. An assistant United States attorney can send a subpoena, right? You do not have to have a search warrant.

Mr. Fein. I am talking about probable cause. If it just——
Mr. GOWDY. I know you are talking about probable cause, but what I am trying to establish is there is a rich jurisprudence in this country where probable cause is not the only standard. An assistant United States attorney can send a grand jury subpoena to a library and get your library records today, correct?

Mr. FEIN. That is correct because the Supreme Court, and I think they got it wrong, says that if the information is in the hands of a third party, then you have no protectable——

Mr. GOWDY. You have no understanding.

Mr. FEIN [continuing]. Reasonable expectation—yeah.

Mr. GOWDY. You have no expectation of privacy.

Mr. FEIN. I believe that is an incorrect interpretation of the Fourth Amendment. In today's Internet era, you can have your virtual digital diary of everything you have done tracked in the hands of third parties, and that doctrine enables then the government to find—really look in your diary——

Mr. GOWDY. Or you can be on notice that the law is what it is and not keep things that you have an expectation of privacy——

Mr. FEIN. I think if you are an American, you are endowed with liberty, and the burden is on the government to overcome your right to be left alone, not the other way around.

Mr. GOWDY. You think that you are endowed with the liberty to use a taxpayer funded computer at a taxpayer funded library and search for child pornography, and have standing to contest whether or not the government can get those records.

Mr. FEIN. If the government is providing it and they place certain conditions that the government places certain conditions on use, that may be different because you are then given alert that you are using government property. It is like if you are living in government operated house, they may say, well, then you are going to be searched to make sure you do not have guns or something in there. So, that changes——

Mr. GOWDY. Well, that raises a wonderful point. Would you agree with me that as a condition of probation, the government can say we have the right to search you when we want to? As a condition of parole or probation, you consent to be searched.

Mr. FEIN. If they wish to—if you have already established that they violated the law, this is a privilege they have got now to go out on probation. The government can set those conditions.

Mr. GOWDY. Well, wait a minute. You have already served your debt to society.

Mr. FEIN. With regard to parole, I am not sure——

Mr. GOWDY. Or probation. There is no parole in the Federal system.

Mr. FEIN [continuing]. That if you violate the conditions of parole, you return to——

Mr. GOWDY. Could we make it a condition on admittance to this country that you consent to be searched?

Mr. FEIN. If you are not a U.S. citizen, that is——

Mr. GOWDY. So, you do not have a problem with that.

Mr. FEIN. The rule on border searches is that you do not have to—yeah, you do not cause whatsoever. It is an exception to the Fourth Amendment.
Mr. GOWDY. Border searches, probation searches. So, there has already been an erosion in your judgment of the probable cause standard, the warrant standard, of the Fourth Amendment.

Mr. FEIN. In very narrow circumstances, yes.

Mr. GOWDY. All right. Do you disagree with the lawfulness of anticipatory search warrants?

Mr. FEIN. Of what search warrants?

Mr. GOWDY. Anticipatory. The crime has not even been committed yet, but law enforcement can go get a search warrant for that crime.

Mr. FEIN. Well, as I say, if there is a conspiracy and there is suspicion——

Mr. GOWDY. Not a conspiracy case.

Mr. FEIN. No, I do not believe that you should just go out and be able to spy on citizens because of somebody’s individual hunch.

Mr. GOWDY. Not a spy.

Mr. FEIN. Hey, maybe it will come out.

Mr. GOWDY. It is not a spy. It is an undercover case where somebody has ordered contraband, and it is going to be delivered to their home. So, you go get a search warrant in anticipation of delivery. The crime has not been committed yet.

Mr. FEIN. No, if the search warrant is based upon probable cause to believe you will uncover evidence of crimes, of course you can do that.

Mr. GOWDY. So, again, the strictures of the Fourth Amendment do not require a warrant before every arrest, agreed?

Mr. FEIN. Right. Probable cause is different than a warrant.

Mr. GOWDY. And they do not require a warrant for all searches, agreed?

Mr. FEIN. Right, but they may require probable cause if——

The time of the gentleman has expired.

Ms. CHU. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I would like to ask Mr. Fein, pertaining to the business records provision and gag orders, we know that secrecy is essential when conducting any intelligence investigation. But Section 215 orders come armed with significant gag orders that are the subject of the order from discussing it with anyone. In fact, you have to wait an entire year before you can even challenge the gag order in court. And uninformed person might not even know that they actually challenge it, or how to it.

Judicial review is the essential mechanism that we arm citizens with to ensure that they can protect their rights, but under the PATRIOT Act it is practically impossible to bring these cases to court.

How can we change the rules? What would be your recommendation with regard to changing the rules surrounding gag orders to more adequately provide innocent Americans with an avenue to challenge them in court?

Mr. FEIN. Well, I would authorize them certainly to consult with lawyers and to bring court challenges without waiting, because 1 year all sorts of damage could happen in the interim, because I believe that the PATRIOT Act, again, is premised largely on the idea that government generally never gets it wrong, and the burden is on the citizen to establish their right to be free from government
snooping rather than the burden on the government to say, why are you crossing the threshold of the citizen.

And certainly there have been instances where the gag orders were challenged. A couple of cases held that they were unconstitutional because they interfered with the due process right to challenge an alleged violation of the law. And I do not believe that there is any demonstration. In some of these instances when the gag orders were lifted, the FBI just dropped the investigation without showing that we had a terrorism crime that ensued because there wasn’t that particular authority to keep the entire matter under wraps, if you will. And I think that anyone who receives some government issued document should have a right to go into court and challenge its legality. That is what the rule of law is about.

Ms. Chu. You mean immediately without having to wait a year. Mr. Fein. Correct.

Ms. Chu. And also you discussed the fact that subjects are frequently kept in the dark when they are the subject of these investigations because much of the information is requested directly from third parties, such as telecommunication companies or Internet service providers. And not only is the subject never told that their information is being shared with the government, the third parties hardly ever have any incentive to even question the government’s actions. In fact, the legal costs for those third parties are a strong barrier, and they find that it is just easier for them to cooperate.

This essentially allows the government to compile information regarding individuals without notice, providing they claim it as relevant to a national security investigation.

Should the government be required to give notice to the subjects of these investigations?

Mr. Fein. Yes. I believe that is true, and I believe in other circumstances, for instance when there are tax investigations or the Bank Privacy Act, Congress went out of its way and, by statute, did allow in limited circumstances the target of the investigation to be notified, even though the target was not specifically the recipient of the subpoena or for the investigative demand. And it seems to me more, rather than less, urgent today to do that because so much of the data about any individual in the hands of third party Internet service providers. It is hard to suggest that you volunteer information on the Internet. It is hard to even run or live today without having huge stores of information on the Internet.

And without being cynical, you are exactly right. The incentive of the provider of the information is to cooperate. They are regulated by the government. They have huge amounts of contracts. I think we discovered that with regard to the cooperation of the telephone companies concerning the President’s terrorist surveillance program, and they were eager. We will give you all of our phone records even without asking for an attorney general assertion that this is constitutionally mandated because they have got $10, $20 billion contracts with the Defense Department, and you cannot expect them—they are out for their interests—to defend the third party target of the investigation.
Ms. Chu. Mr. Barr, I wanted to ask a question about oversight. At the end of last month, the Department of Justice submitted an annual report that Congress had detailed a number of times that the government want FISA support authority to conduct secret electronic surveillance for access to certain business records and the number of national security letters. And this report found out that the government used these special tools much more often than in the past years. For instance, they made 96 applications for access to business records for foreign intelligence purpose, and that is five times more than the year before. And the FBI used national security letters to get information on over 14,000 different U.S. persons; that is over double the individuals of the year before.

I am greatly concerned about the increase in government access to personal information without the proper checks and balances. And we know that there have been times when the FBI has abused this——

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Goodlatte?
Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding this hearing, and I want to thank all the panelists for their contribution.

I want to start out, Mr. Rowan, and ask you to comment on what I think is the core point that Mr. Barr and Mr. Fein have made here. And that is that with regard to the business records provision, that there needs to be illegal activity or a known terrorist, that somehow this legislation has broken the link between the right to privacy and the requirement that the government show a reasonable suspicion before being able to examine these third party held business records. I wonder if you would comment on that.

Mr. ROWAN. Well, I think that, first of all, there is a standard in there. A statement of facts needs to be submitted to a judge showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the——

Mr. GOODLATTE. So, to be clear. No one is looking at anybody’s business records without a judge first saying they are going to be able to do so. Is that correct?

Mr. ROWAN. Right. And, again, from the perspective of somebody who knows how Federal criminal law enforcement investigations go, this is an extraordinary bar. The director of the FBI and the attorney general or his designate are signing off on these applications. This is such a more stringent mechanism in place——

Mr. GOODLATTE. So, in order to look at somebody’s business records, the top level people in our law enforcement agencies are having to approve this.

Mr. ROWAN. That is right. These are being treated with the same set of protections as a request for electronic surveillance under FISA. And there is an application made to an Article III judge sitting on a FISA court who is going to determine whether or not the standard has been met.

The standard is, relatively speaking to electronic surveillance, it is lower, but it needs to be lower because——

Mr. GOODLATTE. I understand there three categories it has to fit into—foreign intelligence investigation—not just a whim, but there is an actual investigation that this will be a part of—international
terrorism or clandestine intelligence activity, all under Section 501(a). Is that correct?

Mr. ROWAN. That is correct.

Mr. GOODLATTE. And then the court that this is brought to has to make a number of specific findings before one can look at one's business records. And these are not business records held by the individual; these are, as have been discussed here, business records held by a third party.

Mr. ROWAN. That is right, and keep in mind that in addition to making those findings, the court is imposing minimization procedures on the government effectively telling the government, if and when you get these records, you need to take great care in how you handle them. You need to determine whether or not they are in fact intelligence information before you disseminate them. And, moreover, there is going to be at the end of the year or whenever it is appropriate, there is going to be a report made to the Congress that is going to list this particular order as one of those that was secured during the year. So——

Mr. GOODLATTE. Now, let me interrupt you. Mr. Fein has said in his testimony that every provision of the PATRIOT Act should be repealed unless the government can prove that, “but for the authority,” an act of international terrorism would have succeeded. That is a pretty high standard to meet in terms of trying to look forward to prevent something like 9/11 happening again, because it will not happen exactly the same as it happened previously.

So, let me ask you. Are you confident that the PATRIOT Act has helped to thwart acts of international terrorism since its enactment in 2001?

Mr. ROWAN. Yes, I am.

Mr. GOODLATTE. And in September 2004 before the Senate Judiciary Committee, former Congressman Barr, my former colleague and friend, and hopefully still a current friend, stated that a Federal agent could randomly wiretap an entire apartment complex. Is there any legal authority in the PATRIOT Act or in the U.S. Code anywhere that would authorize a court to authorize such a wiretap?

Mr. ROWAN. No.

Mr. GOODLATTE. And in your experience, have you ever heard of such a wiretap taking place?

Mr. ROWAN. No.

Mr. GOODLATTE. Sergeant Mullins, in your experience, do your Federal law enforcement counterparts exercise care, restraint, and discretion in the exercise of PATRIOT Act provisions?

Mr. MULLINS. Yes.

Mr. GOODLATTE. Do you want to elaborate?

Mr. MULLINS. Well, to my understanding, there has been approximately 32 events to which terrorist acts were about to inflicted upon Americans here in this country. And those events were prevented as a result of the intelligence that was gathered by Federal authorities. And to date, again, my understanding, there has been no Supreme Court decisions, no major court cases that have challenged that.

Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you.

Mr. SENSENBRUNNER. The gentleman’s time has expired.
The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Quayle?

Mr. QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to all the witnesses for being here today.

Mr. Fein, I enjoyed your constitutional back and forth with Mr. Gowdy, and obviously there is a differing of opinion between the constitutionality of the PATRIOT Act. But aside from the constitutionality, we just have to decide, even if we stipulate that it is constitutional, I mean, the Constitution is a set of rights that cannot be trampled on by the majority. So, even if you stipulate that it is constitutional, you still have to figure out whether it is the right thing to do.

Mr. FEIN. Correct.

Mr. QUAYLE. And I think that that sometimes is lost in this argument when people continue to say this is constitutional, so it is constitutional, so it is okay to do. And I just wanted to say that at the beginning because there are some concerns that I have.

And, Mr. Rowan, one of the things that I want to just get some clarification on, when you are talking about the grand jury subpoenas that you had issued, and you said that they were obviously issued without any court order and without any judicial oversight, was that with a criminal investigation to a crime that already occurred, or was it something that was to try to prevent a crime from occurring in the future?

Mr. ROWAN. Well, it would certainly be in the context of either historical criminal activity or ongoing criminal activity. As Mr. Fein has pointed out, you know, the conspiracy law is broad, and you can be investigating a series of activities, including what you think is going to happen in the future, in the context of a grand jury investigation because you can identify somewhere in there an offense that is going on at the time.

Mr. QUAYLE. Okay. And one thing that I was just wondering is, with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, they required specific and articulable facts. Why do you think it is imperative to have that removed from that level of relevancy and actually having to be able to state, these are the facts that show the reasonable grounds to go and get the business records of an individual or to have a surveillance?

Mr. ROWAN. Well, I think there are two different things here. I think that the factual showing that needs to be made for electronic surveillance is higher in FISA than it is for business records, and that is appropriate because it is far more intrusive than going after third party documents.

With respect to Section 215, the business records provision, if you are going to ask the FBI to do a lengthy factual narrative of why they want these third party records, there is a huge disincentive for the FBI to pursue that because it is a time consuming activity. Remember, these orders are written by an agent in Phoenix, who then forwards it to his supervisor, who forwards it to Washington, who takes it to the Justice Department. And the Justice Department and the FBI headquarters work on it together, and then they eventually say, this is good enough that it can be signed by the director of the FBI and the attorney general and sent to a Federal judge. All that takes time, and they can do it very quickly when they have to. And they do it all the time very quickly when
they need to. But when you are asking the agents to get a lengthy factual narrative explaining exactly why you need these records, that is a lot of work to do under circumstances where they have, you know, potentially they may well decide, you know what? I would rather risk exposing my investigation and using a grand jury subpoena because I can get this quickly, and I need to move. I cannot wait to go through everything that you are asking me to go through to meet the standards of a 215 order.

That may not be a good thing, that agents make decisions like that, but I think that is the real world of conducting national security investigations.

Mr. Quayle. And I understand that, and I understand the importance of being able to balance and give Federal law enforcement officers and intelligence officers the ability to thwart attacks against the United States. But the one thing that I have been looking and reading about, sometimes when you have laws that are vague or overly broad, it opens up to misuse by various agencies, not to say that it would actually happen, but it actually has the potential to have—when you have vague and overbroad laws. Do you think that that is the case in this instance?

Mr. Rowan. I understand your general point, but I think that when you consider all the informal and formal executive branch oversight that exists for these orders, that the chances of abuse are far—it is just not very likely, I think, under these circumstances. I mean, if you look back at the history of the business orders, it took the FBI and the DoJ several years to even use this provision because it was new, it was different, it asked them for things they had not been required to do in the past. It took a long time for agents to get comfortable with this approach. And to be blunt, if you raise the bar further in terms of what needs to be provided, it is even harder to see this used in the future.

Mr. Sensebenrrenner. The gentleman’s time has expired.

The Vice Chairman of the Committee, the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Gohmert?

Mr. Gohmert. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and do appreciate each of you being here and the attention that each of you have given to this subject. Obviously there are differing opinions.

There is no question in my mind, and hopefully in yours, that there are people who are war with us. They have declared war on the United States and on western civilization. They feel like the freedoms we have lead to debauchery and lead to things that can be avoided if you have on religious zealot controlling what people get to do. I do not want to get there. I believe God gave us freedom of choice.

And yet when you are dealing with people at war with you, are often different parts of the Constitution come into play. I have been struck that people demand constitutional rights for people who have declared war against us that actually are not constitutional rights for them at all. The Constitution anticipates that in time of war or in time of peace, our own military will not have the constitutional rights. When I was in the Army, I did not have the constitutional rights everybody else did. That is just all part of the Constitution.
I have been concerned about parts of the PATRIOT Act, but felt that if it were pertaining to foreign non-U.S. citizens and we had some terrific discussions about this back in my first term, '05 and '06. But even then it needed to be properly monitored.

There were a couple of us that really pushed hard, some of us harder than others, but really pushed for having sunsets so we could have this discussion down the road. And I was pleased that we got them in on anything in the House version so that when it got to conference it could still be used.

But as the last 5 years have unfolded, it seems to be that the biggest abuses have not come in 206 or 215, the “Lone-Wolf” provision, but in the national security letters. That is where we had the IG report that was just devastating of how abusive that has been. And that is not something that is up for renewal, but I have concerns if maybe we ought to slide the NSL authority under the business records provision. I am just uncomfortable after we saw how easily abused that could be.

I think because of some of the presentations some have made in public that America is confused about the report of the national security letter abuses, which have not been similarly abused that I can find under 215 or 206.

So, I am curious. I asked in a prior hearing if one proponent against NSLs, if he wanted to see them disappear because I was entertaining that, and he said, oh, no, I do not think so.

How would you feel if NSL authority were somehow merged with 215 to at least give some requirement of court authority before you could just send out what basically amounts to a subpoena for records and other things? Yes, sir, Mr. Fein?

Mr. FEIN. Congressman Gohmert, the first thing I would like to do before I get specifically that is read from this statement of the unanimous consent ex parte Milligan about the idea of war changing the constitutional matrix. And this was, of course, after the existence of the republic had been shaken by the Civil War.

Mr. GOHMERT. I understand Milligan, and I understand, perhaps I did not make myself clear. I am not talking so much in war there are different things that apply to prisoners of war, enemy combatants, and things like that. But I would like to one answer to my question.

Mr. FEIN. I think in one of the prior hearings, it was shown that on a couple of occasions when 215 authority was sought and turned down because the judge thought it was focused on First Amendment activity, the government then went and got national security letters to, in some sense, circumvent the standards of 215. And I do not see any reason why the national security letters seem to me historically the ones that have been most abused. They have the most lax standards administratively. It is not like 215 where you have to get a court involved, just the FBI goes out there and say it is relevant. That covers about everything——

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The time of the gentleman has expired.

And the Chair will clarify is that the national security letters were never a part of the PATRIOT Act.

Mr. GOHMERT. Right.
Mr. SENSENBERN. They were originally enacted in 1986 on a bill that was sponsored by Senator Leahy of Vermont and Representative Kastenmeier of Wisconsin.

The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from George, Mr. Johnson?

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Bob Barr, we have seen you many times here testifying on behalf of liberty, Fourth Amendment issues particularly. And you know well this area, having served as a U.S. congressman on this Committee for a number of years, and then prior to that as a U.S. attorney down in the northern district of Georgia, where, in my opinion, you exercised prosecutorial authority in a nonpartisan way. And I appreciate your service to the Nation.

I have just a few questions that I would like to ask you. Does a relevance standard impose any real check on the government’s ability to secretly collect information about American citizens using Section 215? And cannot a good lawyer almost always come up with a reason why information is relevant?

Mr. BARR. The standard that you refer to is virtually no standard at all. To come before a judge or any other authority and say we need this and you need to issue an order allowing us to access this information because it is relevant to an investigation that we are undertaking, in effect, means absolutely nothing. It is no standard, and it is particularly problematic here because the relevance standard, so to speak, is being used to access information or may be used to access information on individuals with no connection whatsoever to a terrorist, a suspected terrorist, or even an associate of a known terrorist.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, let me ask you this question. If a terrorist suspect—and before I do that, though, I must point out the fact that as a congressman, you served as a Republican, and now I have not heard you renounce your political leanings, so I assume you are still a Republican with some libertarian leanings. But I will not——

Mr. BARR. Probably a little more than that, but I am here today in a nonpartisan capacity.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I do appreciate that, sir.

If a terrorist suspect used a U.S. online dating site and viewed your profile or sent you a message, could the government collect your online dating history or other records about you? And would not such information be relevant to the investigation and possibly even presumptively relevant since it involved contact with a foreign power?

Mr. BARR. I would like to make clear for the record that the congressman is referring to a hypothetical, not a real situation. [Laughter.]

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I mean, many people use dating services these days. [Laughter.]

Mr. BARR. With that understanding, I think probably in that case, there would be a justification for accessing those records because there would be a link, certainly one that could be dispelled, but certainly a link that would be apparent. You have a known or suspected terrorist communicating with an individual, and that individual may have no connection whatsoever and may be entirely
innocent. But I think in that situation, there probably would be an appropriate justification for the government to look at those records.

Mr. JOHNSON. And what if there was no message at all and there was just a viewing of the records?

Mr. BARR. There was just what?

Mr. JOHNSON. A viewing of the records.

Mr. BARR. Well, that would establish nothing. If an individual just goes online to a dating service, as I understand it—never having used one—they can look at virtually an unlimited number of persons with no connection whatsoever. So, in that situation, there would seem to be no nexus whatsoever that would provide a justification for the government to then look at that other individual and their data.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, that is kind of using a reasonable standard, but I guess someone could eke out a relevancy purpose.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman’s time has expired, and the Chair will observe that the use of dating services, either hypothetically or actually, is not within the purview of this hearing.

So, with that note, I would like to thank all of the witnesses for their testimony today. And without objection, all Members will have 5 legislative days to submit to the Chair additional written questions for the witnesses, which we will forward and ask the witnesses to respond as promptly as they can so that their answers may be made part of the record.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Without objection, all Members will have 5 legislative days to submit any additional materials for inclusion in the record.

Also without objection, letters from the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association, the Sergeants Benevolent Association of New York City, the Society of Former Special Agents of the FBI, the FBI Agents Association, Keep America Safe, the National Association of Assistant United States Attorneys, and the National Fraternal Order of Police in support of the reauthorization of the PATRIOT Act, will be submitted to the record.*

And without objection those three requests are so ordered.

The gentleman——

Mr. BARR. Mr. Chairman, I may have missed the beginning, but might I ask permission to have my entire printed statement made a part of the record?

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, just to make clear, without objection, the printed statements of all four of the witnesses will be made part of the record at the beginning of their testimony.

And if there is no further business to be brought before the Subcommittee, the Subcommittee stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:53 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]

---

*The submissions referred to are located in the Appendix of this hearing record.
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First and foremost, I would like to thank Chairman Sensenbrenner and Ranking Member Scott for convening this very important hearing on the Patriot Act and its expiring provisions.

I would also like to thank today’s witnesses for coming in and sharing their expertise and experiences with us.

- Patrick J. Rowan, Partner, McGuireWoods LLP
- The Honorable Robert Barr, Former Congressman (GA-7)
- Bruce Fein, Campaign for Liberty
- Ed Mullins, President, Sergeants Benevolent Association of New York City

In today’s hearing, we will have an opportunity to discuss the expiring provisions of the Patriot Act and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (“FISA”), particularly, the “roving wiretap,” “lone wolf,” and “business records” provisions. Unless action is taken soon, these provisions are due to sunset on May 27, 2011, after being renewed for two months back in March to allow for more oversight, investigation, and consideration.

We are not strangers to these provisions, as they become a controversial topic of discussion in every debate about the Patriot Act or FISA. As a matter of fact, just a couple of months ago we stood on
constitutional and civil liberties concerns they raise as we debated H.R. 514, which would have extended the expiring provisions.

As a member of the Homeland Security Committee, I understand and appreciate the importance of national security, and the challenges we face as we strive to protect our nation from foreign threats. However, as an American citizen, I am deeply concerned when our Constitutional rights run the risk of being infringed upon in the name of national security.

To win the war on terror, the United States must remain true to the founding architects of this democracy who created a Constitution which enshrined an inalienable set of rights. These Bills Of Rights guarantee certain fundamental freedoms that cannot be limited by the government. One of these freedoms, the Fourth Amendment, is the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures.

We do not circumvent the Fourth Amendment, or any other provision in the United States Constitution, merely because it is inconvenient. While the PATRIOT Act is intended to improve our ability to protect our nation, it needs to be revised and amended to
jewel of democracy. However, in their current state, the provisions we are examining today do not do that.

First, we will look at Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act which enlarges the scope of materials that may be obtained under FISA, and lowers the standard required before a court order may be issued to compel production. This is sometimes referred to as the “business records” provision because it is often used to seize that type of information. As the “business records” provisions is currently written, an executive branch agent can obtain a FISA court order requiring a person or business to produce essentially any record that is relevant to a national security investigation without showing probable cause or even a direct connection to a foreign power.

The second provision, known commonly as the “roving John Doe wiretap,” allows the government to obtain intelligence surveillance orders that identify neither the person nor the facility to be tapped. Like the first provision, this, too, was addressed in the Judiciary Committee during the last Congress, and is also contrary to traditional notions of search and seizure, which require government to state “with particularity” what it seeks to search or seize. If this
should be done so to mirror similar and longstanding criminal laws that permit roving wiretaps, but require the naming of a specific target.

The third provision that H.R. 514 would extend is the “lone wolf” provision, which permits secret intelligence surveillance of non-US persons who are not affiliated with a foreign organization. This type of authorization, which is only granted in secret courts, is subject to abuse, and threatens our longtime understandings of the limits of the government’s investigatory powers within the borders of the United States. Moreover, according to government testimony, this provision has never been used. Because of the potential for abuse created by this provision, and the lack of need for its existence, it, too, should be allowed to expire.

Issues surrounding these particular provisions are not a stranger to us, for we have been dealing with them since 2001 when the PATRIOT Act was introduced. In 2005, the Patriot was examined in the Judiciary Committee. I, along with other Members of the Judiciary Committee like Mr. Conyers and Mr. Nadler, offered multiple amendments that not only addressed these three
of intent.

Again, these same issues came before us in 2007. On August 3, 2007, I stood before you on the House floor discussing the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), another piece of law used in conjunction with the PATRIOT Act and essential to combating the war on terror, but one that was in need of improvements to protect Americans’ Constitutionally enshrined civil liberties. On that day, I said that, “we must ensure that our intelligence professionals have the tools that they need to protect our Nation, while also safeguarding the rights of law-abiding Americans,” and I stand firmly behind that notion today.

When we were considering FISA, there were Fourth Amendment concerns around secret surveillance and secret searches, which were kept permanently secret from the Americans whose homes and conversations were targeted. There were also concerns such secret searches intended for non-U.S. citizens, could be used to target Americans.

I offered amendments to ensure that any surveillance of an American is done through established legal procedures pursuant to
Intelligence Surveillance Court is indispensable and would play a meaningful role in ensuring compliance with our constitution. I stand here today urging my colleagues to consider allowing similar amendments to the PATRIOT Act that better protect Americans’ right to privacy before moving this legislation out of the House on Representatives and onto the other legislative body.

Furthermore, a bill considering an extension of these provisions was considered last year in the 111th Congress, and went through oversight hearings and two days of mark-up in the Judiciary Committee. Yet, none of those voted-on, bipartisan amendments that resulted from those hearings have been included in any recent legislation. In those hearings, multiple concerns were raised about the breadth of the PATRIOT Act and the leeway it gives to infringe upon an individual’s privacy and civil liberties.

In the mark-up, I personally introduced amendments that would allow for greater transparency in the PATRIOT Act and enhanced protection against violation of individuals’ civil liberties. None of my amendments, or those introduced by any of my
been included in any recent legislation.

As an American citizen, the security and safety of my constituency is pinnacle, but I will never stand for legislation that infringes on the basic rights afforded in our Constitution. When our founding fathers drafted the constitution, after living under an oppressive regime in Britain, they ensured that the American people would never experience such subjugation. Where are the protective measures for our citizens in the PATRIOT Act? Why are the measures addressed in the last Congress not included in the bill?

Tomorrow, we will have an opportunity, once again, to make substantive changes to these provisions to ensure that we are striking the right balance between giving the Executive branch the powers it needs while preserving the civil liberties and privacy of Americans.

There is nothing more important than providing the United States of America, especially our military and national security personnel, the right tools to protect our citizens and prevail in the global war on terror. Holding true to our fundamental constitutional principles is the only way to prove to the world that it is indeed possible to secure America while preserving our way of life.
From this hearing, it is my hope that we will come away with a better knowledge of how to best address the needs of those agencies which uphold our national security, while upholding constitutional principles and protecting the rights of privacy of the American people.

I would like to thank the witnesses again for their testimony. Thank you Chairman, and I yield back the remainder of my time.
Leashing the Surveillance State
How to Reform Patriot Act Surveillance Authorities
by Julian Sanchez

Executive Summary

Congress recently approved a temporary extension of three controversial surveillance provisions of the USA Patriot Act and similar legislation, which had previously been set to expire at the end of February. In the coming weeks, lawmakers have an opportunity to review the sweeping expansion of domestic counterterrorism powers since 9/11 and, with the benefit of a decade’s perspective, strengthen critical civil-liberties safeguards without unduly burdening legitimate national security gathering. Two of the provisions allow for warrantless wiretap authority and the so-called “Section 215” order for the production of records—should be renewed to mitigate the risk of overreaching of surveillance information about innocent Americans. A third—authority to employ the broad investigative powers of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act against “terrorist” suspects who lack ties to any foreign terrorist group—does not appear to be necessary at all.

More urgent than any of these, however, is the need to review and substantially modify the statute authorizing the Federal Bureau of Investigation to monitor deemed records without any prior court approval, using National Security Letters. Though long in the works with the other three Patriot provisions, NSLs were the focus of multiple proposed legislative reforms during the 2009 watch-stander debates, and are also addressed by last year’s bill already introduced this year. Federal courts have already held parts of the current NSA statute unconstitutional, and the government’s own internal auditors have uncovered widespread systemic misuse of expanded NSL powers. Congress should again order Justice Department pressure to further broaden the scope of NSL authority—and, indeed, should significantly curtail it. In light of this history of misuse, as well as the uncertain constitutional status of NSLs, a reform should be proposed along with more robust reporting and oversight requirements.

Julian Sanchez is a Cato Institute research fellow.
The Patriot Act significantly expanded government surveillance authorities with minimal Congressional deliberation.

Introduction

It is nearly a decade now since Congress responded to the terror attacks of 9/11 by granting its broad approval to the USA Patriot Act, a sprawling piece of legislation comprising hundreds of amendments to an array of complex intelligence and law enforcement statutes. As the Washington Post noted at the time, "members of both parties concluded they had no idea what they were voting on, were fearful that aspects of the ... bill went too far—yet voted for it anyway."1

Recognizing that Patriot had significantly expanded government surveillance authorities with minimal deliberation, Congress established expiration dates for 16 of the Act's most controversial provisions. It initially established a status for the so-called "Lone Wolf" provision of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, which allowed non-U.S. persons to be monitored under the aegis of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court even if they were not affiliated with any foreign power.2 In 2005, Congress made 14 of those provisions permanent, but retained status for the Lone Wolf provision, as well as Patriot Act provisions authorizing the Secret Service, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court to issue warrants for "roving wiretaps" and broad authority compelling the production of business records or any other "tangible thing."3

In the process, legislators added a number of safeguards aimed, in part, at assuaging the concerns of civil libertarians.4

In late 2009, as the enact date loomed, the judiciary committees of both the House and Senate held extensive hearings to consider how these new powers had been used and what modifications to the existing statutes might be appropriate. Additionally, in response to a series of increasingly alarming reports from the Justice Department's Office of the Inspector General, showing large-scale and systemic abuses of the Patriot Act's expanded authority to issue National Security Letters,5 Congress held further hearings focused on these powerful tools, which allow the Federal Bureau of Investigation to demand a wide array of telecommunications and financial records without judicial approval.6

The hearings and amended debate generated both substantial press coverage and an array of substantive reform bills. Ultimately, however, despite a temporary short-term extension aimed at slowing further debate, Congress passed—and President Obama signed—a one-year reauthorization of the expiring provisions without modification.7

The rationale for the limited modification was that the intervening time would be used for fruitful deliberation on needed reform, but that hope was not borne out. Instead, there had been almost no further debate in Congress concerning the expiring Patriot provisions or the pressing need for National Security Letter reform, and press attention had been correspondingly low.8

At least some legislators, however, appear to be growing weary of these extensions. The same one-year reauthorization that easily garnered the two-thirds majority required for fast-track passage in 2009 fell short this year, to the surprise of many observers.9 Instead, Congress approved an extension of the expiring provisions for just three months, with leaders in both parties agreeing that there would now—finally—be serious deliberation on needed substantive reform.10

At the time of this writing, much of the legislative proposals that have been advanced involve either long-term reauthorization without alteration or modest amendments. Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) supports reauthorization through the end of December 2013, along with an extension of the controversial FISA Amendments Act of 2008 to the same date,11 while Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-IA) is seeking permanent reauthorization of the existing provisions. Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT), meanwhile, has reintroduced the
reform. In light of these provisions, impose lesser burdens on those seeking to protect the rights of others, while still safeguarding the interests of national security that should be sufficient reason to seek a better balance regardless of where one comes down on the legal question.

The Lone Wolf Provision

The extraordinary tools available to investigators under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), passed more than 50 years ago in response to revelations of domestic executive abuse of spying powers, were originally designed to cover only "agents of foreign powers." The Lone Wolf provision served that necessary role for the first time, authorizing FISA spying within the United States on any "non-U.S. person" (that is, anyone not a citizen or legal permanent resident) who "engages in international terrorism or activities in preparation therefore" and allowing the attorney general to designate who "engages in international terrorism or activities in preparation therefore". The attorney general is to make these designations in consultation with the president. The Lone Wolf provision is not without its critics, and it is not without its critics. Critics argue that it is not a true "anti-terror" measure, as it can be used to target individuals who are not engaged in terrorism or intelligence gathering. However, it is a powerful tool in the hands of law enforcement agencies and national security agencies.

Congress should narrow the scope of National Security Letters, which have already proven susceptible to widespread abuse.
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The problem was not that investigators lacked Lone Wolf powers, but that they had not properly applied the powers they already had.

But a 2003 bipartisan report from the Senate Judiciary Committee tells a very different story. It notes that on September 11, 2001, investigators were able to obtain a conventional warrant using the exact same evidence that had previously been considered insufficient. Warrant, the Committee found that supervisors at FBI Headquarters had failed to link related reports from different field offices, or to pass those reports on to the lawyers tasked with determining when a FISA warrant should be sought. Officials in charge, the Senate report concluded, misapplied such crucial legal standards as "probable cause" and falsely believed that they could not seek a FISA order unless the specific foreign entity with which a target was affiliated could be definitively identified.

In performing this highly straightforward task, the report concludes, FBI headquarters personnel worked reasonably well. In other words, there was not that investigators lacked Lone Wolf powers, but that they had not properly applied the powers they already had. Nevertheless, the new policy was expanded.

This had, however, been used as the time of the last reminder that the issue of investigative powers was not a new one. The Lone Wolf controversy, however, threatened to blur the vital and traditional distinction in American law between the constraints on entirely domestic national security investigations and foreign intelligence.

Foreign Intelligence versus Domestic Security

Congress has shown great concern in this area of foreign intelligence since cases involving strictly domestic security concerns. In a strategic ruling in what has come to be known as the Doe Case, a unanimous Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement is applied with full force to all domestic investigations, even where the national security is involved.21 The Court, however, echo the language of prior rulings, suggesting that less stringent limits might apply where foreign powers were concerned.

Further, the instant case requires no judgment on the scope of the President's surveillance powers with respect to the activities of foreign powers, within or without the country. The Attorney General's affidavit in this case states that the surveillances were "performed reasonably to prevent the actions from threats of domestic terrorism or attack and to prevent the existence structure of Government" (emphasis supplied). There is no evidence of any involvement, directly or indirectly, of a foreign power.22 The Court clearly saw the involvement of a foreign power as a crucial factor distinguishing constitutionally distinct offenses. Prior to 2005, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act made this distinction, enabling broad surveillance—subject to the oversight of a special court and governed by strict constraints on the use of domestic criminal investigations—of persons demonstrated to be in foreign powers, including international terrorist groups.23 Absent the involvement of such a foreign power, the less stringent considerations bearing on investigations of non-intelligence and violent criminals. While the Court has not suggested Congress might create procedures for domestic national security investigations distinct from those governing criminal investigations, the Lone Wolf provision adds another level of protection to the national security it was intended to protect.24 The provision applies where the national security is involved.
might be sufficient to keep the boundary between foreign and domestic intelligence intact. But Justice Department officials have suggested that the definitions would cover a suspect who "self-produces by means of information and training provided by a variety of international terrorist groups on the internet," which potentially makes a YouTube flip the distinction between a domestic threat and an international one. Activities "in preparation" for terrorism, according to the legislative history, may include the provision of "personnel, training, funding, or other means" for either a particular act of terrorism or for a group engaged in terrorism. 98

The FISA definition of an agent of a foreign power applicable to citizens explicitly requires that a U.S. person targeted under the statute must knowingly accept a foreign power. 99 They also prohibit investigations conducted exclusively on the basis of protected First Amendment activities, such as political advocacy. 100 There are no such explicit limitations in the Lone Wolf provision.

Moreover, while international terrorism is defined by statute, as statutes by the Supreme Court's Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, a research institution focused on government oversight, suggests that government activity is classified information, federal prosecutions decline or being charged in a substantial majority of the terrorism cases referred for prosecution by intelligence and law enforcement agencies. But in the recent cases where charges have been brought, more than a quarter of defendants have been identified as persons related by the Justice Department's National Security Division were not exonerated by prosecutors. Only 9 percent of defendants appeared on all of these sets of terrorism-related cases independently compiled by the Justice Department, federal prosecutors, and federal courts. 101 To light of this discrepancy—and especially in the absence of the scrutiny imposed by a court—there are grounds to worry that removing the high-bar requirement of a link to a foreign power may permit the FISA process to be evoked for investigations involving non-citizens that would more properly be classified as criminal inquiries. 102

The Broad Scope of FISA Surveillance

Though the evidentiary showing needed to target a person under FIBA is lesser than under criminal law, the surveillance powers are afforded substantially broader. So-called "Title III" wiretaps in criminal cases require evidence of a "fear" between suspected criminal activity and each location or communications facility involved. 103 Once again, agencies are only exposed to revealed communications that are pertinent to the investigation. 104

Once someone is designated as an agent of a foreign power, by contrast, information collected is "heavily weighted toward the government's need for foreign intelligence information," meaning that "large amounts of information are collected by automatic recording to be minimized after the fact," with the minimization of evidence information occurring "within days, or weeks after collection." 105 In general, FISA permits acquisition of nearly all information from a monitored facility or a switched location. 106 And as the discussion of the other provisions analyzed below should make clear, even casual associates of a target of FISA surveillance become susceptible to acquisition of private records detailing their activities.

Even when information has been formally minimized, it may remain, in practice, available to intelligence agencies. In the 2003 case of U.S. v. Satter, the FISA had reported that it had conducted FISA surveillance subsequent to which "approximately 5,778 persons were called . . . were not minimized." 107 When it came time for the discovery phase of a criminal trial against the FISA targets, however, the FBI "revised and disclosed to the defendants over 81,700 audio files . . . obtained through FISA surveillance." 108 Moreover, while targets of Title III surveillance are typically eventually informed of the eavesdropping, after the investigation has finished, FISA targets are not even informed of the secrecy of intelligence precision, but removing a powerful check against abuse. 109

Removing the bright-line requirement of a link to a foreign power may permit the FISA process to be invoked for investigations that would more properly be classified as criminal inquiries.
Serious civil liberties concerns remain about the specific statutory language authorizing roving intelligence wiretaps.

Roving Wiretaps

Section 206 of the Patriot Act established authority for multipoint or roving wiretaps under the auspices of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. The idea behind a roving warrant should be familiar to fans of the acclaimed HBO series The Wire, in which drug dealers rapidly coded through disposable "burner" cell phones to evade police eavesdropping. A roving warrant is issued when a target is thought to be employing such measures to frustrate investigations, and allows the eavesdropper to quickly begin listening on whatever new phone line or Internet account the suspect may be using, without having to go back to a judge for a new warrant every time. In 2009, FBI Director Robert Mueller testified that roving authority under FISA had been used 197 times.

Roving wiretaps have raised for criminal investigations since 1986. There is broad agreement, even among staunch civil libertarians, that similar authority should be available for terror investigations conducted under the supervision of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.

Serious civil liberties concerns remain about the specific statutory language authorizing roving intelligence wiretaps. To understand why, it's necessary to measure some of the broad differences between electronic surveillance warrants under FISA and the Title III wiretaps employed for criminal investigations. The Fourth Amendment imposes two central requirements on warrants authorizing government searches: "probable cause" and "particularity." Under Title III, that means warrant applications must connect the proposed surveillance to some specific criminal act, and must "particularly describe the place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized." For an ordinary non-roving warrant, law enforcement satisfies that requirement by establishing a nexus between evidence of a crime and a particular place (such as a phone line, an email account, or a physical location). This will often involve a named suspect, but it need not. For example, a warrant might be obtained to bug a house known to be used for gang meetings, or a mobile phone used to discuss criminal
activity with another target already under surveillance, even if the densities of the persons making use of those facilities are not yet known. The requirement of a demonstrable nexus to criminal activity remains, however. Authorities to bug Tony Soprano’s office will not enact a power to eavesdrop on his therapy sessions or his bedroom, above good reason to think he’s discussing mob activity in those places. Since places and communications facilities may be used for both criminal and innocent purposes, the officer monitoring the facility is only supposed to record what’s pertinent to its investigation.

When a roving wiretap is authorized under Title III, things necessarily work somewhat differently. For roving taps, the warrant application shows a nexus between the suspected crime and an identified target person rather than a particular facility. Thus, surveillance can be undertaken, the少不了 the einspellers can “go up” on a line once investigators have “seized” that the target is “present” in a location or communications facility. Perhaps in part because they require an additional showing that a traditional facilities-based wiretapping is unlikely to succeed, these broad warrants are used relatively sparingly: only 16 were issued in 2009 at the state level, and none at the federal level.

Problems of Particularity

A number of Fourth Amendment challenges have been raised to Title III criminal roving wiretaps, on the grounds that a warrant naming a target, rather than a specific place or facility, cannot meet the constitutional particularity requirement. In rejecting such challenges, the courts have inevitably stressed that, in the modern context, the substitution of a named target for a named facility is a key feature that allows Title III multi-point wiretap orders to pass the particularity test. For instance, in United States v. Russo, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit emphasized that:

unlike other orders under Title III, which requires identification of the anticipated speaker only “if known,” Section 2518(1)(b), to satisfy the roving intercept statute, the person targeted for roving interception must be identified, and only conversations involving the specified individual may be intercepted.

Similarly, in United States v. Pitt, the Ninth Circuit wrote:

The statute does not permit a “wide-ranging exploratory search,” and there is virtually no possibility of abuse or mistake. Only telephone facilities actually used by an identified speaker may be subjected to surveillance, and the government must use standard minimization procedures to ensure that only conversations relating to a crime in which the speaker is a suspected participant are intercepted.

The Patriot Act’s roving wiretap provision, however, includes no parallel requirement that an individual receiver be named in a FISA warrant application, giving rise to concerns about what has been dubbed “John Doe” warrants that specify neither a particular interceptee’s location nor a particular named target.

An amendment in 2006 did at least add the requirement that the description identify a specific target—something which would appear to ensure that each target must be a particular individual person, rather than some indeterminate group or class of persons satisfying a general characterization. But when the identity of the target cannot be determined, conclusively, that too becomes difficult to guarantee. So, for example, an application targeting the person emailing at a particular location or using a particular phone will be indeterminant in scope and therefore inadequate to the requisite particularity standard—rendering the communications of those other (potentially innocent) persons over multiple facilities susceptible to interception. A similar error may cause an

Challenges have been raised to Title III criminal roving wiretaps on the grounds that a warrant naming a target cannot meet the constitutional particularity requirement.
An identity—
as opposed to a
description—is a key to a
broad universe
of records, and
thus provides
a multidimen-
sional stream of
information that
can be used for error correction.

A report intelligence violation uncer-
tered by a Freedom of Information Act
request from the Electronic Frontier
Foundation reveals a concrete illustration of the
point. In an investigation of an apparently
targeted, identified couple under FISA going
authority, a clerical error resulted in a list
no longer used by the target being included
in an order renewing electronic surveillance.

Subsequently, a phone, apparently used by
a young child, was monitored for five days
until agents realized the mistake. The entry
was deleted, in part, because technicians
noticed that the subjects identified in the
warrant had previously been assigned the
target's e-mail, but discontinued their service.
Knowledge of the identity of the subjects
also gave scale a series of expectations
due to the parties to the communication,
against which the fruits of surveillance
could be checked. An identity opposed to
description—key to a broad universe
of records, and thus provides a multidimen-
sional stream of information that can be
used for error correction. It might become
apparent, for example, that a phone is making
calls from one location when the target
specification in the warrant is known to be else-
where. When the target is known; only by a
description insufficiently specific is able
targeting of a wiretap, robust error correct-
ion is far less likely.

The Risks of "John Doe" Warrants

While permitting "John Doe" warrants
under Title III would be problematic for all
these reasons, the risk of improper surveil-
ance is actually far greater in the intelligence
context because, as discussed above in the
analysis of the lone wolf provision, FISA
surveillance is in general far broader than
its Title III counterpart. [Large amounts of in-
formation are collected by automatic record-
ing to be monitored after the fact, and that
on the face "information" may not always entail
the destruction of "minimized" in-
formations.] Had the case discussed above
occurred under Title III, real-time surveil-
ances should have provided recording of
communications to the targeted line unless
a known target could be positively identified
as party to the conversation.

This role may be especially high when
surveillance involves the use of sophisticated
online filtering technology as an avenue of
unknown facilities. Such technologies are
a risk even when a target is named, because
the global scope of the Internet increases the
likelihood that (for example) multiple users
with similar names, or who have connected
from the same IP address at different times,
will build accounts at a new facility. In the
context of a covert criminal investigation, for
example, the FBI inadvertently obtained the
full e-mail archives of an unrelated person
because of a typo in a warrant application. But
the risk is greatly heightened without
the author of a named target.

As an illustration, consider the hypotheti-
ical, but presumably representative wiretap
incident described as a 2009 surveillance con-
ference, by attorney Joel M. Margolis, who
handles government surveillance requests
for the telecommunications company Nver-
se. Margolis outlined the difficulties an
Internet service provider might face inter-
preting an order requiring an ISP to target
the keyword, eventual identification "RedWolf"
using Deep Packet Inspection technology.

Targeting on a virtual identifier will of-
ten be prohibitively expensive, provided
there is evidence that the person using that ID is a
particular website or online service is acting
as an agent of a foreign power. Indeed, in the
context of a warrant naming a specific facility,
the person using the ID RedWolf might be an
adequately specific characterization of the
surveillance device rather than the facility. But even when there is an
identified target, each monitoring creates an
intrinsic gap between the individual target
and the true target.
and the mechanism used to acquire his communications. John Doe's warrants add a second informational gap.

Investigators will presumably be fairly sophisticated about this; they are likely to understand, for instance, that evidence obtained on a particular site will not be linked to any particular acquirers, so that investigators elsewhere on the Internet, but the probability of error is inevitably magnified when a descriptive targeting mechanism is manipulated across facilities, and especially when the target is unknown independently of that description. We see, as a result, far removed from the scenario in FISA, where there was "virtually no possibility of abuse or misuse ..."386 because of the range of powerful tools that will already be available to investigators by the time probable cause is established—including warrantless entry of specific facilities, National Security Letters, and Section 215 orders—it should be possible to determine a name for most targets without an unacceptable delay. If this is not possible, however, we should question whether the same tools that are now available to yield a target's identity will permit that target to be reliably tracked from facility to facility.

Why Ex Parte Oversight Isn't Enough

Congress made some effort to address such concerns when it reconsidered Section 206 in 2005, adding the aforementioned requirement that FISA applications describe a specific target. Under the revised moving scenario, co-conspirators must inform the FISA Court within 10 days of any new facility they discover (or 60 days if the FISA Court requests it to do so), and explain the "facts justifying a belief that the target is using, or is about to use, that new facility or place."387 That is a step in the right direction but back-end checks and oversight are unlikely to be an adequate substitute for front-end limitations on the scope of covert surveillance, and indeed may create a false sense of security.

Consider that in fiscal year 2008 alone, the FBI collected 962,383 hours (or just over 100 years) of audio, much of it in foreign languages; 650,589 pages of text; and 25,795,112 electronic files; the majority pursuant to FISA warrants. A recent audit of FBI backlogs by the Office of the Inspector General found that fully a quarter of the audio collected between 2003 and 2008 remained unreviewed (including 6 percent of counterintelligence investigations, 31 percent of counterintelligence investigations, 22 percent of counterintelligence investigations, the two categories covered by FISA warrants).388

Meanwhile, independent review of this volume of intelligence collection must, in practice, be fairly superficial. Indeed, when the target is known only by description, a mistaken collection may not be immediately obvious even after the fact.

Other structural features of the criminal justice system do provide a form of de facto oversight of electronic surveillance in criminal investigations. Because Title III warrants aim at criminal prosecution, investigators must anticipate that they will be subject to a distribution of de facto review by defense counsel, who have a right to ask disclosure and a powerful incentive to identify any improprieties. Even when an investigation does not result in charges being brought, wiretap targets must be satisfied of the surveillance after the fact.389

FISA surveillance, by contrast, is covert by default, and often seeks intelligence for purposes other than criminal prosecution.390 Thus when the fruits of FISA collections are used at trial, discovery is far more limited.391

Definitions of this and other Patriot Act provisions often assert that they only provide intelligence agencies the same tools available in criminal investigations, but almost invariably neglect the profound structural differences between criminal and intelligence law.

Recommendations

Because FISA surveillance is in practice subject to less robust post-acquisitional scrutiny than it is, if anything, more important to constrain the discretion of investigators in selecting target facilities at the acquisition stage. Life
Section 215 Orders

Section 215 of the Patriot Act vastly expanded the ability of investigators to compel the production of sensitive records. Between 1998 and 2001, FISA allowed the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court to issue orders demanding records from a few specified categories of businesses, provided the FISC found there to be “specific and articulable facts” supporting the belief that the records pertained to a “foreign power or an agent of a foreign power.” During that time, the business records authority was invoked only once.

The Patriot Act expanded this authority in three crucial respects: it removed the limitations on the types of businesses to which production orders could be issued; it expanded the items covered by the orders from business records to any “tangible thing”; and perhaps most importantly, it removed any requirement that the information sought pertain to a person suspected of involvement with terrorism or a foreign government.

These demands are subject to gag orders prohibiting the recipient from disclosing their existence. Unlike National Security Letters, these gag orders are not at least exposed by a federal judge, but instead broadly and the highly deferential standard of review to which they are subject parallel language in the NSL statute that has already been held incompatible with the Fourth Amendment by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Third-party custodians of records would receive incentives beyond their public perception to expend resources challenging these orders under any circumstances, and fewer still when the reviewing judges are unaware of the more serious implications of a national security need for secrecy or “conclusiveness.”

The initial wording of Section 215 required only that the records be sought for a foreign-intelligence investigation. Congress subsequently raised this standard, requiring
a recitation of facts providing "reasonable grounds to believe" that the information is relevant to an authorized investigation to protect against terrorism or an intelligence investigation whose target is not a U.S. person.57 This is "an understanding, stated that requires the government to show that the tangible things may have a bearing on or produce information probative of the investigation."58 But the FISA is further required to find that records are presumptively relevant on a showing that they pertain to an agent of a foreign power, a person in contact with an agent of a foreign power, or the activities of such an agent.59

In the modern context, that standard permits the acquisition of a wide array of sensitive information about an enormous number of Americans with no connection to terrorism, on the basis of the most tenuous connection to any actual suspect. When combined with the broad sweep of the three areas in which a tangible thing order is presumptively relevant, according to the manual written by the former head of the Justice Department National Security Division, FISA appears to allow the government to obtain a tangible thing order with a minimal showing that the items it seeks are connected to the activities of a foreign power or agent of a foreign power.60

Like National Security Letters—which are issued entirely without advance judicial approval—Section 215 orders need not be supported by the individualized suspicion or finding of probable cause intensely required for a Fourth Amendment search. In both cases, the legal theory underlying such a procedure is the so-called "third-party doctrine," which rests on the diametric proposition that persons normally value their "reasonable expectation of privacy" when they provide documents to third parties, even when these parties are commonly expected to be bound to confidentiality.61

How Protected are Third-Party Records?

During the initial debate over the Patriot Act, Senator Leahy justified the expansion of Section 215 on the grounds that "the Fourth Amendment does not normally apply to such techniques and the FBI has comparable authority in its criminal investigations."62 Supporters of the provision, since the Act's passage, have repeatedly touted similar comparisons to such tools as administrative or grand jury subpoenas, despite significant differences between those authorities.63

While a detailed analysis of the third-party doctrine is beyond the scope of this paper, it bears noting that it has long been the subject of blistering criticism by legal scholars, especially as technological change has increased the quantity of personal information about each of us held by third parties.64 One of its primary defenders in the academy has characterized it as "the Fourth Amendment's rule scholars love to hate, . . . the officer of search and seizure law, widely criticized as profoundly misguided."65 Numerous state supreme courts have rejected it, in whole or in part, under state constitutional provisions parallel to the Fourth Amendment.66

If we speculate the general validity of the third-party doctrine for the sake of argument, however, it is worth noting that it has traditionally been applied precisely to records retained by firms whose employees have access to them for ordinary business purposes. It is not a blanket Fourth Amendment exception for any item in the possession of a third party. The exception does not, for instance, extend to the contents of rented storage lockers.67 A more recent and narrower interpretation has suggested that it does not apply to the contents of remotely accessed email, which a 25-year-old federal statute had formerly permitted to be obtained without a probable cause warrant in many circumstances.68

Even within the category of records, appellate courts have begun indicating that the third-party doctrine will not always apply. The Third Circuit recently held that location records held by mobile phone provid-
There are a range of First Amendment interests implicated by government access to online transactional data and other records that may reveal expressive activity.

Section 215 in Practice

Pertinence—and owing in part to the substantial controversy surrounding Section 215—the Justice Department was at least initially relatively circumspect in its use of this authority, limiting itself to seeking actual business records during the period covered by the Inspector General’s audits. Indeed, expanded Section 215 authority was not used at all for two years after the passage of the Patriot Act, and appears to have been used relatively sparingly since then. Moreover, the FBI appears to be fairly active in keeping the scope of Section 215 orders narrow of the 31 weeks in 2006, for example, the Court made modifications to 9 of the orders. There are, nevertheless, several reasons for concern. First, the relatively sparing use that has been made of Section 215 may be attributable in large measure to the extraordinary breadth of post-Patriot National Security Letters, which make a wide array of the most useful records available to investigators without the need for a court order. FBI agents interviewed by the Office of the Inspector General have made it clear that, in light of the substantial delays associated with Section 215 orders, they are reluctant to use a tool “that requires approval only when National Security Letters or other authorities are unavailable.” Indeed, the first uses of the authority appear to have been motivated primarily by a desire to justify its existence to legislators as a Justice Department attorney explained to the Office of the Inspector General in the summer of 2003: “There was a recognition that the FBI needed to begin obtaining Section 215 orders because ... Congress would be agreeing to the FBI’s use of the authority in determining whether to renew the authorities.” Should NSLs authority be narrowed along the lines recommended below, however, it is highly probable that a sharp increase in the use of Section 215 would ensue. This would make it an ambiguous improvement, unfair as it subverted judicial authority for agents that are compelling the production of records, but would fail to address scrutiny unless adequate resources are allocated to the application review process.
Second, the Justice Department's relatively conservative approach to Section 215 appears to be, at least in part, a function of the scrutiny associated with the authority's mission. In popular discourse, the provision has often been referred to as the "library provision" because it has generated strong opposition from librarians and civil liberties groups. However, in at least one case, investigators seeking production of library records were told that a "supervisor would not permit the request to go forward because of the political controversy surrounding Section 215." This response could easily diminish the provision's impact.

Finally—and perhaps most worrying—pressure from Justice Department officials during the 2009 reauthorization debate revealed that Section 215 "supersedes an important sensitive collection program" about which a few select legislators had been briefed. The heavily redacted public versions of reports from the Office of the Inspector General do not discuss cases of Section 215 connected with this program, which in any event appears to predate the audit period. Lawmakers familiar with the program, however, have suggested that crucial information about the use of Section 215 at the House and the American people deserve to know. However, it has not been published.

In 2005, legislative language narrowing Section 215's authority to include a factual showing that records being sought pertain to terrorists and spies, or their associates, had been approved unanimously by both the Senate Judiciary Committee and the full Senate, but was ultimately removed from the reauthorization bill signed by the president. When a similar reform was proposed in 2009, apparently as a result of a classified briefing to which intelligence officials alleged that such a modification would interfere with the "terrorist collection program," Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) complained:

[The special reason for removing this obvi- ous, commonsense modification of Section 215 is, unfortunately, disclosed in secrecy. Some day that cloak will be lifted, and future generations will whether this act was today more the use of a democratic society's transparency, accountability, and holding to the rule of law and our Constitution.]

The most troubling and direct statement on the subject came from former senator Russ Feingold (D-WI), then a member of both the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, who asserted that he had become aware of specific abuses of Section 215 unknown to the general public and, indeed, to most members of Congress:

I recall during the debate in 2005 that proponents of Section 215 argued that these authorities have never been misused. They cannot make that statement now that they have been misused. I cannot express it, but I recommended that my colleagues seek more information in a classified setting. (emphasis added.)

As a result, while the limited public reporting on the use of Section 215 indicates that it was used relatively conservatively through 2005, there are ample grounds for concern that the provision’s broad language permits far more sweeping information collection about innocent Americans—and, indeed, there are hints that steps in this direction may have already been taken.

Recommendations

Notwithstanding these concerns, greater future reliance on a properly circumscribed Section 215—as a substitute, in many cases, for National Security Letters, which lack adequate judicial supervision—would constitute a significant improvement from a civil liberties perspective, and the Justice Department and FISA should be allowed such resources as may be necessary to conduct

Former senator Russ Feingold (D-WI) asserted that he had become aware of specific abuses of Section 215 unknown to the general public.
Section 215 should be tightened so as to foreclose the possibility of fishing expeditions through the sensitive records of innocent Americans.

In order to effectively play this role, Section 215 authority that is more expansive than what existed under the Pre-Patriot Act FISA may be appropriate. To compensate for the heightened risk to civil liberties inherent in covert intelligence gathering, however, the scope of Section 215 orders and the standards of review for FISA judges apply to those should be tightened so as to foreclose the possibility of fishing expeditions through the sensitive records of innocent Americans unknowingly connected to terrorist suspects.

First, in light of the evolving state of surveillance concerning data contained on third parties, Section 215 authority should be explicitly circumscribed to business records whose subjects lack a Fourth Amendment expectation of privacy in their contents. This would clarify that Section 215 does not apply, for example, to prune documents held by cloud-based storage systems, or to the increasingly precise and detailed information about a person's day-to-day physical movements that may be derivable from mobile device records. It would also recircumscribe explicitly that courts continue to grapple with the question of how the concept of "reasonable expectations of privacy" extends to other records created by third-party service providers, subject to normal surveillance authorities, subject to reasonable access, and other similar things.

Second, the presumption of relevance for certain categories of records—which the attorney general has previously indicated the Justice Department does not require—should be repealed. Instead, applications for a Section 215 order should be required to cite specific and verifiable facts demonstrating that the records sought are both relevant to an investigation and likely to contain one or more of these categories of records pertaining to a suspected agent of a foreign power who is the subject of an authorized investigation, to persons in contact with such suspected agents, or to the activities of such a person or group. When this is the least intrusive available means of identifying the persons involved in those activities.

This dual requirement would give FISA judges a clearer basis for evaluating the evidentiary showing in Section 215 applications, and ensure that something beyond mere casual contact with a suspect justifies acquisition of Americans' sensitive records. At the same time, the relative lack of the relevance standard ensures that agents are not burdened with too high an evidentiary bar to the exploratory glimpses of an investigation. On the basis of the limited information available in the inspector general's public reports, it appears highly probable that none—or not all—of the Section 215 orders issued between 2003 and 2006 would already meet this standard. Where there is a compelling argument for broader evidence access to specific types of records, and such access would have minimal effect on speech or privacy interests, Congress may wish to consider more narrowly tailored legislation, along the lines of the earlier governing proscriptions on the use of certain precursor chemicals for narcotics or explosives.

Finally, the process for challenging Section 215 gag orders should be explicitly altered to comport with the Second Circuit's ruling in Dow v. Mark soy, which held that a parallel review process in the National Security Letter matters failed to adequately respect the First Amendment interests of recipients. That standard requires recipients to wait a full year before challenging a block on their order. Burden them with establishing that there is "no reason" to believe disclosure "may" involve any violation or harm national security, and requires judges to issue certifications by a high-ranking Justice Department official as "conclusive" on that question.

The required one-year delay should be removed, and the burden of establishing some realistic likelihood of an identifiable harm linked to the government. FISA judges will naturally—and appropriately—extend sub-
national defense to the government's assessment of such risks, but the "weather" of a governmental official, through tenure in office and doubtless favorable at the execution of official duties, cannot displace the judicial obligation to enforce constitutional requirements. Non-discretionary orders should be narrowly tailored and, whenever possible, reviewed to ensure recipients' rights are not construed past the point necessary to protect national security. Similarly, the one-year delay imposed on challenges to the underlying orders—which denies recipients access to judicial review until long after the production of records—should also be removed.

While Section 215 could, in all likelihood, be made permanent (modified along these lines, it would be prudent to establish at least one additional review period to enable the Office of the Inspector General to assess the use of the amended authority—especially given that modifications to the National Security Letter statute may substantially increase reliance on Section 215, II, as its proponents assert; this provision is not being used to overlook "fighting expedience" these context-aware limitations should have a minimal practical effect on legitimate investigations.

**National Security Letters**

National Security Letters—once little known to the general public—have emerged as perhaps the most controversial surveillance tool augmented by the Patriot Act with good reason. National Security Letters have become a common tool for the government to obtain information from businesses and互联网 service providers without a warrant or court order. The Patriot Act expanded the use of National Security Letters, allowing them to be used for national security, terrorism, and significant foreign intelligence investigations. The law allows the FBI to demand records from businesses without a warrant or a court order, provided the business has reason to believe the records are relevant to an investigation that is to be conducted in the United States and is deemed to be of national security, terrorism, or significant foreign intelligence interest. The FBI must provide the business with a non-disclosure agreement to prevent the company from disclosing the demand to the public or the subject of the investigation. The FBI must also provide a certification that the investigation involves an active criminal investigation. The information obtained through a National Security Letter can be used for national security, terrorism, or significant foreign intelligence investigations.
The problem was not inadequate information collection, but inadequate sharing and analysis of information already collected.
early exclude requests for basic subscriber information under ECPA's NSL authority. Despite these limitations, recent reports suggest that the FBI continues to rely heavily on NSLs. In 2009, the most recent year for which reported figures are available, the FBI used 14,738 NSLs to request information about 61,254 U.S. persons, again, not counting requests for basic subscriber information.

The vast majority of these Americans are almost certainly not even suspected of involvement in espionage or terrorism. As then-assistant attorney general David Kris explained in 2009, NSLs are used to "groom more broadly than just the individual who may end up being the defendant or identified as a terrorist precisely because [investigators] are trying to develop the case." If NSLs are often used to map a "community of interest" based on an initial suspect's "calling circle," a process that may entail gathering information about persons "two or three steps removed" from the target, 114 others FBI officials who signed off on blanket NSLs language writing broad "community of interest" data "were not even aware that they were making such requests."115 As the OIG noted, given the statutory requirement that records be obtained on NSL only following a determination of relevance by designee officials, this practice "violated the ECPA, the Attorney General's NSL Guidelines, and FBI policy."116

More Letters, Diminishing Returns

Advertisements by the OIG have generally indicated that they find NSLs highly useful, and with Section 215 orders, much of this assistance continues in generating new leads and then eliminating the possible dead ends117. While this is, of course, an important goal, the ease of NSL information gathering may also lower the threshold for which leads are worth pursuing. It may even create a vicious cycle, where gathering more information generates more leads, requiring that more searches be conducted, in order to shrink the ballooning pool of potential suspects. As Michael Woods, a former senior FBI attorney has explained, reflecting on the post-9/11 climate at the Bureau:

"All of a sudden, everyone needed to be looked at. The atmosphere was such that you didn’t want to be the guy who overlooked the next Moussavian… If you’re hitting the FBI people over and over you need to be prompt, you need to get out there before something happens, you’re pushing people toward a fishing expedition. We issued more and more again, connected the dots, and we were pushing the envelope and doing things that, in the old days, would have seemed beyond the pale.118"

This makes sense, however, only if the inability to exhaustively pursue a large number of lower threshold leads is a significant cause of intelligence failure. But there is little evidence for this proposition. Several perpetrators of the 9/11 terrorist attacks—most notably Khalid al-Midhar and Nawaf al-Hazmi—were known to Qaeda associates who had been monitored by the Central Intelligence Agency well before they entered the United States. The failure to detect and disrupt that plot, then, cannot be attributed to an excessively high threshold for following up leads where individuals merely met any reasonable threshold for investigation, and indeed, could clearly have been extensively monitored prior to Patriot authorities. As in the case of Zacarias Moussaoui, the problem was not a lack of a search information collection, but inadequate sharing and analysis of information already collected.119 Our provisions of the Patriot Act and subsequent legislation have properly aimed to remedy some of these structural (and, indeed, cultural) problems—but it is far less clear that a paucity of raw data points to the expansion of NSL authority as a genuine problem requiring a solution.

Al Qaeda used an NSL to acquire information and take down the four hijackers of American Airlines Flight 77, of course, a counterterrorism focus has to have played a role in some successful investigations. But
Records were improperly obtained on reporters for the Washington Post and the New York Times—in violation of both the law and internal regulations.

...
ing the acquisition and retention of records beyond the legitimate scope of the NSL.\footnote{105}

Perhaps the most disturbing violations of the rules governing surveillance powers in-007volved the use of so-called "eugene letters" and informal requests for telecommunications data to bypass the NSL approval and over-012sight process. Between 2003 and 2006, agents in the FBI's Communications Analysis Unit issued 722 of these eugene letters to obtain data from providers without appropriate legal process, often indicating that an NSL or subpoena would be provided later.\footnote{106} While PPD-4 deems this practice covering disclosure in genuine emergencies, as when an attack is believed to be imminent, that exemption was not invoked in these instances, and would have applied to only a tiny fraction of the potentially eugene cases.\footnote{107} Among those whose records were improperly obtained were reporters for the Washington Post and the New York Times in relation of both the Iraq and internal regulations requiring that the attorney general approve such requests.\footnote{108}

Still more incredibly, investigators sought records pertaining to more than 3,500 telephone numbers without any prior at all, simply requesting "verbal" during telephone calls or visits to the providers Communications Analysis Unit, work telephone numbers, or even papers, such as Post-it notes.\footnote{109}

FBI officials would later attempt to cover these improprieties after the fact by issuing blankets NSAs covering hundreds of phone numbers.\footnote{110} But at least 260 phone numbers for which records were improperly acquired were related to criminal investigations or domestic terrorism investigations for which NSAs are used an authorized technique under the FISA, NSL statute, the Attorney General's NSG Guidelines, or FBI policy.\footnote{111}

When the OIG interviewed the personnel responsible for these practices, it found that "no one could satisfactorily explain their actions" instead offering only "the variety of imaginative excuses."\footnote{112} Supervisors had, at best, attempted to implement a database to track requests for telecommunications providers, but agents refused to use the new system "because they did not want the responsibility for inputting the data."\footnote{113} While it is conceivable that this reluctance stemmed from an extreme aversion to clerical work, it may also indicate that at least some of them may have had doubts about the legality of the prevailing practices. It is similarly telling that when information obtained by these extralegal means was later cited in the small sample of warrant applica-

It would be troubling if the authority to acquire records were similarly broadened so far that almost nothing counted as an abuse.
Letters permit the collection and retention of an enormous amount of sensitive information about innocent Americans for the most part innocent.

All be far more troubling if the authority to acquire records were simply broadened so that almost nothing counted as an "alien. The real issue is that even if used properly as intended, NSA permit the collection and retention of an enormous amount of sensitive information about innocent Americans for the most part innocent.

The history of intelligence abuses in the United States suggests that the existence of such large databases in itself increases the risk of abuse, even if the initial collection itself is consistent with the letter of the law. While our system of checks and balances is designed to exclude improperly obtained information at trial, historical abuses of intelligence surveillance have more often involved the improper use of information to intimidate or harass political dissidents, journalists, and even judges and legislators. As the Senate committee headed by Sen. Frank Church summarized the results of its intensive investigation in the 1970s:

"Too many people have been spied upon by too many government agencies and too much information has been collected. The Government has often undertaken the secret surveillance of citizens on the basis of their political beliefs, views on foreign policy, or simply because it viewed them as enemies. The phenomenon of political surveillance is widespread, and it is clear that it is not limited to the United States."

In many cases—although not all—the initial monitoring of domestic targets was itself improper, and there has been an understandable tendency to use data in a way that is inconsistent with the original purpose of the surveillance. For example, it is widely known that the NSA has engaged in the mass collection of telephone metadata, which is then used to identify and track individuals who have been involved in international communications.
Just Another Subpoena?

Like Section 315 orders, National Security Letters are routinely issued on the grounds that they only grant intelligence investigators "the same" authority that is available to criminal investigators via such mechanisms as administrative or grand jury subpoenas. From the criminal context, it bears noting that the source investigative use of third-party document subpoenas is a late 20th-century development that has occasioned fierce criticism from Fourth Amendment scholars 256 but these analogies also typically aside a number of important and fundamental differences between NSLs and the subpoenas typically used in criminal investigations.

While the grand jury, as it exists today, is often described as a prerequisite for prosecution, the "shadow of its functions," as Justice Stevens has written, "is its ability to serve as a kind of buffer or referee between the Government and the people." 257 This "unique role in our criminal justice system" is securely rooted in the broad constitutional powers, which may be exercised in service of "determining whether or not a crime has been committed." 258 This function bears the greatest resemblance to the most frequent use of National Security Letters—as a tool for exhaustively following-up leads, typically in order to close off unpromising avenues of investigation except that recipients of grand jury subpoenas are generally not subject to indefinite gag orders barring disclosure of the investigation of their own activity. True subpoenas issued at the discretion of federal prosecutors by contrast, are bound by more stringent procedural restrictions: they are typically used in a particular criminal offense that there are grounds for believing has been, or will be, committed, and they are meant to be relatively narrowly calculated to produce admissible evidence of that offense. 259

Perhaps the most important practical difference, however, is that National Security Letters are traditionally served secretly whose recipients are, in most cases, indefinitely bound from disclosing even their existence to the general public. The details of their use typically remain shrouded, not merely for the duration of a specific investigation, but effectively forever. This not only removes one important kind of check on the agents using the authority, but also importantly alters the incentives facing the recipients of demands for information.

A comparison with the recent case of Gonzales v. Google is instructive here. 260 The Internet search giant Google moved to quash a subpoena seeking a sample of user search queries, which the government hoped would be relevant to its defense of the controversial Child Online Protection Act against a challenge by the American Civil Liberties Union. The company made clear that a primary basis for its challenge was the fear of losing case, and that it feared that Google is agitating to the Government's demands to release its query log would harm Google's business. 261 Though relatively unnoticed by this "business goodwill" argument, the court was quite clear in its determination of the basic premises: the privacy of users, the privacy of the information which is kept, and ultimately right to the demand for even anonymized query logs. While Google's operational interests did not prove decisive in blocking the demand for information, it did provide an important model for the judicial review that allowed user privacy interests to be weighed against the government's need for information.

Contrast the track record of National Security Letters, where in many cases employees from major telecommunications firms not only failed to object to improper requests, but were in a significant degree the originators of the abusive practices. 262 In the sample of reported violations surveyed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation, more than half of those related to NSLs occurred because "the private entity receiving the NSL either provided more information than requested or omitted information without receiving a valid legal justification from the FBI." 263 In one particularly egregious
In many cases employees from major telecommunications firms not only failed to object to improper requests, but were the instigators of the abusive practices.

Our obvious interest implicated by NSAs seeking information about Internet activities is that of anonymous speech. The Supreme Court has held that an author's decision to remain anonymous, like other decisions concerning omission or addition to the contents of a publication, is an aspect of the freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment. The Constitution itself, after all, gives its existence to no small part to the preciously unpublished pamphlets we now know as THE HUNGER FOR PAPER.

For this reason, a growing number of courts have found it appropriate to apply heightened standards to civil subpoenas whose purpose is to uncover the identity of an anonymous online speaker. While the precise standards employed vary from court to court, common features include a requirement of either an interrogatory as to the defendant before his identity is disclosed to the plaintiff; some prima facie showing to establish the strength of the plaintiff's case, and a judicial balancing of the plaintiff's interest against the burden on speech entailed by disclosure.

The First Amendment protects not only the right to speak, but also a corollary right to receive information and ideas. Thus, some legal scholars have argued for a parallel right to read anonymously, which could sensibly be burdened by NSAs targeting websites hosting controversial content. Here, too, courts have suggested that subpoenas seeking to reveal the reading habits of a target would be subject to heightened scrutiny. The Supreme Court of Colorado has extended this logic to impose heightened standards even upon probable-cause search warrants "directed to bookkeepers, demanding information about the reading history of customers." On the grounds that they "involve the First Amendment rights of customers and bookkeepers because controlled disclosure of book-keeping records threatens to destroy the anonymity upon which many customers depend."

There is no obvious reason to think this logic any less applicable to the Internet than...
to bookkeepers—and, indeed, substantial circumstantial evidence that users rely, if anything, more heavily on the sense of anonymity the Web provides. For example, 40 percent of Internet users, by one estimate, visit pornographic websites each month.\textsuperscript{129} More than a third have visited sites related to sensitive personal issues, such as online support groups or areas providing information about medical conditions.\textsuperscript{130} The willingness of users to seek information on such sensitive topics will often depend on the belief that they remain anonymous in doing so.

Finally, the Supreme Court has recognized a First Amendment concern in “expressive association,” holding in \textit{NAACP v. Alabama} that “association from state scrutiny of membership lists” may be necessary to preserve the “right of the members to pursue their lawful private interests privately and to associate freely with others in so doing.”\textsuperscript{131} This is, essentially, an interest that does not turn on whether a third party entry has access to the data in question. It is also an interest especially likely to be implicated as government agencies use NSI-created data for bulk analysis and possibly for interfering group activities from patterns of communication. In the context of the War on Terror, there is ample evidence that the practice of using NSIs to “follow every lead” is particularly likely to sweep in data about members of weighted lists (for example, political or religious groups, even if only) for the purpose of establishing the absence of a connection with more dangerous groups that may hold superficially similar radical views.\textsuperscript{132}

Obviously, an organization’s need to e-mail and the interest in communicating with and coordinating their membership request for communications mandates will often trend to reveal such group associations—and when the organization itself is targeted, will be resistant to straightforward association of a membership claim. Suppose, for example, an NSI “community of interest” makes take as its starting point a member of a group mailing list devoted to political advocacy. The acquisition of the “second degree” transactional records for the first e-mail address will not only supply email the full membership list of the group, but is also likely to provide fairly detailed information about which are the more active participants. This is true not only with respect to meteorological, formally incorporated political entities, but self-organizing ad hoc groups, which legal scholar Katherine Strandburg has dubbed “emergent associations.”\textsuperscript{133} These kinds of informal, bottom-up associations may be especially sensitive to chilling effects, precisely because they will often lack the institutional resources to protect themselves possessed by some formal, traditional activity entities such as the NAACP.

National Security Letters, then, give us an unfortunate confluence of factors. Consistent, Justice Powell’s warning, they seem especially likely to intrude on protected domains of religious or political speech and association, if they are used in a sweeping effort to preemptively identify the membership number of dangerous needles in a largely benign haystack. The extreme secrecy surrounding them, meanwhile, effectively obscures the practical mechanism by which judicial scrutiny is often brought to bear when those interests are notified by (intrinsically narrower) criminal investigations. All of this coincides with: massively increased capabilities to process, store, and indefinitely save whatever data is obtained, exacerbating the risk that the aggregate information contained in government databases may be subject to pervasive data collection—and perhaps untraceable—at the time any particular piece of data is acquired.

\textbf{Recommendations}

There is little doubt that NSIs useful and convenient. But given the risk to core civil liberties interests posed by NSIs and discretionary use of that data, convenience is an inadequate justification. The recent suggestions, without judicial approval, of excessive records pertaining to presumptively innocent Americans should not be
concerned without clear evidence that it is necessary to the prevention of serious harm to national security, and that any mere limited authority would be insufficient to accomplish that goal. Nothing in the public record suggests that this breach can be met.

Of the five types of National Security Letters, ECPA NSLs for communications records present the most serious threat to protected privacy interests and civil liberties interests. The Patriot Act’s expansion of ECPA NSL authority to investigators designed to protect against international terrorism should be retained, along with the delegation of issuing authority to field offices, assuming ongoing centralized review. Its scope should otherwise be limited to its pre-Patriot Act basis. ECPA NSLs for “full records” or their Internet equivalents should be limited to persons believed, on the basis of specific harm, to be agents of some foreign power. Any effort to expand their scope from full records to electronic communications transaction records generally should be especially resisted, not just for technological change but to maintain the distinction between those records from which basic subscriber information should be available for persons to direct communication with those suspected agents.

This structure properly balances the need for investigative flexibility with the privacy interests of largely innocent parties. It allows analysts to determine the identities of persons with whom actual investigative subjects are in contact, but does not permit the exposure of potentially sensitive patterns of communications and associations on the basis of any casual link to a single suspect. In combination with evidence obtained by other investigation means, this should enable agents to establish which persons require further scrutiny.

If there is some reason to think the records of particular parties in contact with a target are relevant to the investigation, but there are insurmountable grounds for concluding that those parties are themselves agents of a foreign power, the information obtained at that stage can be employed to make the acquisition showing to the FISA court for a Section 215 order seeking more detailed records. This structure still grants enormous flexibility to investigators, permitting access to records pursuant to a relatively permissive standard, but ensures that records implicating free speech and association interests are not routinely obtained about innocent persons without the approval of an independent magistrate. While it may be tempting to insist that a court order be obtained for all records, this could have the perverse consequence of yielding greater information, as agents would have an incentive to sweep as broadly as possible in a single order—obviating the need for multiple applications—even where more limited records would suffice.

A similar approach should obtain for financial- and national-security NSLs. That is, they should permit investigation to obtain detailed records only for persons believed, on the basis of specific facts, to be agents of foreign powers. They may also permit identification of other parties to those transactions—such as the recipient of a wire transfer. Records of these parties, however, should be acquired pursuant to a Section 215 order following a judicial determination that the records are relevant. Because full credit reports generally contain less-sensitive and detailed information, and are attended by lower expectations of privacy, the current standard for credit report NSLs may be adequate, provided that whatever limits on use of information are being used in an appropriately narrow fashion.

As with Section 215 orders, the gag provisions of the NSL act should be modified to conform to the ruling in Doe v. Mukasey. The oversight and accountability provisions which the Justice Department has already agreed to implement on a voluntary basis should similarly be codified in statute to ensure they are not quietly eroded by the decisions of future administrations. In particular, when an investigation is closed without further legal or intelligence action
being taken, records obtained in the course of those investigations should be purged from FBI databases, by default, after some fixed period of time. There is no legitimate reason to indefinitely retain detailed information about tens of thousands of Americans who are not suspected of involvement in terror or espionage. No matter how any change, the inherent problems already identified with the use of National Security Letters, and the incredible scale of their use, suggests that this expanded authority should be subject to a statute and regular auditing by the Inspector General to ensure that it is not subject to continuing review.

Conclusion

It has become commonplace over the last decade to speak of the need to balance privacy and security interests. While it is true that trade-offs between these values are sometimes inevitable, we should not allow the rhetoric to mislead us into viewing them as inherently conflicting. Often we can have both.

The lessons proposed in this paper are guided by that principle that seek to affirm the government's ability to invade the privacy of innocent Americans without compromising the effectiveness of tools that intelligence community needs to detect and apprehend terrorists. In the climate of panic and uncertainty following the attacks of 9/11—with no clear understanding of how the attacks had gone unnoticed, how many more might be waiting to strike again, or what methods might prove necessary to detect them—it should not be surprising that we erred on the side of granting government more power with fewer restrictions. Now, with the benefit of a decade's experience, we have an opportunity to do better.

Notes


2. Reiter v.旬 (2001).&

May 12, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers,

The Association of State Criminal Investigative Agencies (ASCIA) supports the reauthorization of the key provisions of the PATRIOT ACT, specifically the “Lone Wolf”, “Third-Party Business Records” and “Roving Wire Tap” provisions.

ASCIA members are very cognizant of their responsibility to protect the civil liberties of our citizens and believe our record as agencies has demonstrated this. We would not support any legislation that we believe would infringe upon our citizens’ civil rights or civil liberties.

As the association that represents the chief executives of the state criminal investigative agencies we must be sure that our investigators comply not only with the letter of the law but also with the intent of the law in all of our investigations. We also must support the use of every reasonable lawful investigative technique in our efforts to uncover any plot to do harm to this nation by terrorists.

Our belief is that these three provisions are responsible and needed tools to help law enforcement agencies in their investigation of counter-terrorism cases. We do not believe these provisions represent undue intrusions into the privacy of American citizens nor in the past has their use created a pattern of abuse by investigators.

www.ascia.org
Therefore, we urge Congress to reauthorize these three important provisions.

Sincerely,

John Quinn
President of ASCIA
Director
Division of Criminal Investigation
State of Iowa
March 8, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Ranking Member
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers:

On behalf of the 26,000 members of the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association (FLEOA), I am prepared to support legislation that seeks to incorporate a long-term solution to the USA PATRIOT Act’s problematic reoccurring expiration date. It is of paramount importance to federal law enforcement officers that the online surveillance provisions of the USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 continue, are protected from expiring and are not degraded or impeded by any further restrictions of the currently existing authorities. FLEOA is the largest non-partisan, non-profit law enforcement association representing over 26,000 federal law enforcement officers from 65 federal agencies.

FLEOA has the distinct honor of representing the interests of law enforcement officers from the Department of Justice, Department of Homeland Security, Department of State, Department of Defense, Department of Treasury, and a host of other agencies. These officers are the front-line guardians that protect our nation from terrorist and criminal threats. They are the ones that have used the provisions in the USA PATRIOT Act to keep Americans safe under the microscope of strict Agency and Judicial oversight that has yet to be cited as “excessive.”
The USA PATRIOT Act gave law enforcement 21st Century tools to combat 21st Century crimes. In today’s world, terrorist and criminals use the internet, cellular and satellite phones, phishing schemes, social networking and wire transfers to affect their crimes. Prior to the USA PATRIOT Act, law enforcement found itself playing catch up to terrorists’ schemes. Today, as has been evidenced by many recently thwarted terrorist plots, federal law enforcement officers can be ahead of violent criminals and better protect the American citizenry. FLEOA sees this act as a crucial tool for law enforcement, and not something that should periodically expire.

Currently, there are a few legislative proposals that have been introduced to extend the provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act. Each would continue to allow roving wiretaps of suspects who change computers or phone numbers to avoid monitoring, tracking of individuals of interest with no known links to terrorist groups, and retrieval of records and other tangible evidence from organizations with a court order. Unfortunately, they only allow for a short-term fix, and do not provide any long-term support for federal law enforcement officers.

Crime and terrorism will not “sunset” and terrorists don’t need any “extension” to continue their heinous activities. Just like handcuffs, this tool should be a permanent part of the law enforcement arsenal. Arguments to the contrary are flawed and don’t recognize the reality that the Act has been judiciously used and has kept American’s safe. The Department of Justice’s, Office of Inspector General and the Inspectors General within the Intelligence community, are staffed by dedicated Special Agents who are capable of investigating any allegations of abuse. With their professional oversight, there is no need for a short-term expiration date.

As you move forward to a reauthorization of the act, we strongly encourage you to pay close attention to any amendments to this Act that might impede or degrade the ability of law enforcement officers to act as swiftly as possible. It is imperative to the effectiveness of law enforcement’s ability to protect our communities that they have timely and broad access to information and the ability to put that information to use as they deploy.
Those of us in law enforcement are well aware of the crucial importance of the first three hours after a kidnapping. Whether or not the victim survives often depends on the actions of responding and investigating officers during these crucial first three hours. Our society has seen fit, based on the nature of that crime and the exigent circumstances involved, to granting special authorities and allowances to investigating officers when responding to a kidnapping. We urge you to view the investigation of terrorist acts in the same light and not to place any further burdens on our Federal Law Enforcement Officers while they conduct these extremely important, dangerous, and time sensitive investigations.

We thank you for your continued efforts to resolve issues surrounding this important reauthorization and we stand ready to offer any support you should need.

Respectfully yours,

[Signature]

J. Adler
National President
The Sergeants Benevolent Association of New York City is a labor organization that represents the 11,000 active and retired Sergeants of the NYPD. This letter is to advise you of our union's views regarding the reauthorization of the expiring provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act. We respectfully request your support in ensuring that the three provisions due to expire on May 28th concerning law enforcement access to business records, "roving wiretaps", and "lone wolf" surveillance are reauthorized, and that the reauthorization is permanent and without legislative modification. The SBA stands with the FBI Agents Association, the Society of Former Special Agents of the FBI, and the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association in the belief that the expiring Patriot Act provisions are simply too important to our security to allow them to sunset or to be constrained with new limitations on their use until our elected representatives can declare that America has won the war against terrorism.

The USA PATRIOT Act was enacted in direct response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. These murderous attacks devastated New York City and the ranks of its Police and Fire Departments. More than 70 law enforcement officers lost their lives when the World Trade Center Towers collapsed. Moreover, members of our union and other law enforcement officers, firefighters, and an array of other citizens who helped respond to the attacks are continuing to die and suffer debilitating illnesses as a result of inhaling the toxic fumes released by the collapse of the Twin Towers. The SBA takes time to remember the price of 9-11 each year when we hold our annual Hurricane Awards to honor the memory of the NYPD Sergeants killed by the terrorists. As we do so, we recommit ourselves to doing all we can to ensure such an attack never happens again.

The powers, the Patriot Act provided to our federal counterparts after 9-11 are an important tool for ensuring there is not another 9-11. The welcome success in eliminating Osama Bin-Laden makes reauthorization of the expiring Patriot Act authorities more, not less, important. Bin-Laden's death has energized groups and individuals attracted to his hateful and
murderous ideology. The Pakistani Taliban has vowed revenge and bragged “we already have our people in America, and we are sending more there.” We agree with CIA Director Panetta’s recent statements in an interview with Brian Williams of NBC Nightly News that “we should not kid ourselves that killing Osama bin Laden kills al Qaeda... They’re still going to try to attack our country... We’ve damaged them, but we still have to defeat them.” Given this, we are disturbed that some Members of the United States House of Representatives may be hesitant to support renomination of the expiring Patriot Act authorities.

We fear that the concerns expressed about reauthorization reflect confusion about the nature of the expiring authorities and their importance in safeguarding America from future attacks. Section 213 of the Patriot Act has allowed federal law enforcement to seek orders requiring the production of business records that relate to foreign intelligence operations or international terrorism. Under Section 216 of the Act, law enforcement can obtain wiretap orders only upon a showing of probable cause for those who attempt to evade surveillance by using multiple communications devices. Finally, the “lamppost” provision of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 allows the FISA Court to issue surveillance orders for those non-U.S. persons engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation of terrorism. Over the last decade, our federal law enforcement counterparts have developed a record of using these specific information gathering powers responsibly for their intended purpose of safeguarding America from another 9-11.

We also find misguided arguments that we must protect civil liberties by fixing in statute various internal procedures law enforcement agencies may follow to ensure the responsible use of the expiring Patriot Act authorities. Fixing an agency’s current internal procedures into actual legislative constraints is a bad idea because it ties the hands of our federal counterparts. This is especially dangerous to do right now because law enforcement needs more flexibility than ever in the wake of our recent successes. As Al-Qaeda and its sympathizers seek to avenge Bin Laden’s death and consider their continued relevance and efficacy, we are likely to see significant changes in how they operate. These changes may necessitate subtle alterations in how law enforcement utilizes the expiring Patriot Act authorities. Failing current procedures in legislative mandates could preclude such adjustments.

The terrorist organizations that declared war on America even before 9-11 are wounded and desperate, but still dangerous. They are an enemy that on 9-11 killed more Americans than the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor that launched World War II. And they would love more, more than ever, to carry out another such atrocity on American soil. Therefore, we ask that before House Members decline to reauthorize or decide to curtail authorities created to stop such attacks that they consider that law enforcement needs these powers now more than ever to prevent another 9-11 or something even worse. Our union appreciates your historic support of law enforcement. We appreciate your attention to our serious concerns on this matter. Please do not allow America’s recent success and the security from additional attacks that our armed forces, our intelligence community, and federal, state, and local law enforcement have provided over the almost ten years since 9-11 to lure you into believing that it is now safe to put away or curtail the use of tools created after 9-11 to prevent another terrorist act on American soil.
Sincerely,

Ed Mullins
President
Sergeants Benevolent Association of New York City

CC: Members, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives
    Hon. John Boehner, Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives
    Hon. Nancy Pelosi, Minority Leader, U.S. House of Representatives
May 5, 2011

The Honorable Lamar S. Smith
Chairman
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on the Judiciary
2138 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Smith:

On behalf of the 8,000 members of the Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Inc. (Society), I am writing to inform you of our views on the importance of permanently reauthorizing the three provisions of the USA Patriot Act that are going to expire on May 28, 2011.

The Society was established in 1937 as a fraternal, educational, and community-minded organization to preserve the FBI heritage in a spirit of friendship, loyalty, and goodwill. As former and current Special Agents of the FBI, our members are experienced in conducting sensitive criminal and terrorism investigations and are concerned that any changes to the Patriot Act that would make it more difficult for the FBI to fulfill its vital mission of protecting our great country.

In addition, the Society is concerned with the introduction of new issues that could impede progress in reauthorizing these important national security provisions. In view of the bipartisan consensus for the reauthorization of these provisions, we hope that their expiration can be avoided.

Since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, Federal law enforcement agencies have effectively utilized three sections of the Patriot Act, namely: the business records provision, the roving wiretap provision and the lone wolf surveillance provision. These sections of the Patriot Act were adopted in direct response to the September 11th attacks and to place new restrictions and requirements on these sections of the Act would be detrimental to Federal law enforcement efforts to detect and prevent future terrorist attacks.

The business records provision, Section 215 of the Patriot Act, allows investigators to apply to the U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) for an order requiring the production of business records related to foreign intelligence operations or investigations of international terrorism. This provision is utilized in specific and rare circumstances. However, despite the infrequent use of the provision, the ability to access important records early in an investigation is critical. The Society strongly encourages Congress to reauthorize this provision on a permanent basis without limitations.
The roving wiretap provision, Section 206 of the Patriot Act, allows the FISA Court to issue wiretap authorizations that are not linked to specific telephones or computers if the subject of the surveillance demonstrates an intent to evade the surveillance. It is absolutely essential to provide this ability to investigators due to the advanced technology employed by criminal and terrorism networks and conspirators. The failure to reauthorize this provision of the Patriot Act or encumber the provision with restrictions would jeopardize the importance of this valuable investigative tool.

The lone wolf provision, Section 6001 of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, provides the FISA Court with the authority to approve surveillance of non-U.S. persons acting alone or not linked to a foreign entity who are engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation of terrorist acts. The lone wolf provision provides law enforcement with an important tool to obtain necessary information to prevent dangerous terrorist acts from occurring. The Society strongly encourages Congress not to allow this provision to expire or place restrictions on the provision that would weaken this vital investigative tool.

The Society respects and appreciates your leadership on these important issues. As former and current Special Agents of the FBI, our members are very concerned with any changes to the Patriot Act that would make it more difficult for the FBI and other Federal law enforcement agencies to investigate terrorists and their threats to our nation. We urge Congress to reauthorize the expiring provisions of the Patriot Act permanently and without restrictions as the three expiring provisions are essential to the security of our country.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Lester A. Davis
President
March 16, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers:

The FBI Agents Association ("FBIAA") appreciates this opportunity to submit our views on the importance of reauthorizing the expiring provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act ("PATRIOT Act"). The FBIAA is comprised of over 12,000 active duty and retired Agents nationwide and is the only professional association dedicated to advancing the goals of FBI Agents. On behalf of the Special Agents of the FBI, we urge you to permanently reauthorize the provisions of the PATRIOT Act and related laws that will expire on May 27, 2011.

Business Records

The "business records" provision, § 215 of the PATRIOT Act, allows criminal investigators to apply to the U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court ("FISA Court") for an order requiring the production of business records related to foreign intelligence operations or an investigation of international terrorism. However, no such order can be issued if it concerns an investigation of a U.S. person based solely on that person's exercise of his or her First Amendment rights.

This provision is used in specific and rare circumstances. As described by the Congressional Research Service, the business records tool has been used "sparingly and never to acquire library, bookstores, medical or gun sale records.\(^1\) Despite infrequent use, the ability to access important bank and telephone records early in investigations is critical for criminal investigators, and leaders in the Department of Justice and FBI have called the business records provision a "vital tool in the war on terror.\(^2\)


\(^2\) See also, Edward C. Liu, Congressional Research Service, Amendments to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) Set to Expire February 28, 2011 (Feb. 8, 2011).
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Given that the provision has been used carefully and effectively in investigations of terrorist threats, the FBIAA recommends that Congress reauthorize the provision on a permanent basis without new limitations on its use.

**Roving Wiretaps**

The "roving wiretap" provision, § 206 of the PATRIOT Act, allows the FISA Court to issue wiretap orders that are not linked to specific phones or computers if the target of the surveillance has demonstrated an intent to evade surveillance.

The ability to obtain orders for roving wiretaps is absolutely essential to contemporary criminal and counterterrorism investigations because criminal networks have become technologically advanced and will often purchase and use many different mobile phones and computers in order to evade wiretap efforts. Law enforcement experts have described the roving wiretap provision as a "very critical measure" that has likely helped detect and prevent numerous terrorist plots, including the plots to bomb multiple synagogues in New York City.

The FBIAA urges Congress to permanently reauthorize the roving wiretap authority and not subject it to further restrictions. The roving wiretap provision is already constrained by the requirements that the FISA Court must find probable cause that the target intends to evade surveillance to issue a wiretap and that minimization procedures are followed regarding the collection, retention, and dissemination of information about U.S. persons. A failure to reauthorize the roving wiretap provision, or encumbering the provision with unnecessary restrictions, would jeopardize the utility of an important investigative tool and could, as Director Mueller has warned, open up a "gap in the law that...sophisticated terrorists or spies could easily exploit."  

**Lone Wolf Surveillance**

The "lone wolf" provision, found in Section 6001 of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, allows the FISA Court to issue surveillance orders targeted at non-U.S. persons who engage in international terrorism or activities in preparation of terrorism. Prior to enactment of the lone wolf provision, the FISA Court could only issue surveillance orders if specific evidence linked the targeted person to a foreign power or entity. This meant that non-U.S. individuals acting alone could not be effectively investigated, even if evidence indicated that they were preparing to engage in international terrorism.

The FBIAA recommends that Congress permanently reauthorize the lone wolf provision because it is a necessary part of combating contemporary terrorist threats. Communication between individual terrorists and foreign governments or entities is often very scarce.

---


2 USA Patriot Act of 2001: Hearing Before the Senate Select Comm. on Intelligence, 110th Congress (July 9, 2007) (statement of FBI Director Robert Mueller).
precisely because these groups are seeking to evade detection by law enforcement. The lone wolf provision gives law enforcement an important tool to obtain the information necessary to ensure that threats are thwarted before terrorists can act on their plans. Congress should not allow this provision to expire, or place additional restrictions on the provision, as such actions could make it more difficult to investigate and prevent dangerous terrorist threats.

Conclusion

FBI Agents work diligently to detect, investigate, and apprehend individuals and groups that are engaged in a constant and evolving effort to craft and execute plots against the United States and its citizens. These expiring provisions of the PATRIOT Act and similar laws are an important part of the fight against terrorism.

The FBIAA appreciates your consideration of these comments and urges Congress to permanently reauthorize the expiring provisions of the PATRIOT Act without imposing new and unnecessary restrictions on their use.

Very truly yours,

FBI Agents Association

Konrad Motyka, President
April 1, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
2409 Rayburn HOB
United States House Of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Rep. Smith:

The PATRIOT Act has been an essential tool for law enforcement in defending America and keeping us safe since its passage in 2001. Thanks to the PATRIOT Act, numerous terror plots have been stymied and untold numbers of American lives have been saved. Continued success, however, can only be ensured if the PATRIOT Act is renewed in its entirety. The PATRIOT Act is both constitutional and effective.

America remains a primary target for Al Qaeda and its allies. While the War on Terror rages on, we face the very real danger of another devastating attack. The threat of Al Qaeda-inspired, home-grown terrorism plots are on the rise as the terrorist organization increases its presence on the internet—using videos, internet forums and an on-line magazine—to reach adherents and recruit new followers within the United States. In February, Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano testified before Congress that the threat level today is as high as it has been since September 11. In March, Denis McDonough, the Deputy National Security Advisor to President Obama, addressed the issue of radicalization within the U.S. in a major speech, bluntly observing, "For a long time, many in the U.S. thought that we were immune from this threat... That was false hope, and false comfort. This threat is real, and it is serious." Last December, Attorney General Eric Holder said the growing number of Americans being radicalized and willing to take up arms against our country "keeps him awake at night."

If the PATRIOT Act had been in effect prior to 9/11, law enforcement agencies would have stood a far greater chance of disrupting the terror attack. The PATRIOT Act has been credited with helping to erode the bureaucratic "wall," which many believe allowed the 9/11 terrorists to succeed undetected, between the law enforcement and intelligence communities. It is imperative that we never again allow ourselves to regress into the pre-9/11 mindset, which is exactly what will happen without a permanent extension of all provisions of the PATRIOT Act.

On behalf of over 75,000 members of Keep America Safe, we urge Congress to permanently extend all provisions of the PATRIOT Act in a timely manner. Failure to do so jeopardizes our national security and the lives of Americans in the future.

Respectfully,

Debra Burlingame
Co-Founder, Keep America Safe

Timothy Killian
Executive Director, Keep America Safe
The Honorable James Sensenbrenner
Chairman
Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism and Homeland Security
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

11 May 2011

Dear Mr. Chairman,

I am writing on behalf of the members of the Fraternal Order of Police to advise you of our support for H.R. 1800, the "FISA Sunsets Reauthorization Act," which will be marked up this week.

This legislation would reauthorize, until 31 December 2017, two key provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act—authorizations for roving warrants and orders for tangible things (commonly referred to as "Section 215")—which are set to expire in May of this year. The bill would also make permanent a third provision which allows law enforcement to seek warrants against "lone wolf" terrorists.

These provisions enable law enforcement officials to use the same investigative tools used in criminal cases against suspected terrorists seeking to attack our nation and its people. Without it, the intelligence and law enforcement communities will be unable to share information about the ongoing threats our nation faces and the ability of law enforcement to prevent future attacks will be considerably lessened. Ensuring these vital tools remain available to law enforcement is a priority for the FOP, and we are prepared to work with the Administration and Congress to make other improvements to the statute that may be needed. Terrorists and terrorist organizations are not a static threat; they adapt and evolve, and the tactics and statutes we adopt to counter them must be equally flexible.

We recognize that, in popular and media culture, the USA PATRIOT Act is portrayed as controversial. This is an unjust and inaccurate portrayal. The law is one which has been carefully considered and judiciously used and there is no record that any of the authorities granted by the Act have been abused. It is a tool to combat terrorists and prevent terrorism, nothing more. While the United States won a significant victory by eliminating Osama bin Laden, we did not eliminate the danger posed by al Qaeda and others seeking to do harm to the United States and its citizens.

It is our hope that the Subcommittee will act quickly on the legislation before we get any closer to the expiration of these important provisions. As always, on behalf of the more than 355,000 members of the Fraternal Order of Police, thank you for your leadership on this and so many other issues important to law enforcement. If I can provide any further information about the importance of this issue, please do not hesitate to contact me or Executive Director Jim Pasco in my Washington office.

Sincerely,

Chuck Canterbury
National President

—BUILDING ON A PROUD TRADITION—
May 11, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers,

The Major County Sheriffs' Association (MCSA) supports the extension of key provisions of the PATRIOT Act to ensure that Federal law enforcement agencies have the tools they need to investigate possible terror plots and to protect American citizens. Specifically, the MCSA believes that "sneak wolf," "third-party business records," and "roving wire tap" provisions should be extended.

Protecting the civil rights, civil liberties, and privacy of our citizens is at the top of our minds daily in law enforcement. MCSA members hold themselves to high standards and constantly balance the core responsibility to preserve public safety with the imperative to protect citizens' liberties. We take very seriously our mission to ensure that those who would do harm to our communities are denied that opportunity at every turn. That is why we have significantly improved the way we collaborate with our law enforcement and intelligence partners at every level of government since September 11, 2001.

MCSA members collectively represent over 100 million Americans. The tens of thousands of brave men and women who work in our agencies have a tough job: they must be prepared to respond to any crime or act of terror, even as they do everything within their power to prevent those events and investigate possible threats. It is our people at the local level that have to pick up the pieces when the worst happens. As their leaders, we owe it to them -- and to our communities -- to ensure that every tool of government is used effectively to prevent attacks from happening.

Critical among those tools are the three expiring provisions of the PATRIOT Act mentioned above. A few facts are clear:

- these three provisions do not represent undue intrusions into the privacy of American citizens;
- these authorities have not resulted in any pattern of abuse by agents entrusted with them;
- these authorities ensure that investigative tools which are so effective in the enforcement of laws against organized crime, gangs, and drug traffickers are available for use against aspiring terrorists;
- if these provisions are not reauthorized, America will be less secure.
It is a tough reality that law enforcement agencies at every level are facing significant operational challenges due to the tight budget environment. And yet our enemies are not shrinking in number, the threats are not diminishing, and the sophistication of terrorists’ planning and communications methods is not lessening. We are already doing more with less. Taking away investigative authorities will only make matters worse.

We must not let the fact that we have gone nearly 10 years without a major terrorist attack on U.S. soil lull us into complacency. We must redouble our efforts to detect and prevent acts of terrorism. The MCSA urges Congress to reauthorize these three important provisions.

Sincerely,

Sheriff Doug Gillespie
President, MCSA
May 11, 2011

Chairman Larsen Smith  
House Committee on the Judiciary  
2138 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Ranking Member John Conyers  
House Committee on the Judiciary  
B351 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers:

On behalf of the National District Attorneys Association, the oldest and largest organization representing the interests of over 30,000 state and local prosecutors, we offer our full support towards the reauthorization of several expiring provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act. Specifically, NDAA fully supports making the “Terrorist Travel” definition in the existing statute permanent, extending the roving wiretap provision for an additional six years and extending the provision allowing law enforcement access to business records for an additional six years.

Since the USA PATRIOT Act was passed by Congress and signed into law shortly after the September 11, 2001 attacks on America, the three provisions listed above have been used effectively and judiciously by federal, state and local law enforcement to prevent another 9/11-like attack from happening on American soil for nearly a decade. If any of these provisions were allowed to expire, both domestic and international terrorists and terrorist organizations would be able to use substantial loopholes in the United States Code to put America’s communities at risk. It is also important to note that all branches of our government – Legislative, Executive and Judicial – have performed routine oversight over each provision since their implementation in 2001 and none of the provisions have been deemed unconstitutional or have been found to be abused by the government at any time.

With the recent apprehension and death of Osama Bin Laden at the hands of American forces, many may feel that these provisions are no longer applicable which, in our view, couldn’t be further from the truth. Osama Bin Laden was but one of thousands of terrorists in the world who want to bring America harm by any means necessary. With the radical advances in internet and cell phone technology, since 9/11, terrorists are more independent and mobile than they have ever been before. By extending each of these provisions you will help maintain America’s ability to protect our homeland by providing law enforcement the necessary tools to perform their jobs safely and successfully.

The National District Attorneys Association urges you and your colleagues on the House Judiciary Committee to extend each of the three provisions mentioned above when you meet to markup the USA PATRIOT Act Reauthorization. Thank you for all that you do for America’s state and local prosecutors.

Respectfully,

James Reams  
President

To Be the Voice of America’s Prosecutors and to Support Their Efforts to Protect the Rights and Safety of the People
May 11, 2011

The Honorable Lamar Smith
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
House Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Conyers:

I write on behalf of the National Association of Assistant United States Attorneys (NAAUSA) to express our support for the reauthorization of the provisions of the PATRIOT Act and related laws that will expire on May 31, 2011. We support H.R. 1890 and urge its prompt approval by the Congress. The legislation would extend expiring provisions of the USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 relating to access to business records and roving wiretaps and to permanently extend expiring provisions of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 relating to individual terrorists as agents of foreign powers.

NAAUSA represents the interests of the 5,600 career Assistant United States Attorneys employed by the Department of Justice. We believe that the PATRIOT Act has demonstrated its value as an essential law enforcement tool in defending America and preserving public safety. As we noted in a 2005 letter to the House Judiciary Committee in support of the PATRIOT ACT’s reauthorization at that time, “it certainly is not coincidental that the United States has not been attacked by terrorist forces since September 11.” More than five years later that observation still rings true.

Recent developments involving the death of Osama Bin Laden make it doubly critical that Congress take the actions necessary to assure that law enforcement authorities have the necessary tools to root out terrorism at home and abroad. Law enforcement and intelligence agencies need the investigative and security-related authority to find and bring to justice those that plot terror aimed at Americans. That authority is embodied in the three provisions—the business records, roving wiretap, and lone wolf surveillance provisions—extended by H.R. 1890. These provisions have aided in the discovery and thwarting of numerous terror plots and the saving of untold American lives.
It is vital that the PATRIOT Act be renewed and that none of its provisions be allowed to sunset. Thank you for your consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Steven H. Cook
President